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FOREWORD

This user’s manual contains gtiidance to State and local agencies for
developing and implementing a highway safety improvement program which
best suits their capabilities and needs. The manual should be beneficial
to State and local highway engineers and other professionals involved
in the highway safety improvement program.

The objectives of this manual are to describe how to:

1. Imple~nt a highway safety improvement program which complies with
Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual 8-2-3 and which contains the
fol1owing components and processes:

* Planning (CO1lect and maintain data, identify hazardous
locations and elements, conduct engineering studies and
establish project priorities)

* Implementation (schedule and implement projects)

* Evaluation (determine the effect of safety improvements)

2. Select the most appropriate procedures based on an agency’s particular
goals, objectives, resources, and highway system.

3. Utilize current information concerning reporting requirements, funding
sources, and practices of other highway agencies.

The manual was prepared by Goodell-Grivas, Inc.
Principal Investigator. Mr. Rudolph M. Umbs is

Mr. Charles Zegeer was the
the Implementation Manager.

“Milton P. Criswell
Director
Office of Oevelopment

ttOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States
Government assumes no 1iability for its contents or use thereof.

The contents of this report reflect the views of the Office of Development
of the Federal Highway Administration, which is responsible for the facts
and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily
reflect the official policy of the Department of Transportation.

This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation.

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers.
Trade or manufacturers’ names appear herein only because they are considered
essential to the object of this document.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Safety programs administered by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) are aimed at reducing human and economic losses on the nation’s
highway transportation systems. Specific guidelines for highway safety
progrws were firmly established by the U.S. Congress in the Highway Safe-
ty Act of 1966 and later expanded by such legislation as the 1973 Highway
Safety Act and the 1978 Surface Transportation Act. The specific safety-

related programs which have resulted from this ,.legislation should be
carried out by state and local highway agencies in an organized,
systematic manner.

The Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) was formal ly defined in
an FHWA regulation titled Federal-Aid H~ghway Program. Manual, Volume 8,
Chapter 2, Section 3 (FHPM 8-2-3), dated March 5, 1979. The primary pur-
pose of FHPM 8-2-3 was to establish the policy for the development and
implementation of a comprehensive highway safety program in each state.

The policy of FHPM 8-2-3 is: “Each state shal 1 develop and imple-
ment, on a continuing basis, a highway safety improvement program which
has the overal 1 objective of reducing the number and severity of accidents
and decreasing the potential for accidents on al1 highways. ”

The HSIP consists of components for the PIarlning, implementation, and
evaluation of safety programs and projects. The three components consist
of specific processes to be carried out by states and approved by FHWA. A
range of appropriate procedures has been defined for use in the admini-
stration of the various processes. State highway agencies should work
closely with local governments in a spirit of cooperation to obtain the
best results from their safety programs.

The purpose of this User’s Manual is to provide guidance to state and
local highway agencies in implementing a Highway Safety Improvement Pro-
gram (HSIP) which best suits their capabilities and needs. This User’s
Manual was developed to be used as a training guide for a 3 l/2-day train-
ing course for highway agency managers.

The specific objectives of this manual and course are to:

1. Provide training for the Highway Safety Improvement Program which
wi11 include the processes related to:

o Col letting and Maintaining Oata
o Identifying Hazardous Locations and Elements
@ Conducting Engineering Studies
~ Establishing Project Priorities
@ Scheduling and Implementing Projects
~ Determining the Effects of Safety Improvements

1



2.

3.

4.

5.

Al low for the selection of the most appro riate safety rocedures
rbased on a highway agency’s partlcu ar goals, objectives,

resources, and highway system.

Provide current information concerning required agency reports
and possible funding sources.

Provide a list of related articles and publications for use in
obtaining more detai led information on topics related to highway
safety.

Present a summary of current practices by state highway agencies
with regards to various safety-related procedures.

This User’s Manual is only one of a series of such manuals for
FHWA courses related to highway safety. This particular course was
intended to provide a general description of an overal 1 highway safety
program. Other related courses provide a more detai led description of
specific processes within the total HSIP.



CHAPTER II

HISTORY OF THE HIGHWAY SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Highway safety professionals have long recognized the need for an
organized approach to the correction of highway safety problems. The con-
cept of organizing a systematic approach appeared in technical papers and
government regulations as early as the 1940’s and 1950’s. It was not
unti 1 the late 1960’s and early 1970’s that the importance of a highway
safety program was further emphasized through legislation and research.
More recently, the private sector expressed a desire for a systematic
aPProach to improving highway safety, and simi1ar concerns have been
expressed by state and local highway agencies.

As a result of the demonstrated need for improved highway safety
methods and the continual increase in annual traffic accident losses in
the 1960’s and early 1970’s, several important Federal programs were
initiated. In the mid 1960’s, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
initiated the Spot Improvement Program. This program attempted to identi-
fy “hazardous” locations and provided funds for their correction.
years later, Congress passed the 1966 Highway Safety Act (23 U.S.C. 40~
which set requirements for states to develop and maintain a safety program
through the Highway Safety Program Standards. TO assist in maintaining a

safety program, the American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials (AASHTO) “Yellow Book” was published in “1967. These
sources defined safety design practices and policies. In 1973Y categori-
cal funding was made available for specific program areas, such as:
pavement marking demonstration programs, rail/highway crossings, high
hazard locations, elimination of roadside obstacles, and safer roads
demonstration. These actions, in conjunction with other concurrent safety
efforts such as vehicle design improvements and highway safety programs
and policies of public and private agencies, resulted in a decline in the
number and rate of highway fatalities in the late 1960’s and 1970’s.

The recent emphasis on highway safety has led to the availabi1ity of
additional funding for the application of new procedures to enhance
highway safety efforts at the state and local levelS. Among the object-

ives of these procedures were the efficient use and allocation of availa-
ble resources and the improvement of techniques for data CO1lection,
lysis and evaluation.

ana-

With these objectives in mind,
(FHPM) 6-8-2-1,

the Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual
“Highway Safety Improvement Program” was developed and

issued. Under this FHPM, a systematic process for organizing a highway
safety improvement program was prescribed. This process was refined in
FHPM 8-2-3 “Highway Safety Improvement Program”, which superseded FHPM
6-8-2-1.



CHAPTER III

HIGHWAY SAFETY STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

The National Highway Safety Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-564) resulted
from a national concern to reduce traffic accidents and fatalities. It
was enacted by Congress in September, 1966, and was based on the concept
that a coordinated approach by al1 levels of government was the best way
to solve the highway safety problem. The Act contains three major
provisions:

o Accelerating highway safety programs in each state

. Increasing highway safety research and development

0 Establishing the “National Highway Safety Advisory Committee}’

The Act requires each state to have an approved program to reduce
traffic accidents and the resulting deaths, injuries, and property damage.
Each state is required to meet the following conditions to obtain approval
of their safety plan:

1. The governor of the state shal1 be responsible for administering
the program.

2. Political subdivisions of the state are authorized to carry out
local highway safety programs within their jurisdictions,
provided that their programs are approved by the governor and in
accordante with uniform standards and the state comprehensive
plan.

3. At least forty percent of Federal funds under this section shal1
be expended by political subdivisions in carrying out local
programs.

4. The state and its political subdivisions shall maintain their
level of expenditures for highway safety programs.

5. Development and operation of comprehensive driver training pro-
grams are required by the state.

Highway Safety Program Manual

The Highway Safety Program Manual (HSPM) was developed by the U.S.
DOT to provide guidance to state and local agencies in conforming with
highway safety programs. Volumes comprising the Manual correspond to the

‘\Safety Standards and include the following: [1]

4
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1-
2-

::
5-
6-
7-
8-

1: :
11 -

Planning and Administration
Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection
Motor Vehicle Registration’
Motorcycle Safety
Oriver Education
Driver Licensing
Codes and Laws
Traffic Courts
Alcohol in Relation to Highway Safety
Identification and Survei llance of Accident Locations
Traffic Records
Emeraencv Medical Services

12 - High~ay besign, Construction, and Maintenance
13 - Traffic Engineering Services (Traffic Control Devices)
14 - Pedestrian Safety
15 - Police Traffic Services
16 - Debris Hazard Control and Cleanup
17 - Pupi1 Transportation Safety
18 - Accident Reporting and Investigation

The Federal Highway Administration’s office of Highway Safety cur-
rently administers the highway-related safety standards, frequently re-
ferred to as the “three-plus standards.” These Standards include:

e Standard 9 - Identification and Surveillance of Accident Locations

e Standard 12 - Highway Oesign, Construction, and Maintenance

e Standard 13 - Traffic Engineering Services

e Standard 14 - Pedestrian Safety (the “plus” in the three-plus stan-
dards). The highway related aspects are included in
Sections 11, V, and jointly in Section VII.

Copies of these volumes should be obtained by agency managers and used
routinely as reference guides and as a comparison to their own agency’s
practices.

A brief description of the requirements of the three-plus standards
as they relate to state and local governments follow:

e Standard 9 - Identification and Survei 11ante of Accident Locations

This Standard requires the development of a program for identifying
and maintaining surveillance of locations having high accident experience.
After identifying hazardous locations, the state must take appropri ate
measures to reduce accidents and to evaluate the effectiveness of safety

5



improvements at these locations. Also, a program must be developed to
maintain survei 11ante of the roadway network for potential ly high accident
locations and for correcting problems at these locations. Each state is
required to periodical ly evaluate their program and provide FHWA with an
evaluation summary.

* Standard 12 - Highway Design, Construction, and Maintenance

This Standard requires the development of a highway design, construc-
tion, and maintenance program. The program shal1 include design standards
rel sting to safety features for al1 new construction or reconstruction,
such as sight distance, horizontal and vertical curvature, spacing of
decision points, lane widths, etc. Roadway lighting must be provided or
upgraded on expressways and other major arterials in urban areas and
locations with a high ratio of night-to-day accidents.

Each state must also have a program for resurfacing or other surface
treatment on roadway sections with low skid resistance. The systemmat ic
identification and tabulation of all rail-highway grade crossings is
required along with a program to eliminate dangerous crossings. The Stan-
dard also calls for roadsides which are clear of obstacles, with breakaway
signs, special bridge railings and parapets, and guardrails placed at
locations where obstacles cannot be removed or replaced.

e Standard 13 - Traffic Engineering Services

This Standard requires the application of modern traffic engineering
principles “and uniform standards for traffic control to reduce the likeli-
hood and severity of traffic accidents. Each state shal1 have a compre-
hensive manpower development plan to insure necessary traffic engineering
capability to local jurisdictions and provide for upgrading of skills of
traffic engineers, subprofessionals, and technicians. A plan should be
developed .to inventory and maintain traffic control devices according to
Federal Standards. An implementation schedule should be developed to
utilize traffic engineering manpower to review “operational difficulties”,
instal1 safety-rel ated improvements, and evaluate the effectiveness of
specific traffic control measures.

O Standard 14 - Pedestrian Safety

This Standard requires the development of a statewide inventory of
pedestrian-motor vehicle accidents including location, age of pedestrian
and other statistics. Procedures should be developed for improving pedes-
trian protection through development of safe school route handbooks, fami-
liarizing drivers with pedestrian problems, and conducting engineering
studies at high hazard locations. The Standard also requires programs to

6



provide training and education for the general public concerning pedestri-
an safety on or near roads.

The responsibi 1ity for Standard 14 (Pedestrian Safety) is shared
between FHWA and NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration).
FHWA is responsible for the highway-related aspects of Volume 14. NHTSA
administers the safety program standards pertaining to the automobile and
the driver.

7



CHAPTER IV

FRAMEWORK AND OVERVIEW OF THE

HIGHWAY SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (HSIP)

The structure of the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) was
established in FHPM 8-2-3 in terms of components, processes, subprocesses,
and procedures. Such terms may be defined as follows:

Cornorients - refer to the three general phases of the HSIP: (1) Plan-
*Implementation, and (3) Evaluation.

Processes - refer to the sequential elements within each component.
~~nce, the four processes within the Planning Component in-
clude; (1) Collect and Maintain Data (2) Identify Hazardous Loca-
tions and Elements, (3) Conduct Engineering Studies, and (4) Esta-
blish Project Priorities.

Subprocesses - refer to specific activities which are contained with-
in certain processes. For example, under Process 3 of “the Planning
Component (“Coiduct Engineering Studies”) the three subprocesses are;
(1) Collect and Analyze Data at Hazardous Loctions, (2) Develop Can-
didate Countermeasures, and (3) Develop Projects.

Procedures - refer to the possible ways in which each of the process-
es or subprocesses may be attained. For instance, the procedures for
identifying hazardous locations and elements (Process 2) include the
Frequency Method, Rate Method, Rate Quality Control Method, etc.

An overview of the HSIP is given in Figure 1 with respect to the to-
tal highway activities of a highway agency. These basic highway activi-
ties include:

e Planning and Design
e Construction
e Safety
e Operation and Maintenance

The safety aspect of highways should be handled by maintaining an ,
effective HSIP, consisting of the following three components:

o Planning
o Implementation
e Evaluation

8
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l!ew[~re the arrows indicate the necessary flow of data a“d informatlo”.
lationships between the three components are illustrated in Figure

Note that safety improvements should first be plaoned, then implemented,
and finally evaluated.

The evaluation of highway safety ~mprovements is an essential step in
the highway safety program for any highway agency. The results of the
Evaluation Component provide necessary information into the plarming and
implementation of subsequent highway improvements. Beside providing input
back into the HSIP, the Evaluation Component provides basic information
for use in administrative decisions of a highway agency in terms of:

o Goals of the agency for the future
@ Specific agency objectives
. The continuation or modification of local design standards
. The efficiency of various personnel and/or equipment
. The validity of past estimates of required resources for various

activities
. Indications of where 1imited funding should be spent

Such administrative decisions can be used to periodical ly update and im-
prove total plans for the highway system.

The HSIP at the process level is given in Figure 2, which illustrates
the inter-relationships between the six processes. Four processes are
defined in under the Planning Component, and the Implementation Component
and Evaluation Component each contain one process. The arrows indicate
the necessary flow of dafa and information in order to properly conduct
the HSIP.

The subprocess level of the HSIP is shown in Figure 3, where 14 spe-
cific subprocesses are defined. The necessary sequence of subprocesses is
also illustrated within each process. For example, in Process 3 (“Conduct
Engineering Studies”) , the collection and analysis of data (Subprocess 1)
should be performed before accident countermeasures are developed (Subpro-
cess 2). Projects can be finalized or developed for each highway location
(in Subprocess 3) only after the first two subprocesses are completed.
The final listing of safety improvement projects is then used as the input
into Process 4 (“Establish Project Priorities)

A 1isting of procedures under each process and subprocess was
developed based on:

e Widely accepted practices currently in use by various highway agen-
cies

. Procedures developed and/or used by one or more highway agencies
which may offer a useful method under certain conditions

10
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e New or untested concepts reported in the literature which may offer
a worthwhile alternative to existing procedures and deserves fur-
ther testing for possible future use.

A total of 64 specific procedures are listed in Figure 4, as they pertain
to the processes and subprocesses of the HSIP.

In this User’s Manual, specific categories
improvements wil1 be discussed on the basis of their
of aggregation. Highway safety improvements may
following hierarchy.

of highway safety
complexity and level
be arranged in the

A countermeasure is a specific activity or set of related activi-
ties designed to contribute to the solution of an identified safety
problem a~ a single location. Examples of countermeasures are: (1)
an advance warning sign Installation,, (2) an impact attenuator
installation, or (3) left-turn prohibition during peak traffic
periods at a signalized intersection.

A project is one or mre countermeasures designed to reduce identi-
fied safety deficiencies at a highway location. For example, pave-
ment deslicking may be selected as a single countermeasure to re-
duce wet-weather accidents at a site, and is termed as a project.
Also, the combination of countermeasures at a site, such as
shoulder stabilization, edgelining, and fixed-object removal is al-
so considered as a project.

A program is a group of projects, countermeasures, and/or activi-
ties which are implemented to achieve a common highway safety goal.
A program may be applied ‘to numerous locations and may include
several types of countermeasures which serve the same purpose. For
example, a program to reduce wet-weather accidents may be imple-
mented by an agency at five different locations and include various
combinations of:

o Improved signing
e Longitudinal grooving
e Deslicking overlay

The combination of al1 projects resulting from the HSIP
planning component is another example of a program.

13



PLANNING COMPONENT

Process 1 - Collect and Maintain Oata

Subprocess 1 - Oef ine the H ighway Locat ion Reference System

Procedure 1 - Milepost Method
Procedure 2 - Reference Point Method
Procedure 3 - Link Node Method
Procedure 4 - Coordinate Method
Procedure 5 - LORAN< Based Method

Subprocess Z - Collect a“d Mai”tai” A’cidpnt Data

Procedure 1 - File of Accident Reports by Location
Procedure 2 - Spot Maps
Procedure 3 - Systemide Computerization of Accident Data

Subprocess 3 - Colle’t a“d Maintain Traffic Data

Procedure 1 - Routine Man”al Collection of Systemide Traffic
Data

Procedure 2 - Use of Mechanical Volume Counters
Procedure 3 - Permanent Count Stations
Procedure 4 - Maintenance of Traffic Oata on MTS or in Files
Procedure 5 - Systewide Computerization of Traffic Data

Subprocess 4 - Collect and Maintain Highway Data

Procedure 1 - Systemide Manual Collection of Highway Oata
Procedure 2 - Photologging and Video logging
Procedure 3 - Maintenance of Highway Oata on Maps or in Files
Procedure 4 - Systemide Computerization of Highway Data

Process 2 - Identify Hazardous Locations and Elements

Procedure 1 - Frequency Method
Procedure 2 - Accident Rate Method
Procedure 3 - Frequency Rate Method
Procedure 4 - Rate quality Control Method
Procedure 5 - Accident Severity Method
Procedure 6 - Hazard Index Method
Procedure 7 - Hazardous Roadway Features Inventory

Figure 4. Procedures used in the various processes
and stiprocesses.
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Process 3 - Conduct Engineering Studies

Subprocess 1 - Collect and Analyze Data at Identified Hazardous
Locations

Procedures 1-5 - Accident Studies
Procedures 6-14 - Traffic Studi -
Procedures 15-20 - Environmental Studies
Procedures 21-24 - Special Studies

Subprocess 2 - Develop Candidate Counterwasure (s)

Procedure 1 - Accident Pattern Tables
Procedure 2 - Fault Tree Analysis
Procedure 3 - Multi-Disciplinary Investigation Team

Subprocess 3 - Develop Projects

Procedure 1 - Cost-Effectiveness Method
Procedure 2 - Benefit-to-Cost Ratio Method
Procedure 3 - Rate-of-Return Method
Procedure 4 - Tim-of-Return Method
Procedure 5 - Net Benefit Method

Process 4 - Establish Project Priorities

Procedure 1 - Project Development Ranking
Procedure 2 - Incremental Benefit-to-Cost Ratio
Procedure 3 - Oynamic Programing
Procedure 4 - Integer Programing

IMPLEMENTATION COMPONENT

Process 1 - Schedule and Imlewnt Safety Iwrovement Projects

Subprocess 1 - Schedule Projects

Procedure 1 - Gantt Charts
Procedure 2 - Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
Procedure 3 - Critical Path Method (CPM)
Procedure 4 - Multiproject Scheduling System

Subprocess 2 - Desi W and Construct Projects

Subprocess 3 - Conduct Operational Reviw

EVALUATIONmMPONENT

Process 1 - Oetermine the Effect of HighwV Safety l~rovemnts

Subprocess 1 - Perform Accident-Based Project Evaluation
Subprocess 2 - Perform Non-Accident-Based Project Evaluation
Subprocess 3 - Perform Program Evaluation
Subprocess 4 - Perform Administrative Evaluation

Figure 4. Procedures used in the various processes
and stiprocesses (continued).
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PLANNING COMPONENT

HSIP

-ENTATlON COMmNEW

EVALUATIONCOMPONEW

PURPOSE

The purpose of the Planning Component is to produce the list of
highway projects to be implemented.

DESCRIPTION

The Planning Component is the first of the three components in the
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) and involves al1 activities
necessary to determine which safety improvement projects should be
implemented. The four processes within the Planning Component are:

Process 1 - Collect and Maintain Data
Process 2 - Identify Hazardous Locations and Elements
Process 3 - Conduct Engineering Studies
Process 4 - Establish Project Priorities
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Within these four ~rocesses are
necessary to success U1ly complete

COMPONENT INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

specific subprocesses and procedures
the processes.

e Goals and objectives for the total highway and transportation net-
work

e Goals and objectives of the Highway Safety Improvement Program

Resource Input

.,Funding
e Manpower
e Equipment

Oata or Informational Input

Q Federal, State, and local design standards and guidelines
e Information from the Evaluation Component concerning the effective-

ness of prior specific safety projects and programs
. Information from the Evaluation Component concerning past admini-

strative evaluations

ist of the specific highway projects to be implemented
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PWNING COM~NSNT

COLLECT AND MAINTAIN

DATA

PURPOSE

The purpose of this process i’sto supply the necessary data base for
the total highway system for use in identifying hazardous locations and
elements.

DESCRIPTION

Four subprocesses have been defined within this process as follows:

Subprocess 1 - Oefine the Highway Location Reference System
Subprocess 2 - Col lect and Maintain Accident Oata
Subprocess 3 - Collect and Maintain Traffic Data
Subprocess 4 - Collect and Maintain Highway Data

Within each subprocess are procedures which may be selected by a highway
agency to successful ly accomplish that subprocess. A description of each
subprocess, and the corresponding procedures, is provided in the following
pages.
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PROCESS 1, SUBPRO~CESS 1
DEFINE THE HIGHWAY LO(:ATION

REFERENCE SYSTEM

[ PROc& z I

PURPOSE

The purpose of this subpro(:ess is to assign meaningful locatior~al
information to highways in the s:Ystem. This is essential to merge acci-
dent, traffic, and highway data to identify and analyze hazardous locations
and elements.

DESCRIPTION

According to Volume 9 of the Highway Safety Program Planual [1]: “Each
state, in cooperation with county and other local governments, shal1 have a
program for identifying accident “locationsand for maintaining surveillance
of those locations having high acf:identrates or losses.”

The proper identification of such hazardous “locations can be accom-
plished by use of one of several highway location reference systems and
methods. A location reference system includes al1 of the office and field.—
procedures necessary to faci 1lti~te highway-related activities, such as
plarming, safety, and maintenance. A location reference method is a part
of an agency’s total reference system [2].

The specific methods (procedures) in this subprocess ?Ire:



Procedure 1 -
Procedure 2 -
Procedure 3 -
Procedure 4 -
Procedure 5 -

Milepost Method
Reference Point Method
Link Node Method
Coordinate Method
Loran-C-Based Method

A single highway location reference method is general ly adopted
throughout a state highway system for practical reasons. However, alter-
native methods may be used in large cities or by county highway agen-
cies.

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

The milepost method, reference point method, and link node method are
al1 currently in use and are general ly not difficult to implement or
utilize. However, the coordinate method and the LORAN-C-Based method are
not used widely due to their complexity. The LORAN-C-Based system, in
particular, requires considerable investment and
aPProPri ate only for large 1and areas.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

What is the accuracy of accident reporting

manpower training

using the method?

and is

What is the manpower required for the method?
Are adequate funds available for implementing a new method?
What are the eauipment requirements?
Wi11 growth of the highway system create significant problems in
re-numbering of the location reference system?

SUBPROCESS INPUTS ANO OUTPUTS

Management Input

e A knowledge and understanding of various highway location reference
systems

Resource and Equipment Input

@ Manpower
e Equipment (LORAN-C receivers or equipment for instal1ing highway-re-

ference signs)
. Funding

Oata or Information Input

e Highway maps or files containing the appropriate location reference
values
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OUTPUT

o A code that uniquely itlentifies the location of any given spot or
section of the highway system

0

(J
DSFINE THE HIGHWAY LOCA~ON

REFERENCESVS-

E

PRO(CEDU~1. MIUPOST M~lOD

PROCEDU= Z

PRXEWRE 3

PRXEWRE *

PRKWURE 5

PROCEDURE 1 - MILEPOST METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The milepost method uses a numerical value to represent the distance
from a base point to any location. This is usual ly accomplished using
mi lepost markers which indicate the mi leage to the point of interest from
some zero point on the highwa~,. To identify a location in the field, the
distance to the nearest milepost marker is determined and added or sub-
tracted from the number on th,:milepost. Some states, such as Missouri ,
uti1ize a mi lepost system but without field markers (paper map sy.s!tem).
Maps are provided to police ofFicers which identify the milepoint for their
use in locating accidents.

Several specific characteristics of the milepost method have been
identified by TRB as follows [2]:

. Signs may be placed at any spacing (usually one mile or greater)

. Signs contain the actuiil milepoints or approximate mileages to the
location from a known p[>int (county line, etc.)

. Zero points are usually assigned to rc]ute beginnings, at county
1ines, or at control section limits

o The message on the signs may or may not be readable from a moving
vehicle. When readable, they provide useful distance information
to motorists. Guides for milepost signs are given in the ManLlal on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) [3]. A typical milepost
marker is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Milepost markers from the ~TCD.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The milepost method is generally applicable to highway systems with
the following characteristics:

o Rural or suburban highways. In urban areas, intersections are too
frequent and street names are mre commonly used than route num-
bers. Also, in urban areas adjacent intersections could have the
same milepost number and this could cause confusion in establishing
locations of accidents.

e Virtually any size of highway system
o Highway systems which are fairly wel1 established. In growing and

newly developing areas, changes in highway lengths and alignments
(due to construction or reconstruction) will necessitate changes
(or discrepancies ) in milepost markers for the routes.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - A field crew is needed for routine maintenance of mile-

0

e

post signs. Also, office personnel may be required to maintain and
modify the maps and/or files to keep the reference system current.
Funding - A minimum of about $100 per mile is required for the
instal1ation of milepost markers (assuming one milepost marker per
mile in each direction at about $50 per marker). Also, maintenance
funds are needed to maintain and rep1ace damaged markers. Funds
are also needed for occasional updating of reference maps or
files.
Equipment - A Sign truck and/or other equipment is needed to
install milepost markers.
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PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages [2]

e The method can be easily learned by police officers and highway
agency personnel.

e Milepost signs provide a chart of Pro9ress for ~torists alon9 a
highway. -

0 There is usually uniforlm spacing of milepost markers, so the user
(PO1ice officer) does not have to proceed mre than some fixed
distance (such as one-half mile) to find a reference marker.

e The numerical sequence (Ifmileposts provides easy orientation, and
many highway users (particularly, truck drivers and other users of
CB radios) report accidents, vehicle breakdowns, or other
emergencies with reference to posted milepost marlkers.

Disadvantages [2]

*

e

@

e

Changes in route length due to highway construction and incorrect
sign placement will result in inaccuracies.
Where concurrent routes exist (one highway section with two or nmre
route numbers ), the numbers on the signs reflect mileage for only
one of the routes and this may cause confusion.
The placement of milepost signs along a road can create maintenance
problems; they can also be hit by vehicles.
Milepost markers which are spaced infrequently (several miles
apart, as is common on non-interstate routes ) can cause confusion
and inaccuracies in the reporting of accident locations by police
investigators.
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PROCEDURE 2 - REFERENCE POINT METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The reference point method uses
as an intersection. railroad crossinq

a fixed, identifiable feature. such
or bridge, from which a location can

be measured or referenced. Referen~e point signs may be placed at any
spacing, and placement may be at major intersections and jurisdictional
boundaries, at fixed uniform intervals, or a combination of these two and
at special roadside features.

The true reference point must be recorded in central office records,
and such reference numbers do not usuallY provide highway location
mat ion in terms of miles.

Following are important characteristics of the reference point
r?l.

infor~

method
LCJ.

@ Signs may be placed at any spacing
Central office records containing the true milepoint of reference
post signs must be kept
Signs ordinarily contain numbers that are not related to a

milepoint. The signs may also include route number and
jurisdiction information
The signs may or may not be in numerical sequence along a route
The messages on the signs may or may not be readable from a roving
vehicle

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The re
with the fo

a Rura

?rence point method is generally ~pl icable to highway systems
lowing characteristics:

or suburban highways. In uban areas, intersections are too
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frequent and street names and intersections are mre commonly used
than route numbers.

e Virtually any size of highway system
e Highway systems that are not in newly developing areas. For newly

developing areas (more than 5 percent growth expected in the next
10 years) reference points may be assigned after firm plans are
developed and approved for new roads.

o For highway systems whf?re inventory information is available con-
cerning the exact location of roadway features/bridges, intersec-
tions, changes in number of lanes, etc.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - Field crews needed for routine sign maintenance. of-
fice personnel are req~lired for occasional mdi:Fication of refer-
ence system on maps and/or files.

e Funding - Funds are necessary to develop, maintain, and update the
roadway inventory, and maintenance costs for reference signs are
required.

e Equipment - Sign instal‘Iationequipment

PRCCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages [2]

o Changes in route lengths due to construction do not affect the sign
placement or the validity of the numbers on them.

e The signs apply to all overlapping routes.
e Spacings of the reference signs are norms’1ly of sufficient frequen-

cy that users will encclunter a sign without tra’veiling great dis-
tances.

Disadvantages [2]

e Most reference point signs do not permit motorists to chart their
progress along a road.

o The placement of the re~’erence signs on a highway may cause mainte-
nance problems.

e The signs are roadside obstacles which can be hit by motorists.
e There is variabi 1ity in the accuracy of accident locations, depend-

ing on distance from the reference point.
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PROCEDURE 3 - LINK NODE METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The link-node method (also referred to as the nodal method) is based
on assigning node numbers to highway intersections or other selected high-
way points. It is a document-oriented method, since no signs are in-
stalled in the field (in most cases). General ly, the intersection of two
major streets (state highways, arterial-col lector streets, etc. ) is
defined as a node. The “1ink” or highway segment between two nodes may or
may not be assigned a unique number.

To use the link-node method, selected intersections are assigned a
node number on office maps andlor files. Locations in the field may be
identified by recording the name of the street or highway of concern and
the name of the nearest intersecting street. The distance to the nearest
Intersecting street is also normal 1{ re$orded. Appropriate node (or link)
numbers can be assigned either In t e f~eld or in the office, using a file
or map of node numbers.

Another application of the 1ink-node method involves recording the
street names and addresses of the locations of interest. Office personnel
then assign the appropri ate node number or link number to the location
based on this information. WhiIe node numbers are normally assigned to
intersections, other specific elements (identifiable on maps) may also be
assigned node numbers, such as [4]:

@ Road ends
@ Railroad crossings
o Bridges
a 90-degree turns
@ County boundaries
@ Ramp terminals
@ Grade seoarated structures
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Examples of node maps are!given in Figure 6, as developed for Iowa by
Goalsby and Yu [4]. These noclemaps were develcped for identifying state-
wide accident locations based on the U.S. Public Land Survey methocl for
subdivision of land [4].

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The link-node method is !Jenerally ~plicable to highway systems with
the following characteristics:

. Urban, suburban, or ru!.al highways. Can easily conform to various
population and highway densities.

e Virtually any size of highway system
e Highway systems with any rate of growth. The link-node method

works well, regardless of the increase in highway mileage, since
new node numbers can be assigned to new intersections.

e Where detailed updated maps are available, which’ include all irlter-
sections and possibly other observable physical features.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - Office crews are needed for developing, maintaining and
updating the link-node numbers on maps and files.

e Funds - Funds are ne<>ded for establishing detailed mapping and
roadway inventory (if not already available ). Nominal funds are
then needed for updating the system.

o Equipment - Mapping and drafting equipment for developing system-
wide link-node maps.

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

o Generally inexpensive i;o implement, since field referencing signs
are not required

s Good correlation can be established with other reference methocls in
preparing a cross-referencing index

e Relatively easy to understand, since node numbers usually corres-
pond to actual intersections

o Short start-up time for implementation
. Very flexible in comple!x highway systems, such as interchanges and

channel ized intersections

Disadvantages

o Generally undesirable for rural areas, where major intersections
are several miles apart, because reporting accuracy may be less
than desirable when reporting locations which are not close to any
node
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. If the node (or link) numbers are coded in the field for an acci-
dent location, the user (police officer) must have a log of node
numbers and understand th(?system

@ Entai 1s a cumbersome fi 1ing system -- different users may identify
the same location in varying ways; more difficult to identify
clusters of accidents

Aa
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PROCEDURE 4 - COORDINATE METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The coordinate system involves locating an accident site with a
unique set of P1ane coordinates. The system relies on a complete set of “
grid coordinate maps and may be applied in several ways. The first may
involve printing and distributing a large number of maps to police offi-
cers systemwide. The officer ml~st then determine the coordinates of the
accident site while he is investigating the accident and directly recclrd
these coordinates. The pre-coding of coordinate points on maps would
allow the officers to pick such points on the maps while at the site and
code them on the report.

The coordinate system is cLlrrently in use to only a limited extent,
but is in the planning and development stages for possible use by several
agencies. The method general 1), uses U.S. Geodedic Survey (USGS) topo-
graphical maps as a base. In most states, such !maps are avai1able at a
scale of 1 inch = 4000 feet, wh’ich corresponds to 50 feet represented by
0.01 inch. In some states, USGS maps are now available at a 7-1/2 min.
scale, or 1 inch = ~00 feet (50 ft. is represented by 0.02 inches) [511.
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In a few western states, grid-oriented networks of local roads are
being used as a basis for a coordinate method. Such roads normally follow
section lines and divide the state into squares. Based on some zero point
at the southeastern corner of the state, a location is identified in terms
of the miles east and north of the zero point.

The Indiana Traffic Accident Record System (INTRACS) was intended to
be a major statewide effort to geographical ly locate accidents on highways
throughout the state. It is based on a USGS map scale of 1 inch = ~00
feet. The road network fi le describes the X-Y coordinates of al1 inter-
section and alignment points to describe the street and roadway network.
The X-Y coordinates are found for each highway point using an electronic
digitizer (as shown in Figure 7) for use in a computerized data file. A
sample matrix map for the system is shown in Figure 8 [6].

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The coordinate method is generally applicable to highway systems with
the following characteristics:

@ Any type of highway system (urban, suburban, or rural) where appro-
priate maps are available

@ Large highway systems and land areas, such as statewide highway
systems

@ A highway system with any growth rate, as long as new unmapped
roads are added to the coordinate maps. The predetermined coordin-
ate identification numbers are permanent.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - Office personnel are needed to develop and maintain
coordinate maps, and also to interpret the coordinate numbers in
terms of the actual highway location.

@ Funds - Funds are necessary to develop appropriate coordinate maps.
Assuming that base maps (USGS) are available, the cost of
modification was estimated (in 1969) to be approximately $30 per
mile, excluding the costs for modifying the maps to make them
useful in urban areas [5].

. Equ:pment - Appropriate mapping equipment for developing and/or
modifying coordinate maps

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages [5]

@ A point on the highway identified by coordinates is permanently
located in a two-dimensional plane space. Thus, the coordinate
number is not affected by changes in the length of the highway.

e The coordinate numbers can easi Iy be correlated with either the
Milepoint method or the link_nOde method.

@ The use of coordinates to locate accidents may simplify and encour-
age the use of mechanical plotting equipment.
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Figure 7. Electronic diq[~tizer.

(Source: Reference No. 6)

Figure 8. Sample matrix map.

(source!: Reference
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Disadvantages [5]

e The quantity of data required to uniquely identify a location is
considerably mre than with other methods. Fourteen digits are
currently used to express the coordinate location (plus two or
three additional digits for the route numbers ). This greater
quantity of information results in greater processing costs and is
more susceptible to errors in reporting and coding, and such errors
are Mre difficult to detect.

a The availability of costly maps (USGS or other) for sufficient
accuracy

@ Due to ‘the complexity of the method, the typical accident investi-
gator may have difficulty locating his position on a map and read-
ing the coordinates to the desired accuracy. Under adverse condi-
tions (darkness, rain, snow, fog, in rural areas with few land-
marks, etc.) accurate readings may be a problem. Detecting and
correcting such errors by office personnel wil1 be very difficult
or impossible without supplemental locational information (such as
the precise distance and direction from a known intersection, etc.

e A considerable amount of start-up time is required to complete the
necessary map work, the printing and distributing of maps, and
training the police officers and other users of the coordinate
method.

@ The cost of modifying and updating maps is expected to be quite
high.

PROCEDURE 5 - LORAN C-BASED METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The LORAN-C method is actually a specific application of the coordi-
nate method. It is an electronic , ~Qng ~flnge ~avigation system currently
operated by the U.S. Coast Guard for marine navigation in U.S. coastal
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waters. Incidental coverage is plrovided to over 2/3 of the land area of
the continental U.S. LORAN-C can locate a point within one-fourth mile of
its true geographic location and will allow a person to return to with’in
about 50-300 feet of that same spot in most cases. By recording readings
at locations, the area may be “calibrated” to the 50-300 feet repeatable
accuracy. LORAN was developed by the Department o’FDefense in the 1940’s
as an aid to marine and aeronautical navigation over large areas of water,
and further refined to become the LORAN-C system in the early 1960’s.

The LORAN-C system is considered to be a radio sysi~em, but is not
similar to commercial radio stations. Commercial stations transmit a
continuous radio wave from a single antenna, whereas, LORAN-C systems
consist of chains of transmitting stations (a master and two or more sel:-
ondary stations), which are located about 500 miles apart. By broadcast-
ing a group of low-frequency rad’io pulses, LORAN signals !:anbe transmitt-
ed up to 2000 miles with a high degree of accuracy’[7]..

To apply the LORAN-C system for highway location referencing? a LORAN
receiver automatically measures and displ ays the numerical time difference
of arrival between the master its secondary stations. ‘These time differ-
ences describe hyperbolic lines of position, the intersection of which
describes the exact position of the receiver. Coverage of LORAN-C in the
United States is approximately 73 percent as of 1980. Comp1ete coverage
of the continental United States wi11 soon be achieved by the installation
of three more stations - proposed for Montana, New Mexico, and Texas. Al1
U.S. LORAN transmitting stations are operated and maintained by the U.S,
Coast Guard [7].

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The LORAN-C based method is generally applicable to highway systems
with the following characteristics:

o Rural or suburban highways. Distortion in electronic waves can
result around tal1 buildings in urban areas!,which can reduce accu-
racy. However, LORAN-C r,sferencing can be easily cross-referenced
with any of the other referencing methods.

o A very large highway system or a large land area. For example, the
use of LORAN-C is most pr:~ctical on a statewide basis. LORAN-C can
be tested or implemented in smal ler jurisdictions (one county at a
time), but an individual city or county should not implement LORAN-
C alone, unless it wi?1 eventually be part of a sttitewide system.

o Any rate of system growth, since a LORAN-C number is a permanent
unambiguous number, (as are other coordinate numbers) and are not
influenced by changes in ii highway’s length.

o Where accuracy in locaticln referencing is emphasized, the LORANI-C
method is desirable, particularly in rural areas.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Electronics maintenance personnel are needed for repair
of LORAN-C receivers. AlSO , an office crew is necessary for
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developing and updating the mapping system as new highway sections
are added.

e Funding - Funds are needed for purchase of LORAN-C receivers and
also an appropriate mapping system. The basic receiver unit (with
no special options ) can cost between $425 to $5000, depending on
the size of production, as determined by the total available market
and the complexity of the receiver (see Table 1) [7].
The cost of mending existing maps (USGS maps, for example), would
be bout $200 for the initial calibration of a 450-square-mile area
[5]. Subsequent mdiflcat ions would be less expensive. Office
training costs would also be involved.

Table 1. Estimated LORAN-C receiver costs ($).

?

RECEIVER COST PROOUCTI ON RUN OUAN TIES
OPTIONS RANGE 10 100

Basic Low 1,500 1,200 600
High 2,500 1,900 1,000

Basic With
Coordinate Low 6,000 3,000 1,700 a50 765 600
Conversion High 10,000 3,500 2,000 1,500 1,300 900

Including
All Of
Oes ired LOW 7,300 3,500 2,300 1,150 1,035 815
Options High 20,000 5,000 .2,aoo 1,720 1,490 1,035

(From Reference No.7)

e Equipment - LORAN-C receivers for al1 police officers or other
personnel who would need to routinely identify location reference
points.

PROCEDURES ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Accurate referencing coordinates can often be obtained when compared
with other methods, particularly in rural areas.

e The use of field markers is not needed, so no sign installation and
maintenance activities are required.

. The method can be easiiy applied to other highway-oriented or loca-
tional uses, such as:
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- Location of emergency medical service needs
- Highway inventories
- Traffic enforcement survei1lance
- A guide for conducting aerial photography

. The recording of location information is very simple, since a
numerical code number is recorded from the LORAN-C receiver, and the
location can be quickly determined from the LORAN-C-based maps.

o The exact location callbe found easily within lbout 50 feet,, if a
follow-up site visit is needed.

e The LORAN-C equipment may also be used ;n conjunction with locating
emergency vehicles.

Disadvantages

. Some distortion in the radio waves may result, particularly in
urban areas, but may be compensated for. This could redu(:e the
accuracy of the referc!nce number.

. Although a highway lclcationmay be located again within about 50
feet, the reference Inumber (with respect to its true geographic
location) may be up to O. 25 mi les in error until proper calibration
is conducted.

I
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PURPOSE

PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 2

COLLECT AND MAINTAIN
ACCIDENT DATA

The purpose of this subprocess iS ~0 CO] lect, sort, and process police
accident reports for use in the identification and subsequent analysis of
high-accident locations.

DESCRIPTION

One of the basic data sources for any agency’s traffic record program
is the accident data base. The primary source of such accident data is
from police-reported accident reports. Supplemental drivers’ reports may
be used in addition to the police reports.

The reporting level for accidents varies considerably by state. For
example, in some states, al1 traffic accidents must be reported, regardless
of cost. In other states, only injury accidents must be reported. Typi-
cal accident reporting levels are from $100 to $300 per accident.

The data items on each report form should be carefully selected
through cooperation between the police department and highway agency to
insure that al1 necessary data items are included. A uniform statewide
report form is currently used by most state highway agencies. Examples of
desirable information for an accident report form is shown in Table 2, as
given in the ANSI Oata Element Dictionary for Traffic Records Systems [1].
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Table 2. Recomme]tded data items for an accident
report form,

mta Element Nma

A~lDENT C=E NUKB~~
A~lDENT MUNTY.
&~lDENT DATE &ND TINE*
AWIDENT DAY OF WE=
A~lDENT mAT1ON 1NVESTIOAT1ON
A= IDENT XUN1C1P8L1TYR
A= IDENT REWRD SO~E
A=lDENT SEV~lTY,
AwIDENT V~lCLES
B~D AL~HOL WNCENT~T1ON TEST DA~ ~
B~D aXOROL ~NCENT~T1ON TEST mSWTS
BLWD AL~ROL WNCENT~T1ON TEST TYPE
CAUSE FOR DRIVER/OPmTQR HANEUV~
~N~lBUTING CIRCUMSTANC=, DR1v~
~N~IBUT1 NG CIRCWSTANCES , EMY
~NTBIBUTING cIKUK9TANCES ,
CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCES,
m,!ONTRIBUTING CIRCUMST1

-.—.
vlmm,

mm. . ..—.
; PMSEN&

-. .NcES, ~AD
CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCES , VWICLS
D1RECTION OF ~TERN& ~XE

~ *~~~~DIRECTION OF ~AVEL BEmRE
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A sample

The

RANGE OF

accident report form (State of Michigan) is given in Figure 9.

specific procedures under this subprocess are:

Procedure 1 - File of Accident Reports by Location
Procedure 2 - Spot Maps
Procedure 3 - Systemwide Computerization of Accident Data

COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

Reports by location and spot maps are very easy to use for relatively
smal 1 accident data bases. Therefore, these two procedures are more appro-
priate for local agencies than for state safety agencies. For state agen-
cies and large cities, systemwide computerization is usually more desirable
than manual methods. However, many smal1 local agencies currently use
systemwide computerization, if computer facilities are available.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

@ Are accident reports completed with reasonable care to insure
accurate information?

@ Are enough accidents reported each year to justify systemwide compu-
terization?

e What percentage of accidents are actually reported?
@ Is the reporting level for accidents too high? Too low?
@ Can spot maps be produced by computer?
0 Should the accident report form be updated or improved to obtain

more needed information?
@ Wil 1 the filing systems and data summaries provide the types of

information needed for the identification of hazardous locations?

SUBPROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

@ A plan for processing accident data for identifying hazardous
locations

Resource and Equipment Input

@ Funding
@ Manpower (Data Coders)
@ F11ing system for accident records
@ Computer capabilities for summarizing accident data (Procedure 3 -

“Systemwide Computerization” only)

Data or Informational Input

@ Accident data by location (From Process 1, Subprocess 1 - “Define
the Highway Location Reference System” )

@ Maps of the highway system for plotting spot maps
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output

a Summaries of systemwide accident data by location for use in
identifying hazardous locations

PROCEOURE 1 - FILE OF ACCIDENT REPORTS BY LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

The manual storage and maintenance of accident reports in files is the
most basic ~thod, and may be maintained by the local police department
and/or the traffic engineering department. This system is normally found
in jurisdictions with relatively small numbers of accidents per year.
Accident reports should be filed on a daily basis, if possible; to help
maintain organization.

Instead of filing the accident reports themselves, a traffic accident
location file should be established, as shown in Figure 10, to help keep a
record of high-accident locations. Under each location folder, an accident
location index card (Figure 11) will allow for an up-to-date listing of
accidents at each site r21. For each accident, information should-.

Report number
Oate
Severity (number killed and injured)
Type of accident (rear-end, right-angle, pedestrian, etc.)
Lighting condition (day or night)
Other information of concern

In urban areas, a
classification (arterial,

location file is general ly organized by highway
Collectors, local street, alley), or by alphabe-
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Figure 10. Typic?%l traffic accident location file.

(Source: Reference No. 2)
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Figure 11. Accident locatio]~ index card.

(Source: Reference No, 2)
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tical street name. Accidents between intersections may then be filed in
proper order between intersections. For rural locations, filing of Ioca-
tions is normal ly by route number with intersecting routes or road sections
ordered appropriately.

Use of an accident location file will permit easy selection of high
accident locations for both enforcement and engineering activities. spot
maps may also be used in conjunction with the accident records file, as
will be discussed later. Vertical files, index cards, or punched cards may
be employed to file accidents.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The filing of accident reports by location is applicable under the
following conditions:

@ General lY smal1 highway systems (less than about 500 miles). Larger
highway systems will usually require computer processing capabili-
ties to properly maintain accident data. The availability of micro
computers offers an inexpensive means for smal1 to medium sized
communities to fiIe and readily access accident data.

@ Highway systems with a relatively small accident data base (less
than about 1,000 reported accidents per year)

@ Agencies which do not plan to produce periodic systemwide accident
summaries

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - File clerks for sorting and filing the accident reports
@ Funding - Minimal funds for file cabinets and other material

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

@ Very simple method
@ Suited for smal1 highway systems with relatively few accidents each

year
@ Special Iy trained personnel and computer faci 1ities are not neces-

sary

Disadvantages

@ Ooes not allow for routine systemwide accident summaries
@ Cumbersome for large numbers of accident
@ Does not provide a good overview of accident problems, without hand

sorting and processing of information
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PROCEDURE 2- SPOT MAPS

DESCRIPTION

Spot maps (also cal led pin maps) are often used by police and other
public agencies to provide a quick visual picture of accident concentra-
tions. A street map of the city area is needecl and the location of each
accident is identified through “spot” marks or pins. It is usually up~ated
on a regular (daily, weekly, or bimonthly) bas’is for the entire year or
analysis period. The cluster clf“dots” shows the concentration of accident
locations throughout the city. Simple manual plotting of accidents may be
desirable for smal 1 cities withlfew high-accident locations. Accidents can
usually be placed fairly accuri(tely. However, this method may become quite
involved and time consuming for larger cities with thousands of accidents
each year.

Spot maps are general lJ(kept for one calendt(ryear. At the end of the
year, the map is photographed, and a new map is started. Special sPot maPs
can also be kept for specific accident classes, such aS pedestrian acci-
dents, single vehicle accidents, drinking driver accidents, etc.

Computerized spot maps have been successful ly used by some agenci(esto
permit quicker and more efficient output, with added fle~ibilitY. One such
computerized method was develc}ped to plot accidents o~? an entire street
network for any size city. The scale of computerized spot maps is user
specified and may be generated in a wide-range of sizes. The entire city
may be plotted or specific areas or corridors could be “windowed” for plot-
ting. For more detail, wal l-sized enlargements of the ~olots can be easily
obtained, as illustrated in a[ portion of the plot shown in Figure 12.
Color coding by accident severities (or other accident characteristics) is
also possible for any computerized spot maps.

The computerized spot map relies on the initial coding of intersection
nodes by coordinate, which allows for plotting of tile street network.
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A$cidents are then plotted at the appropriate locations. For intersections
with numerous accidents, a spiral pattern of dots, circles, or other char-
acters may be used to plot acci{ients. The locations with the greatest
number of accidents wi11 have tht: largest Ilear-circular patterns and wi11
be easily identified.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

Spot maps are applicable under the following conditions:

. For relatively smal1 highway systems (less than about 2,500 miles)
and/or smal1 accident numbers (less than about 5,000 per year) to
provide an updated visual (Iisplay of al1 traffic accidents. (Efforts
should be made to maintain compatibility of accident files between
local agencies and the Staite agency).

● For agencies wanting to sul)plement their primary systemwide accident
summaries and/or visual lY i1lustrate accidents of a severe nature
(fatal and/or injury accidf?ntsonly) or special accident types (run-
off-road, wet-weather, etc.).

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Technicians or other personnel to update the spot map(s)
routinely (daily) .

0 Funding - Little or none
o Equipment - None required, but computerized spot maps may be

produced using computer plotting capabi 1ities.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVAN’~AGES

Advantages

0 Provides a visual overview of accidents or] the highway system by
locatlon

e Is easy to develop and maintain
o Requires a minimal amount of manpower and funds

Disadvantages

o Ooes not allow for easy systemwide summaries
o Can be very cumbersome for large numbers of accidents
o Is not general lY a permanent data source
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PROCEDURE 3- SYSTEMWIDE
CO—~ON OF ACCID~ DATA

PROCEDURE 3 - SYSTEMWIDE COMPUTERIZATION OF ACCIDENT DATA

DESCRIPTION

A computerized system involves the coding of useful data items for
each accident into a permanent computer file for subsequent analysis
purposes. Accident data should be easily retrievable by location for use

identifying high-accident spots , intersections, and sections.
~~mputerized accident storage also allows for the quick computation of
rates, severity indices, and other such statistics for each location for
subsequent priority rankings and further analysis.

Computerized accident storage systems also allow for quick systemwide
accident summaries. After accident data are obtained by an agency for a
specified time period, accident summaries may be computed to determine the
general accident problems for the city, county, or statewide area. Such
tables might include summaries by major categories such as:

@ Type of area (urban, rural, suburban, etc. )
@ Functional classification (state primary, state secondary, countY

road, local street, etc.)
8 Highway type (two-lane, four-lane divided, freeway, etc.)
o Jurisdiction (city, county, etc.)

For specific categories as given above, further summaries of accidents may
include such details as:

O Accident severity (number of injury, fatal , and property damage
accidents)

e Number of people injured (by degree of injury)
@ Temporal summaries (time of day, day of week, month, etc.)
. Weather conditions (rain, sunny, snow, etc.)
. Environmental conditions (dark, dusk, light, wet pavement, dry, icy,

construction-related, etc.)
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@ Driver characteristics (age, sex, residence, etc. )

An example of a citywide computer accident summarY table (by accident t!tPe
and severity) is given in Table :3. In this example, al1 accidents in <the
city (one year only) were summarized by day of the week using the SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) program battery. For each of
the seven days, the absolute frequency is given a“longwith the percentage
and cumulative percentage.

Such systemwide accident summaries can be used for comparison with
site specific accident summaries. For state highway agencies and 1a’rge
cities, systemwide computerization is strongly recommended for the hand 1ing
of accident records. Numerous computer software packages have been devel-
oped for use in obtaining syste!mwide accident summaries. Such computer
program packages include DART, RAPID, and others [3,4]. Other general sta-
tistical packages are available i~ndwidely used as well for accident analy-
ses. Figure 13 provides a summary of the available package [5].

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

Svstemwide computerization of accident data is applicable for the
follow; ng:

@ Virtual lY any size of highway system, except for very
(less than about 100 miles) where computer purchase or
practical

@ Hiahway s.vstems with mor(a than abOut 1,000 reported
yeir. ‘Fo~ example, an a~lencywith only 100 reported
year could handle them easiIy without a coml>uter.

@ Highway agencies which plan to produce periodic systemwide accident
summaries and/or periodic updates of high-accident locations’

smal1 systems
rental is not

accidents per
accidents per

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Manpower - Knowledgeable! computer programmer(s) and keypunchers
available for coding of al:cident information
Funding - Funds avaiIablc! for computer rental and operation (rz~nge
of about $2,000 to ‘$10,OOO per month, depending on the size of the
accident data base)
Equipment - Computer facilities

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

@ Allows for quick and etisy systemwide accident summaries for any
need

e Requires
methods)

Disadvantages

@ Requires

a relatively smal1 amount of manpower
For a large accident data base.

computer faci1ities
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Table 3. SPSS suary and histogram by day of week
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(1) Biomedical Programs (BMD & BMI)p)

Health SciencesComputing Facility
CHS Bldg.AV-111
University of California

LUS Angeles, California 90024

(2)Box-Jenkins Univariate, Bivariate~me Series

Program (Batch Vemion)
David Park
Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

(3) Box-Jenkins Univariate, Bivariate Time Series
PrOgmms
(Interactive Version)
National CSS, Inc.
300Westport Avenue
Norwalk, Connecticut 06851

(5)International Mathematical and Statistical

Ubra!fian (IMSL) Package
IMSL, Inc.
~xth ‘Floor,GNB Bldg.
75W f3eIlaireBoulevard
Houston, Texas 77036

(6) Osiris Ill
Institute of Social Research
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

(7) P.Stat
Princeton University Computing Center
Princeton University
Princeton, NewJersey08540

(8)Table Prodl!cing Language (TPIL)
Burezu of Labor Statistics
441G Street, N.W. - Room 2518
Washington, D.C., 20212

(4) Da(a Text (9) Si~atisticaI Anaiysis System

Rand Corporation SAS Project

17MMain Str&t Institute of Statistics

Santa Monica, California W North Carolina State University
P.O. Box 5457
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

(10) Statistical Package fortbe Socia,l Sciences
(SPSS)
National Ol~inionResearch
University of Chicago
6030South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Figure 13. Statistical halyses Progras Available

Source: The Evaluation of Hiqhway Traffic Safety Progras,
USDOT, 1977.

—
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PURPOSE

PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 3

COLLECT AND MAINTAIN
TRAFFIC DATA

r
I PROC=S 2 I

The purpose of this subprocess is to routinely CO1lect and maintain
al1 types of systewide traffic-related data needed for use in the
identification of hazardous highway locations.

DESCRIPTION

The routine CO1lection and maintenance of traffic data on a system-
wide basis should include any traffic data considered necessary for use in
identifying hazardous locations. The types of data needed from this sub-
process as input into Process 2 (“Identify Hazardous Locations and Ele-
ments”) is basically traffic volume (AADT and traffic mix) information.
Such information is needed to compute accident rates for use in rate
related identification methods. For use in other mre complex wthods
(Hazard Index method for example), such traffic data as vehicle speeds,
erratic maneuvers, and traffic conf1ict data may also be needed. The
collection of train traffic data is also important in identifying hazard-
ous rail/highway grade crossings.

The traffic data from this subprocess should be used to establ;sh
systemide averages. Traffic volume data can be used to compute aveVage
accident rates for specific highway types. Such information is often Qsed
for setting criteria to identify high-accident locations. For example,
one of the necessary inputs for tne Rate-Quality Control method is the
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average accident rate for plarticular highway types! After hazardous
locations are identified in Process 2 (“Identify Hazardous Locatiorls and
Elements”), it may be desirable to collect additional ‘trafficdata fc)rthe
Engineering Studies of Process 3 (“Collect and Analyze Data”).,.

The procedures defined under this subprocess include:

Procedure 1 - Systemwide Manual Collection of Traffic Data
Procedure 2 - Use of Mechanical Volume Counte~?s
Procedure 3 - Permanent Count Stations
Procedure 4 - Maintenance of Traffic Data on I!apsor in Files
Procedure 5 - Systemwide Computerization of Traffic Data

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

This subprocess involves two types of activities related to traffic
data:

e Field Data Collection
. Data Storage, Maintenance and Retrieval

The first three procedures center on data CO1 lection. Systemwide
Manual Collection of Traffic Data (Procedure 1) and Use of Mechanical
Volume Counters (Procedure 2) are relatively simple to conduct. More
detai led information is norlnally CO1lected at Permanent Count Stations
(Procedure 3) often these data are used for systemwide traffic projections
_- e.g. , determining seasoniil factors for computing ADT data, detai led
vehicle classification counts, lane distribution counts, vehicle volumes
by time of day, etc.

The other two procedures refer to the storage, maintenance and
retrieval of traffic data. “TheMaintenance of Traffic Data on maps or in
files (Procedure 4) is the simplest method; Systemwide Computerization of
Traffic Data (Procedure 5) is general lY more complex, although it can
provide an excel lent means for managing large quantities of traffic data.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

● Is manpower being wasted needlessly on the manual CO1lection and/or
storage of traffic-related data?

o Is the traffic data of sufficient accuracy for use in identifying
hazardous locations?

g Is traffic data being collected at enough (or too many) locations?
e Are the proper types of traffic data being CO1 lected routinely?
o Can existing computer faci 1ities be ut-i1ized to store and retrieve

traffic data?

SUBPROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUT>

Management Input

o An understanding of traffic data needs for use in identifying
hazardous locations
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Resource and Equipment Input

e Funding
~ Mechanical data collection equipment
o Trained personnel for data CO1lection

Data or Information In~

e A defined highway location system (From Subprocess 1 - “Define
the Highway Location Reference System” )

e A listing of traffic data needs

=

e A file of systewide traffic data needed
hazardous locations

for use in identifying

COUCT AND ~1~~

pROCEDURE I 5YSTSMWIDEmNUM
COLKCTION OF TmFFIC DATA

PROCEDURE 1 - SYSTEMWIDE MANUAL COLLECTION OF TRAFFIC OATA

DESCRIPTION

This procedure includes the use of technicians or other trained
personnel for CO1lection of traffic-related data at preselected highway
locations. Manual data CO1lection on a systewide basis can be very
expensive if a large number of sites are chosen. Traffic vo1ume data are
often taken routinely on certain highway sections for use in many highway
agency functions (planning, environmental studies, etc.). Routine traffic
speed data may also be needed for use in various studies. Traffic volume
data should be CO1lected manually by smal1 agencies which cannot afford
mechanical traffic counters. Manual volume counts are often mre practi-
Cal than mechanical counters for short periods of time (two hours or
less), or for pedestrian counts.
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PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

The use of routine manual CO1lection of traffic data is appl
under the following conditions:

. Virtual ly any size of highway system, except that the quant’
data becomes unmanageab 1e for 1arge systems

* When mechanical volume counters are not avai1able

cable

t.yof

e When an agency has a supply of available manpower for such data
collection

e When more detai led traffic mix and/or traffic volume data are re-
quired than can be obtained from mechanical counters

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

. Manpower - Personnel trained in
(particularly volume d?ita,turning

@ Funding - Funds to purchase radar
travel costs for data CO1lectors

the CO1lection of traffic data
movements, and speed data)
equipment, counting boards, and

o Equipment - Radar equi~lment, counting boards, etc.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISACIVANTAGES

Advantages

o Does not require the ~)urchase or maintenance OF mechanical volume
counters

. Does not require the costs of establishing a permanent count sta-
tion

. Provides flexibility illdata collection, since data collectors can
be sent to specific sites and can modify the types of data CO1lect-
ed to conform to exist’ing needs and resources

o Allows for the collection of data which are impractical using
mechanical methods SUCI1as:

- pedestrian volum(?data
vehicle delay data
vehicle classification data

Oisadvantages

● May require considerable manpower, depending on number of
types of data CO11ected

o Not practical for long-term collection OF data at a site

sites and
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PROCEDURE 2 - USE OF MECHANICAL VOLUME COUNTERS

DESCRIPTION

The use of mechanical volume counters is often preferred over manual
data CO1lection techniques when data are to be collected over long periods
of time. This is because mechanical volume counters:

e Have a relatively low cost per hour of counting
e Can provide counts for an extended period of time
e Are reliable, when maintained properly

The most commonly used mechanical counters are:

e Battery-operated, with rubber-tube or other detectors
o Magnetic loop detectors

Because of their flexibi 1ity, the battery-operated counters are more wide-
ly used. Mechanical techniques are also available to obtain other traffic
operational information, such as vehicle delay and speed.

PROCEDURE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Personnel knowledgeable in the installation and mainte-
nance of mechanical volume counters

e Funding - Funds ($1000 - $1500 per unit) for the purchase and main-
tenance of mechanical volume counters

e Equipment - Mechanical volume counters
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PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

o Takes the place of one or more data collectors and are economical
to use

o Allows for data collection over
adverse weather conditions

o Some types of counters alreportable

Disadvantages

e Initial purchase costs
● Do not provide some ty~~es of data

pedestrian volumes

extended time periods

and calnbe moved easily

which may be desired,

and in

juch as

<~

SUBPROCSSS 3
COLLECT ANO ~~~

TRAFFIC DATA

PR=EDUW 1

PRKWURE Z

3

PROCEOURE 3. PERM~SNT COU~

mOCEDURE4

PROCEDUE 5

PROCEDURE 3 - PERMANENT COUNT STATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Permanent count stations ~~enerally refer to the long-term monitoring
of traffic data at specific locations of interest either by manual or
mechanical surveys (or both) . Permanent count stations are o-Ften
established for monitoring of jtraffic volume data and vehicle speeds [over
several years. Continuous volume data from these stations can be used to
determine volume fluctuations by time of day, day of week, month, etc.
Then adjustment factors can be developed for computing Average Annual
Oaily Traffic (AADT) values at other locations where only short-term
volume data are available. Traffic data may also be obtained where
permanent traffic detectors arf?installed for computerized traffic si~nal
systems.

In addition to traffic volume by
following items may be available:
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. Volumes by specific vehicle classifications

. Lane distribution data
e Speeds of various vehicle types

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

The use of permanent count stations is applicable under the following
conditions:

o For states or other 1arge highway agencies (over about 500 miles)
wishing to obtain long-term traffic data at a limited number of
sites for use in making projections of traffic data at other sites

@ Agencies desiring detai led systemwide traffic data for general or
unspecified uses

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

. Manpower - Personnel to establish and maintain lona-term count
stations

0 Funding - Funds to purchase and maintain al1 necessary equipment
. Equipment - Mechanical volume counters, radar meters, and other

data CO1lection equipment appropriate for the desired type of
traffic data

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

o Can provide detai led traffic-related
. Important in developing adjustment

with limited available traffic data

Disadvantages

data at
factors

a few desired sites
and trends for sites

. Relatively expensive, compared to other methods

. Can only be applied at a limited number of sites

. Not portable
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PROCEOURE 4 - MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC OATA ON MAPS OR IN FILES

DESCRIPTION

After traffic data are COIlected, efficient storage and maintenance
of such data is very important. In the absence of computer capabi1ities,
the systematic fi1ing of information wi11 make the data more readilY ac-
cessible. For smal1 highway ag(?ncies,volume data can be written directly
on highway maps or filed by location. The use of color-coded ADT maps is
a common practice by many state highway agencies.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generall;f applicable for:

. Any type or size of highltiaysystem
o A highway agency which does not have access to computer faci 1ities
● A highway agency which does not P1an to compute systemwide traffic

volume summaries

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

. Manpower - Office personnel to routinely update traffic data files
or maps

. Funding - Funds for pllrchasing appropriate maps of the highway
system, files, printing AOT maps, etc.

o Equipment - Drafting equipment and filing facilities
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PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages,

e Does not require computer faci1ities
~ Can be inexpensive and easy to use for smal1 highway systems

Disadvantages

. Ooes not allow for easy syste~ide data sumaries
a Cumbersome to handle for large highway systems

COUCT ~D mm

PROCEDURE 5. SYS~WDE
COMPUTERIZAmON OF

PROCEOURE 5 - COMPUTER STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF TRAFFIC DATA

DESCRIPTION

types, a

retrieval

Computerized storage and retrieval of traffic data (particularly
volume data) is desirable for state and local agencies with a large amount
of such data to maintain. Computerized traffic data systems allow for
quick computations for such purposes as calculating accident rates for
large numbers of locations. To compute systemwide travel or average ADT’s
on Particular highway
desirable.

computerized data file is highly

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

Computer storage and
following conditions:

of traffic data is preferred under the
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Highway systems larger than about 100 miles, where considerable
traffic volume data are available
For agencies which plzinto compute systemwide sumaries of traffic
data by highway type, etc., for integration with accident records
Agencies which have access to computer facilities

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - Office p(?rsonnel for keypunching, and one or mre
computer programmers

e Funding - Funds for ct~mputer rental and operation (range of $2000
to $10,000 per mnth, depending on required capabi 1ities )

o Equipment - Access to computer facilities

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

. Allows for efficient development of systemwide traf?ic summaries,
with a minimum of manpower

~ Can allow for easy me!rging with computerized accident information
for computing accident rates

Disadvantages

. Requires computer facilities, which may not be avai1able tc] some
agencies
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 4

COLLECT AND MAINTAIN
HIGHWAY DATA

PURPOSE

The purpose of this subprocess’ is to provide a method for the
collection, storage, and maintenance of highway-related information for
use in identifying hazardous locations.

DESCRIPTION

The CO1lection and maintenance of highway-related data is important
for several specific purposes, including:

● Hazardous hjghway features data is needed as an input into
Procedure 1 (“~azardous Roadway Features Inventory”) under Process
2 (“Identify Hazardous Locations and Elements”).

In some cases, hazardous features can be identified by location
or section, such as:

- Blunt end guardrail terminals
- S1ipper pavement sections

1- Narrow anes or shoulders
- Non-breakaway sign supports
- Rigid light pole supports
- Other fixed objects within the clear zone
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- Inadequate vertical or horizontal cur\(es
- Poor sight distance
- Non-uniform or inad[!quatetraffic control devices

@ Other useful systemwide highway data may provide information needed
in hazard rating formulas, For example, the inputs for the Hazard
Index method include such factors as sight distance, volume-to-
capacity ratio, driver exloectancy rating, and a rating of informa-
tion system deficiencies.

e Highway classification information is needed in order to properly
classlfy the highway system into similar groupings for use in the
Rate-Quality Control Method (Procedure 4) or other procedures under
Process 2 (“Identify Hazardous Locations and Elements”). Highway
information required for such classifications may include:

- Number of lanes (2,~1,4,greater than 4, etc.)
- Divided or undivided
- Access control (ful’1,partial, none)
- Type of area (urban,,rural, suburban, etc.)
- Functional classification (Urban or Rural ; Major Arterial ,

Minor Arterial, Collector, or Local).

Thus, when identifying hazardous locations, specific accident cri-
teria can be established separately for each location type. For
example, the accident criteria (in terms of acciclent rates, num-
bers, severity, etc.) for rural intersections should be different
than the criteria for urbiinintersections.

● Detailed highway-related characteristics data are also very useful
for al1 sections, intersections, and on bridges within the highway
system. This type of information can be used for several purposes,
including:

- Computation of sufficiency (adequacy) ratings for long-range
planning of improvements

- Consideration of combinations of features which may cause
safety problems. For example, a sharp horizontal curve with
narrow shoulders and numerous roadside obstacles on a rural
road may be a good candidate for further investigation for
possible improvement;.

The procedures currently in use for the CO1 lection and maintenance of
systemwide highway data include:

Procedure 1 - Systemwide Manual Col lection of Highway Data
Procedure 2 - Photo logging i~ndVideo logging
Procedure 3 - Maintenance oi?Highway Data on Maps or in Files
Procedure 4 - Systemwide Computerization of Highway Data
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RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

The first two procedures involve the CO1lection of highway data and
the last two procedures involve the maintenance, storage, and retrieval of
that data. Thus, an agency which collects systemide highway data would
need to utilize at least two of the four procedures. The four procedures
can all be relatively simple, depending on the nature of the highway data
collected. However, the computerized storage and retrieval of highway
data (Procedure 4) requires one or mre trained programmers. Photologging
and videologging may be done by the agency or by a qualified consulting
firm.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

Can the existing highway data be computerized to improve the usage
of the data?
Are highway data being CO1lected for the most important data varia-
bles?
Are resources available for the CO1lection of mre detailed highway
information?
Is basic highway classification information available for the total
highway system?
Are the data of sufficient accuracy?
Would the use of photologging or videologging provide useful infor-
mation which is not currently available?
Can hiqhwa.v information be meraed with traffic and/or accident in-
format l:on~o form one comprehen< ive highway data base?

SUBPROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

e An understanding of highway data needs for use in identifying
hazardous locations

Resource and Equipment Input

. Maps or files for data storage
e Appropriately trained personnel for data CO1Tection
e Funding

Data or Informational Input

e A defined highway location system (From Process 1, Subprocess 1 -
“Oefine the Highway Location Reference System”)

e A listing of highway data needs

M

e A file of systemwide highway data needed for use in identifying
hazardous locations
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(4
CO-CT AND MAINTAIN

HIGHWAY DATA

PROCEDURE 1- SYSTEMWIDE MAP{UAL
COI.LECTION OF HIGHWAY DATA

MXWURE 2

FRWEDURE 3

FROCEDU= 4

PROCEOURE 1 - SYSTEMWIDE MANUAL COLLECTION OF HIGHWAY DATA

DESCRIPTION

The manual collection of data on a systemwide basis is desiral]le
for agencies with sufficient manpower to perform such field inventories.
The manpower requirement is a clirect function of the highway mileage in
the system. Each agency must determine what highway data elements are
needed to properly conduct their highway improvement program at the appro-
priate level. Virtual ly every state highway agency currently CO1lects
various highway-related data for use in planning future highway construc-
tion projects, using some adecluacy rating scheme. SLlch a program is
usually the responsibility of a,state’s planning division, but necessary
highway data can often be made avaiIable for use in highway safety pro-
gram.

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

The systemwide manual coll,?ction of highway data is generally appli-
cable under the following conditions:

e Virtual ly any size of highway agency, if sufficient manpower are
available for such data collection

. Where an agency does not need photographic information
o Where an agency plans to use only a 1imited number of highway vari-

ables in its highway saf(!ty improvement program

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - Field crews for manual data CO1lection
o Funding - Training costs and travel expenses for data CO1lectors
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If manpower are not available for such data collection, funds for
hiring a Consultant (to collect data) are needed.

. Equipment - Little or none in”mst cases. However, collection of
certain highway-related data variables (skid resistance, for
example) will require appropriate equipment (skid trailers, etc.).

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

. For mst data variables, requires little or no data collection
equipment

. When manpower are available, information of interest can be col-
lected

Disadvantages

. Reguires considerable mne.v and manDower for extensive data CO1lec-
tion programs

o Does not provide a photographic record of the highway system

/ I PRWEDURE, 1 \

L.d
PROCEDURE 2. PHOTOLOGGING ~D

WDEOLOGGING

~OCEDURE 3

~=EDU= 4

PROCEDURE 2 - PHOTOLOGGING AND VIDEOLOGGING

DESCRIPTION

Photo logging is a technique that involves taking photographs of the
highway and its environment at equal increments of distance from a roving
vehicle. This results in a visual inventory of the highway and roadside.
A camera is normally used that incorporates the use of a dual lens system.
The primary lens provides a view of the highway, and a secondary lens
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enables the addition of information such as date, route description,
direction, and mi lepoint across the top or bottom of each picture.

Many different uses have i)eenmade of highway photolog information.
For example, a large state aglency might use photo logs to review high
accident locations, confirm the location of utility crossings, extract
physical measurements for inventories, or perhaps document the location of
roadside obstacles. A smal1 city agency might be interested in a
computerized inventory system tlhat would require film documentation of the
number and condition of traffic control devices. Photo log data may zilso
be useful by a highway agency in litigation cases.

Video logging tapes can be substituted for photo logging film, but its
suitability depends on the required uses. High quality video equipment, is
more expensive than comparable photographic equipment. Also, video tape
pictures are not as sharp as photologs, and do not present as stable an
image when displayed in the “still” mode on the video monitor. However,
video tape can be reused, does not require processing, and sound can be
incorporated on the tape at the time of recording.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The use of photologging :ind/or videologging for collecting highway
data is applicable under the following conditions:

~ Virtually any size of highway system (except the equipment invest-
ment may not be justified for systems of less than 100 miles)

. Agencies desiring a comprehensive photographic record of roadway
information for office viewing and/or developing a computerized
roadway inventory

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Personnel tr~ined in highwaY photologging and/or video-
logging

. Funding - Costs for hiring a consultant to photolog or videolog the
highway system and develop the inventory file, or funds to purchase
the van, camera, film, develop film, etc.

e Equi ment - Photologging or video logging equipment (cameras, (an,
etc. !

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Provides a film record clfthe highway system for office viewing
@ Provides capabi 1ities for development of a computerized highway

inventory system
@ Useful in litigation cases
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Disadvantages

e Can be relatively expensive, depending on the number of data items
to be inventoried, although the filming alone is relatively
inexpensive

PROCEDURE 3 - MAINTENANCE OF HIGHWAY DATA ON MAPS OR IN FILES

DESCRIPTION

The processing and storage of the highway data can be adequately
handled in mst cases with the use of simple data files or special high,way
maps. Color-coding of highways is one effective way of presenting some
types of highway data on maps. Systewide stimaries of highway data can
be quite difficult when all data are located on maps or in files, however.
In such cases, the sumaries must be developed manually each time changes
are made in the highway system. This can” be expensive and may require
extensive manpower. For agencies with larger data requirements”, the use
of computerized data files may be mre efficient.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The use of maps or files for maintenance of highway data is
applicable under the following conditions:

e Highway systems with less than about 2500 miles, since large
quantities of highway data can generally be handled mre efficient-
ly by using a computer

e Highway agencies with no plans to produce routine systemwide
sumaries of highway data

e Agencies with a need to simply maintain an organized record or file
of highway information
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RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

. Manpower - Office clerks or technicians for maintaining data on
maps or in files

. Funding - Funds to purchase maps, files, etc.

. Equipment - Little or rlone

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO DISA[)VANTAGES

Advantages

@ Requires no computer fi~cilities
o Can be handled by technicians or file personnel
o Inexpensive for smal1 c~uantities of data

Disadvantages

. Does not allow for systemwide highway data summaries

~~,
comcT AND MAINTAIN

HIGHWAY DATA

PROCEDURE 4 - SYSTEMWIDE COMPIITERIZATION OF HIGtlWAYDATA

DESCRIPTION

Computerization of highway information is warranted when it is
necessary to process a large amount of data. For state, large citj{, or
COUnty agencies, hi hway dat?i on capacity, sight distance, lane width
etc. , 1may be handle more efficiently in this manner. A number of ade~
quacy rating programs uti1ize computerized storage and retrieval of lhigh-
way data. Some agencies have developed computerized files “which inte!~rate
highway, traffic, and accident records.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

The computerized storage and retrieval of highway data is applicable
under the following conditions:
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~ge”cy has a desire to utilize highway data for systewide
. A ency has access to computer facilities
e

sumaries of geometric and/or deficient highway ,features for
Procedure 7 (“Hazardous Roadway Features Inventory”) of Process 2
(“Identify Hazardous Locations and Elements”)

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Computer programmers
. Funding - Funds for computer rental and operation (approximately

$2000 to $10,000 per month, depending on required capabi1ities )
o Equipment - Access to computer faci1ities

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Permits systemwide sumaries of highway information (such as num-
bers of mi1es of each highway type)

e Permits summaries of deficient highway features

Disadvantages

e Requires computer facilities and programmers

m
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CHAPTER VI

PRC)CESS 2

IDENTIFY HAZARDOUS
LOCATIONS AND ELEMENTS

PLANNING COMPONENT

D=

PURPOSE

The purpose of this procesj is to identify
and elements based on the accid(?nt,traffic and
Process 1 (“Collect and Maintain Data”).

DESCRIPTION

This process includes the following

Procedure 1 - Frequency Method
Procedure 2 - Accident Rate Method
Procedure 3 - Freouencv Rate Method

hazardous spots, sections,
highway data obtained from

procedures:

Procedure 4 - Rate Quai ity Control Method
Procedure 5 - Accident Severity Methods
Procedure 6 - Hazard Index Method
Procedure 7 - Hazardous Roadway Features Inventory Methods

Hazardous highway locations may or may not be ~-accident loca-
tions. Many locations with ~larrow bridges, slick pavements, numerous
rigid roadside obstacles, etc., have a high accident ~o~ential but may not
yet have a history of high-accident occurrence. Therefore, it is impc,rt-
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ant for a highway agency to also consider the identification of locations
with a potential for high-accident numbers or severity.

Of the seven procedures listed above, the first five involve the use
of accident data for identifying high-accident locations. The Hazardous
Roadway Features Inventory primarily involves the use of physical roadway
information (i.e., non-accident data) for identifying potential ly hazard-
ous locations, and the Hazard Index method may involve the use of both
accident data and physical roadway information.

Time Considerations

A period of time must be established for the analysis period. Cur-
rent practice includes a wide range of time periods. The following should
be considered when selecting the appropriate time period [1]:

● The time period should be as short as possible to identify loca-
tions where sudden changes in accident patterns have occurred.

o The time period should be long enough to assure reliability in
identifying hazardous locations. It has been shown that reliabili-
ty increases with longer time periods, up to about 3 or 4 years.

. Multiples of one year are preferred to avoid seasonal influences on
accident patterns.

The first two items are contradictory and care should be taken to try
to account for both. Dual analysis using different time intervals may be
used, with one shorter period to “insure responsiveness to sudden changes
in accident patterns, ” and one longer period to “insure maximum reliabi1i-
ty” [1]. If a single time period is used, three years of data have been
found to be desirable [2].

Segment Length Considerations

Segment lengths must also be specified prior to the identification
process. Each segment length may be defined as:

o Spot (short roadway length)
o Section (long roadway length)

Whether the segment is a spot or a section, it should have consistent
characteristics of [3]:

o Geometries
o Traffic volumes
● Condition

Several items need to be considered to determine the appropriate spot
(short roadway) length. The appropriate spot length should [1]:

● Be no smaller than the minimum distance increment for reporting
accident locations. For example, if accidents are reported to the
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nearest 0.1 mile, the minimum spot length can Ibeno less than 0.1
mile.

. Accommodate errors that occur in reporting accident locations due
to the locations of reference markers. 4ccidents should be located
accurately to the nearsst 0.1 mile (or b,?tter)whenever possible.

e Be capable of accounting for the area of influence of the roadway
hazard, since the hazard may contribute to accidents occurring over
a range of several hundred yards.

e Attempt to maximize reliability of identifying hazardous locations.
It has been shown th(it reliabi1ity increases as spot length in-
creases, although too large a spot length may create difficulty in
identifying the specific hazard.

Spots may be considered as either fixed or floating locations. For
example, if the spot length is taken as 0.3 mile, one spot would be iden-
tified as the interval along a route from 9.0 to 9.3 miles from the refer-
ence point. The next spot would then be located from 9.3 to 9.6 miles,
and so on. Hazards located near the boundaries of these fixed spots may
create locational problems, with some related accidents being assigned to
one spot and some assigned to another spot. This problem can be alleviat-
ed by the use of floating locations instead of fixed locations. spots
would then be defined as 0.3 mile segments beginning at points 9.0, 9.1,
and 9.2 mi les from the reference point.

Section (long roadway) lengths vary widely in current practice, al-
though a section length of on~?mile appears to Ibe an accepted minimum. It
is recommended that the sections [1]:

e Have a constant sectiol~ length to avoid complications in the inter-
pretation of accident data which may arise from the use of a varia-
ble length

o Be allowed to “float” to minimize the incompatibilities between
section designation and the physical features of the roadway

For some agencies, the section length is def
two to five miles.

Early Warning Techniques

As a supplement to the identification I

ned as within the range of

~ocess. short-term analYses
may be conducted to aid in identifying locations which might require ~ur-
ther investigation. Early wtirning analysis should be conducted routinely
to identify locations which Ihave a sudden increase in accidents or acci-
dent potential. Sudden increases in accident potentiel may be noticed by
observing a rash of skid marks, erratic maneuvers, dents in guardrail, or
other such indicators at a location [4].

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

The seven procedures vary widely in complexity. The Number Method is
the simplest to use and requires the least amount of data (only accident
numbers by location). The most complex mthod is the Hazard Index Method,
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which requires numerous data items and may involve extensive manpower and
cost to examine a large number of highway locatlons.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

e What percentage of accidents are being reported?
e Are the reports complete and accurate?
* What additional information, if any, is needed?

e Are some hazardous locations being overlooked?
● What section (or spot) length is most appropriate?
e What analysis time period is most appropriate?
e What costs are going to be incurred?
e What is the availability of data and manpower?
e Is the complexity of the procedure appropriate for the size, type,

and capabilities of the agency?
e Is the procedure appropriate for the highway type to which it is

being applied?

PROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

e An understanding of the appropriate identificat ion procedure for
the agency size, manpower, data availability, available funding,
and other constraints

e Goals of the agency in terms of types of locations and elements to
be included in the identification process

Resource and Equipment Input

e Manpower
e Computer Facilities (Optional)
e Funding

e A listing of hazardous locations and elements for futher analysis
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PROC= 2
IDmW HmmOOUS LOCAmONS AND UEMENTS

PROCEDURE 1 - FREQUENCY METHOD,

DESCRIPTION

The Frequency Method is used to identify and rank locations on the
basis of the number of accidents. The location with the highest number of
accidents wil 1 rank first, them the location with the second highest num-
ber of accidents, and so on. This method is the easiest to apply and does
not require the use of traffic volume data. Many agencies use the fre-
quency method to select an initial group of high accident locations for
further analysis. Then some other method is often ~iplied to rank the
locations in order of priOritY:

A“ critical value.must be established for location selection (such as
9 or more accidents per year). If.the number of accidents at a location
equals or exceeds the critic~il value, the location is designated as a
high-accident site. The critical value should be set such that the number
of locations identified can reasonably be studied by the agency.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generaily applicable for agencies with:

e Highway systems of 25010 miles or less (larger systems need mre
comprehensive methods )

e Systewide accident data available (as a minimum)
e Technician level personnel (as a minimum)
e Objective of reducing accident numbers

This procedure is mst applicable and efficient for street systems in
small cities and local street. systems within “larger cities [5]. l:hese
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systems are normally low volume and are not mn itored for traffic volumes
on a regular basis.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - Requires minimum manpower. Technicians and/or engineers
for listing hazardous locations based on accident frequencies

e Funding - Relatively low cost
e Equipment - None (Computer may be used to select hazardous loca-

tiOnS frOm computerized accident files)

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Effective as a tool for providing continuous monitoring of the
accident situation in an area

e tpl~~nv:desa simple, direct method for identifying hazardous loca-

Disadvantages

e No consideration of exposure (i.e., traffic volumes) to the hazard
e Does not account for accident severity
o Does not give consideration to locations with a high potential for

accidents, but with no past accident experience

METHOD

I PROCEDURE3 1 1

PROCEOURE 2 - ACCIOENT RATE METHOO

DESCRIPTION

This method combines the accident frequency with the vehicle expo-
sure, i.e., the volume of traffic. The accident frequency is divided by
the exposure factor to provide “accidents per million vehicles” for
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intersections (and other spotsj or “accidents per million vehicle- mi
of travel” for highway sections. The locations are then ranked
descending order by accident riite.

The equation for computing accident rate for a spot location is
follows:

Rsp = (A)(l,OOO,OOO)/( 365)(T)(V)

es
in

as

Where: Rsp= Accident rate alt a sPot in accidents Per million ~’ehi-
cles,

A = Number of accidents for the study period,

T = Period of study (years or fraction of years),

V = Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) during the study period.
For intersections, V equals the sum [ofthe entering volumes on
all approach legs.

A spot location is generally defined as a location about 0.3 miles or less
in length.

For roadway sections, length becomes a consideration, and
tion becomes:

Rse = (A)(l,OOO,OOO)/ (365j(T)(V)(L)

Where: Rse = Accident rate of the section in accidents per mi
hicle miles of trav(>l,

he equa-

1ion ve-

L = Length of the section (in miles). Roadway segments of less
than one-half mile should not be considered as sections.

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is general Iy applicable for agencies with:

o Highway systems of 10,000 mi les or less (1arger systems need a more
comprehensive method)

o Technician level personnel (as a minimum)
o Agencies with systemwide traffic accident and volume data ava’ilable
. Objective to reduce accident rates

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

a Manpower - Requires very little manpower per location. Technicians
and/or engineers for computing accident rates, and listing hazard-
ous locations based on accident rate. A programmer may also be
necessary if computer is used.

e Funding - Higher cost than frequency method due to manPower and/or
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computer time necessary to compute accident rates, but less expen-
sive than most other methods in Process 2.

e Equipment - None required. Computer is optional for computing
accident rates.

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Combines the use of an exposure factor (traffic volumes) and a
frequency factor

● Remains a relatively simple, direct method

Disadvantages

● May overrepresent hazard at locations with very low traffic
volumes

e Requires additional data (i.e., traffic vo1umes ) compared to the
frequency method

e Does not account for accident severitv
e Does not give cons ideration to locations with a high potential for

accidents, but with no past accident experience

I PRKWURE, I
I mot,.”m 2 I

PROCEDURE 3. FREQUENCY RAn
MmOD

PROCEDURE 3 - FREQUENCY RATE METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The Frequency Rate Method is normally applied by first selecting a
1arge sample of high accident locations based on a “number of accidents”
criteria (i.e., the Frequency Method). Then,, accident rates are computed
and the locations are priority ranked by accident rate.

A somewhat different procedure w!as developed to compare the dual
influence of frequency and rate in a matrix pattern [6]. Using this
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procedure, accident frequency is plotted on the hor~zontal axis and acci-
dent rate on the vertical axis for use in ranking high accident links and
intersections. Each accident location can be categorized by this method
into matrix cel1s representing a given level of accident frequency and
accident rate. Each cel1 includes two-dimensional boundaries. An example
of a frequency-rate matrix is given in Table 4.

Listed in each cel1 of a frequency-rate matrix is the number of in-
tersections or 1inks with the particular cel1 characteristics. The uPPer
right-hand corner denotes the more hazardous locations. As one proceeds
downward and to the left, decreasing levels of hazard are indicated.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is general Iy applicable for agencies with:

o Highway systems of any size
e Technician level personnel (as a minimum)
0 Systemwide accident and volume data must be available
● Objectives to reduce accident numbers and rates

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Technicians and engineers are required for the purpose
of computing rates, and developing the frequency-rate matrix. A
programmer may be necessary if a computer is used (recommended) .

0 Funding - Manual methods may require considerable funding, depend-
ing on the size of highway system.

e Equipment - None required. Computer is optional (recommended)

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Alleviates the need to calcul ate rates at every accident location
e Uses both frequencies and rates to assess hazard
. Reduces the exaggerated effect of the accident rate on low volume!

roads and the exaggerated effect of high frequencies at high-volume!
intersections

Disadvantages

e May require considerable funds and manpower for manual application
● ~re complex than frequency method or rate method. May requir(!

personnel with experience in highway safety
e hes not account for accident severity
? ~es not give consideration to locations with a high potential for

accidents, but with no past accident experience
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PROC~ 2
SO~~ ~WUS LOCATIONS AND ELW=S

I mKWRE 1 I

I PRKWURE 2 I

r PR~WURE 3 ~

mOCEDURE 4- RATE QUAL1~

1
CONTROL METHOD

1 P~~RE 5 1

I P~CWU~ 6 1

I Pmwm 7 1

PROCEDURE 4 - RATE QUALITY CONTROL METHOO

DESCRIPTION

This method utilizes a statistical test to determine whether the
accident rate at a particular location is significantly higher than a pre-
determined average rate for locations of similar characteristics. The
statistical tests are based on the commonly accepted assumption that the
occurrence of accidents approximates the Poisson distribution. In this
method, the accident rate at a location is compared to a “critical rate”,
which is based on the average systemwide accident rate for the highway
type. The equation for calculating the critical rate is as follows [7]:

Rc = Ra + K m + l/(2M)
Where,

Rc = Critical accident rate for a spot (accidents per million vehi-
cles) or section (accidents per million vehicle-miles).

Ra = Average accident rate for al1 spots of similar characteristics
or on simi1ar road types.

M = Millions of vehicles passing over a spot in the study period, or
mill ion vehicle miles of travel on the section during the study
period.

1(= A probabi 1ity factor determined by the desired level of signifi-
cance for the equation.

The K value is determined by the probabi 1ity, P, that an accident
rate is sufficiently large that it cannot be reasonably attributed to
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random occurrences. Selected values of K are:

P (Probability) .005 0.0075 0.05 .075 .10
K - value 2.576 1.960 1.645 1.440 1.282

The most commonly used K values are 2.576 (P = .005) and 1.645 (P = .05).

Two sets of curves were developed for using this method in Kentucky.
A set of critical rate curves ~s given for rural highways in Kentucky for
each highway classification (2-lane, 4-lane divided, etc. ) in Figure 14.
Hazardous locations were also identified based “upon their critical acci-
dent rates as related to the AAOT and city population in Figure 15. For
example, a location with an AADT of 10,000 in city population group 6
(2500-5000 population) would be considered hazardous if the accident rate
is 1.5 or higher, as shown in Figure 15. The location would be considered
safe if the accident rate is less than 1.5. This example is based on
average accident rates on urban streets in Kentucky and may not represent
highway accident levels in other states.

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with:

. Highway systems greater than about 2500 miles (smaller systems need
less complex methods)

~ Junior level engineers on staff (minimum)
@ Systemwide accident rates by highway classification available
o Objectives to reduce rates and compare locations to systemwide

average

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - Requires more manpower than methods described previous-
ly, particularly for manual application. At least one or more
junior engineers are needed for computing actual and critical
rates, and developing listings based on a comparison of actual vs.
critical rate. Programmer may also be required if computer is used
(recommended ).

e Funding - Relatively moderate cost. Manual methods may require
considerable funds.

o Equipment - Computer is optlonal (recommended for 1arge numbers of
locations to be processed) .

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

@ Reduces the exaggerated effect of the accident rate on low-volume
roads and the exaggerated effect of high frequencies at high-volume
urban intersections

@ Flexible enough to accommodate changing accident patterns
@ Allows for statistical reliability in identifying locations
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Figure 14. Rate quality control curves for rural
roads in Kent~ckY.

(Source: Reference No. 1)
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Disadvantages

o Relatively complex
e Manual application is time consuming and expensive
@ Does not take severity of accidents into account
@ Does not give consideration to locations with a high potential for

accidents, but with no past accident experience

PROCBS 2

m~~ ~DOUS LOCATIONS ~D ELmEmS

I Pmc_RE , I
I PRwW”8E z 1

1 PBWEWM , I

I PRmm”RE 4 1

PROCEDURE 5. ACCIDENT SEVER~
M~OD

J

I PRWW% 6 I

I =EWW 7 1

PROCEDURE 5 - ACCIDENT SEVERITY METHOO

DESCRIPTION

Accident Severity Methods are used in various states to identify
and priority-rank high-accident locations. Some states consider only in-
jury and fatality accidents in identifying hazardous locations. Other
states apply weighting factors to accidents based on their severity and
then compute some form of Severity Index or Severity Number.

Accident severities are often classified (by the National Safety
Council and many States) within the following five categories:

0 Fatal Accident - One or more deaths
~ A - Type Injury Accident - Bleeding wound, distorted member, or

person carried from scene (incapacitat-
ing)

~ B - Type Injury Accident - Bruises, abrasions, swel ling, limping,

(non-incapacitating)
e C - Type Injury Accident - Involving no visible injuries but com-

plaint of pain (probable injury)
e PDO Accident - Propery damage only accident

One of the many severity methods is called the Equivalent Property
Damage Only (EPDO) Method. The equivalency factors vary by state -- the
formula given below is used in Kentucky [1]:
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EPDO = 9.5(F+A) + 3.5(B+C) + PDO

Where:

F = Number of fatal accidents
A = Number of A-type injury accidents
B = Number of B-type injury accidents
C = Number of C-type injury accidents

PDO = Number of PDO accidents

To be included in this equation, each accident is classified by the
most severe injury which occurred, and an accident is counted only once in
the equation. Locations are then ranked based on their computed EPDO
number.

Another severity method involves the determination of an average
Relative Severity Index (RSI) for each location [9]. RSI values for vari-
ous accident types (Table 5) are dependent on accident type, area tYPe
(urban, rural) and accident cost by severity, i.e.,

The following steps should be used to determine average RSI values
for each individual location:

1. Classify each accident at the location under one of the categor-
ies listed in Table 5.

2. Multiply the total accidents under each category (type of acci-
dent) by its corresponding cost (unit RSI value) to determine the
total RSI values for each accident tYPe occurring at the loca-
tion.

3. The total RSI value for the location is obtained by summing the
total RSI values for each accident type at the location.

4. The average RSI value is determined by dividing the total RSI
value for the location by the total number of accidents at the
location.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for each location.
6. Rank the hazardous locations by average RSI value.

AS an example, suppose Location A is an urban intersection where
there were five opposing left-turn, three right-angle, and. two rear-end
accidents. Location B is a rural intersection with three right-angle and
two run-off-the-road accidents. The total RSI value for Location A would
be:

5(4,400) + 3(4,300) + 2(3,800) = $42,500

Similarly for Location B, the total RSI value is:

3(14,400) + 2(12,300) = $67,800
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Table 5. Sample relative severity index values.

VW of Accfde”t

&lti-Vehicle, At lnters~tio”

Entering at angle
Frm sam direction -- both going straight
From same direction -- one turn, one

straight
Frm sam dir~tion -- one stopped
Frm same dir~t ion -- alI others
Fra Opposite direction-- both going
straight

Frm OPWS ite direction -- one left turn,
one straiaht

Frm oPwsi;e direction -- all others
Not stated

*1 tf -Vehicl e, Non.lntersectio”

Going opposite direction .- both mvi.g
&ing saw direction -- hth roving
One car oarked
O“e ca. ~topped in traffic
One car entering pa,ked wsi tion
One car Ieavi”g parked position
One car enteringalley or driveway
One car leaving alley or driveway
Al 1 others
Not stated

bm. Vehicle with Pedestrian,At Intersection
ad No”-l”tersectio”

Vehicle going straight
Vehicle turning right
Vehicle.t.rningleft
Vehicle backing
All othe~
Mot stated

Single Vehicle. at lnt_

collision with t..<”
Collision with bicycle
I“j”ry in vehicle.jacknifed
C.11{s10. with fixed obj~r i“ road
Overturned in road
Left .Md

$4,300
2,8M

2,500
3,802
2,0W

e,mo

4,4M
2.7W
3,800

s 4,4W
2,%0
.1,600
4,200
1,900
1,220
3,400
2,000
1,7W
3,400

$20,000
;3,600
17,1oo
20,600
14,500
11,200

$;:.;%

5:200
5,500
9.200
5,200

$14,400
5.100

5,100
5,200
6,300

20,m0

15,400
3,800
5,200

$1:,;::

2:400
6,800
2.3oO
2,700
6,W0
4,400
7,600,
6,000

$;;,:::
11:200
11,200
11,200
11,200

S39,100
31,900
2,000
7.000
7,500
12,300

~ W Of Acc{de”~

Si.91e Vehicle, Non-l”ters~tion

Otkv 0,. &to,, V,hicle, At I“ter,stion
ad flon-l”t.rs~t i.”

Fellfrm Mvirig vehicle
Collisionwith a.iwl
CD1lisio” with other object
All othen
Not Statw

(Source: Reference No. 9)

.=2

E ~

$26,7W $:; ,:::
1.3,1W
5,200 2:000
6,3W 9,2W

Io,om 9,400
7,600 12,400
5,20o 10.5W

$15,m $57,200
4,8W 1,800
4.700 4,400
5,2w 2.WO
3,200 3,400



The corresponding average RSI values become:

42,500
Average RSIA = — = $4,250

10

67,800
Average RSIB = — = $13,560

5

Location B would be considered more hazardous than Location A (using
RSI method) despite the fact that twice as manY accidents occurred at
cation A.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with:

e Highway systems of any size
o Junior level engineers on staff (minimum)
e Systemwide accident severity data
. Objectives to reduce accident severities.

the
Lo-

This procedure is perhaps mre applicable in rural area?, where the per-
centages of severe accidents is high (relative to those in urban areas).

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

. Manpower - May require considerable manpower for manual methods,

including at least one or mre junior level en9ineers to dev~:~~
listings of hazardous locations based on EpDO number or RSI -
gramer may be necessary for computerized systems-

e Funding - Relatively moderate to high cost.
o Equipment - None. Computer is optional.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

Q Accounts for the severity of accidents
o Highly applicable to rural areas, mere high Percentages of severe

accidents occur

Disadvantages

The severity of an accident is highly dependent on manY factors
which are unrelated to the highway location (i-e., a9e and health
of passengers, type of vehicles involved, use or non-use of seat
belts, etc.). However, the RSI procedure compensates somewhat for
this disadvantage.
Does not consider locations with a high Iootential for accidents
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PROCEDURE 6 - HAZARD INDEX METHOD

DESCRIPTION

The Hazard Index Method employs a formula to develop a rating index
for each suspect site. It was developed by Taylor and Thompson under con-
tract with the FHWA to rank spot locations on a common basis [9]. Factors
used in the formula are:

e Number of accidents per year
e Accident rate
s Accident severity
e Sight distance
e Volume/capacity ratio
e Traffic conflicts
. Erratic maneuvers
o Driver expectancy
e Information system deficiencies

The raw data value for each factor is converted to an indicator value
through the use of a conversion graph. The indicator value is then multi-
plied by a weighting factor. The weighings are based on a survey of pro-
fessionals in the traffic safety field. The resulting partial hazard
indices (one for each factor) are summed to obtain the hazard index for
the locations. Locations are then ranked by magnitude of the hazard
index. The tabulated summary of the hazard indices of one location is
given in Figure 16.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with:
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Site Number Date

Type Rural Intersection

Indicator Partial

Indicator Data Value Value i.leight H. I.’s

Number of Accidents 7.67 accfyr ‘~ x 0.145 = 86-

Accident Rate 492.47 acc/f!EV _ x 0.199 = 98L

Accident SeveritY $1.~dollars & x ‘.169 = - 11 a

Volume/Capacity
Ratio 220.17 x 0.073 = 16-

Sight Oistance
Ratio o>2.0 (lvt.avg.) _ x 0.066 = o 0-

Traffic Conflict --- conf/hr. ) ‘- x g:~~~ = ---

Erratic Maneuvers --- e.m.fhr. -- x a=g~~ = ---

Driver Expectancy 372.19 (wt.avg.) _ x 0.132 = 49-

Info. System
Deficiencies 2.79 (~teavg. ) 47 x 0.102 = 4.8

Sums: o.aa6 * 41 5-

~ ~ = Sum of Partial 1{.1.’s 41.5-— =
Sum of Applicable Weights - 0.aa6

47. .

Relative Strength of Evaluation

Sum of Applicable Weights x 100 = 89 ;$

*Do not include weights for indicators not used at this site.

Figure 16. Hazard Index Method - exmple.

(Source: Reference NO. 9)
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o Highway systems of less than 2,500 miles (the collection of re-
quired data may be too expensive for large systems with numerous
locations to be studied)

e Experienced highway safety engineers, and possibly human factors
experts

e Systemide accident, volume, severity, and hazardous features data
avai lable and

e Objectives to reduce accident numbers, rates, severities, and ha-
zardous features

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Requires considerable manpower. Several experienced
highway engineers are required to CO1lect and maintain data and to
1ist hazardous locations based on the hazardousness index computed
from these data sources. Human factors experts may also k re-
quired. Programer may be necessary if a computer is used.

o Funding - Collection and analysis of data can be quite expensive
e Equipment - Computer is optional.

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND OISAOVANTAGES

Advantages

e
@

m

Comprehensive use of numerous factors related to locational hazards
Highly adaptable. Factors which do not apply or are not available
may be deleted from analysis
Considers both ,accident data and variables which indicate a high
potential for accidents.

Disadvantages

o Large amounts of information are necessary to use this procedure
proper ly

o Oeletion of too many factors from the analysis reduces its effect-
iveness

e Requires considerable expertise in highway safety and human fact-
ors

o May require data that is not readily available; i.e., additional
data may need to be CO1lected
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PROCSDURE 7- MARDOUS
ROADWAY FtiTUR= lNVEWORY

PROCEDURE 7 - HAZARDOUS ROADWAY FEATURES INVENTORY

DESCRIPTION

The identification of hazardous roadway features is one method of
selecting sites with a potential for high-accident severity or numbers,
This procedure is based largely on the comparison of existing roadway
features with safety and design standards. Several different programs
have been developed for identifying such roadwajf safety hazards, Many of
these types of safety hazards are identified in the WSHTO “Yellow Book”
[10].

Examples of such hazardous features include:

Blunt-end guardrai 1 barrier terminals
Narrow bridges
Steep roadside slopes
Rigid roadside objects
Narrow lanes and shoulders
Unprotected bridge overpass structures
S1ippery pavements
Sharp radii on horizontal curves and ramps
Hazardous highway-railroad grade crossings

The identification of such hazardous roadway features can be per-
formed in many different ways. For example, information from systemwide
highway inventories can be used to select specific hazardous features for
further review. Also, some states have hazard report forms which are com-
pleted by local police officers when they observe a highway site or condi-
tion which they perceive as hazardous. Other agencies uti1ize routine
preventative survei 11ante of their highways to attempt to locate sites
which may be hazardous to the driving public. Another method may be to
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identify hazardous locations as those where any roadside object accident
has occurred which results in at least one fatality [11,12].

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally ~plicable for agencies with:

e Highway systems of any size
e Experienced highway safety engineers on staff
o Systewide roadway features data available
e Objectives to reduce hazardous roadway features

RESOUR,CE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - May require considerable manpower, including several
experienced highway safety engineers to interpret and analyze all
pertinent data and prepare a listing of hazardous locations based
on an inventory of roadway features.

w Funding - Relatively high cost of operation
e Equipment - Little or none required (Computer is recommended)

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Considers locations that are potentially hazardous (even though
large numbers of accidents may not have been observed); i.e.,
considers non-accident data

e Considers locations (e.g., railroad grade crossings, roadside
hazards) which have a potential for high-severity accidents

Disadvantages

e Can require large amounts of data, including data that may not

be readily available (additional data collection)
e Requires personnel with experience in highway safety, particularly
in the analysis of hazardous roadway features

e Improvement expenditures must be justified on some basis other than
reduction in accident experience
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CHAPTER VII

PROCESS 3

CONDUCT ENGINEERING
STUDIES

PWNING COMPONWT

=

PRocfis 3

‘L

CONDUCT ENGINEERING

STUDIES

PROCW 4

PURPOSE

The purpose of this process is to collect and analyze data at identi-
fied hazardous locations, and then to select appropriate safety improve-
ment projects.

DESCRIPTION

This process is conducted after a listing OF hazardous locations and
elements is developed (from Process 2). The output of this process wil1
be a list of specific safety improvement projects for which implementation
is theoretically justified. Those for which actual funding is recommended
will be determined through in Process 4 -- “Establish project priori-
ties. ”

This process includes the following subprocesses:

Subprocess 1 - Collect and Analyze Data
Subprocess 2 - Oevelop Candidate Countermeasures
Subprocess 3 - Develop Projects

A 4-day training course entitled “Highway Safety Engineering Studies”
is currently being developed by FHWA, which provides a detailed descrip-
tion of all activities within Process 3 [I].
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MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

o Which procedures are mst applicable for the agency?
e Are adequate resources (i.e, manpower, equipment and funding)

available to satisfy the resource requirements of the procedures?
e What types of input data are needed?
o Is the available data sufficient or should additional data be col-

lected?
e Are there any time constraints involved?

PROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

● A knowledge of highway safety design standards
e A knowledge of warrants for traffic control devices
e A basic understanding of engineering studies
e A basic understanding of available safety improvements which are

effective in reducing accidents
e A basic understanding of economic evaluation methodologies

Resource and Equipment Input

e Manpower to CO1lect and analyze necessary data at each hazardous
location

e Funding
e Computer capabilities (optional)

Oata or Informational Input

e A 1isting of hazardous locations (from Process 2 - “Identify
Hazardous Locations and Elements”)

e A 1isting of safety improvement projects for each site which should
be priority ranked before implementalion.
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PROCESS 3, SUBPROCESS 1

COLLECT AND ANALYZE DATA
AT HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS

t
I —4

PURPOSE
1

The purpose of this subprocess is to perform specific studies which
involve the collection and analysis of all types of data required as input
for process 3, Subprocess 2 - “Develop Candidate Countermeasures. ” This
subprocess should follow the completion of Process 2 - “Identify Hazardous
Locations and Elements. ”

DESCRIPTION

After the hazardous locations and elements have been identified, it
is necessary to collect and analyze al1 pertinent information required to
develop countermeasures for each location. There are numerous procedures,
or studies, which can be used to obtain and analyze the necessary informa-
tion. These studies may be classified into four general categories [1]:

Procedures 1-5 - Accident-Based Studies
Procedures 6-14 - Traffic Operations-Based Studies
Procedures 15-20 - Environmental-Based Studies
Procedures 21-24 - Special Studies
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A total of 24 procedures (studies) have been identified within these
categories, including five accident-based studies, nine traffic opera-
tions-based studies, six environmental-based studies, and four special
studies. These 24 procedures are as follows:

ACCIDENT-BASED PROCEDURES (STUDIES)

Procedure 1 - Accident Summary by Type
Procedure 2 - Accident Sumary by Severity
Procedure 3 - Accident Sumary by Contributing Circumstances
Procedure 4 - Accident Sumary by Environmental Conditions
Procedure 5 - Accident Summary by Time of Day

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS-BASED prOCedUreS (STUDIES)

Procedure 6 - Safety Performance Studies
Procedure 7 - Volume Studies
Procedure 8 - Spot Speed Studies
Procedure 9 - Delay and Travel Time Studies
Procedure 10 - Roadway and Intersection Capacity Studies
Procedure 11 - Traffic Conflict Studies
Procedure 12 - Gap Studies
Procedure 13 - Traffic Lane Occupancy Studies
Procedure 14 - Queue Length Studies

ENVIRONMENTAL-BASED PROCEDURES (STUOIES)

Procedure 15 - Roadway Inventory Studies
Procedure 16 - Sight Distance Studies
Procedure 17 - Roadway Serviceabi 1ity Studies
Procedure 18 - Skid Resistance Studies
Procedure 19 - Highway Lighting Studies
Procedure 20 - Weather-Related Studies

SPECIAL PROCEDURES (STUDIES~

Procedure 21 - School Crossing Studies
Procedure 22 - Railroad Crossing Studies
Procedure 23 - Traffic Control Device Studies
Procedure 24 - Bicycle and Pedestrian Studies

The proper selection and use of these studies will provide the infor-
mation needed to determine the specific safety deficiencies at each loca-
tion. Countermeasures can then be developed to eliminate or alleviate the
hazardous condition.

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

The procedures within this process cover a wide range of complexity.
The procedures include simple studies requiring very little training
(e.g., traffic volume and spot speed studies), as(~~; as those which re-
quire considerable experience and training, . traffic conflict
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studies). The range of complexity of some procedures, particularly the
accident-based procedures, becomes even nmre varied with the application
of either manual or computer techniques.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

. Are adequate resources (manpower, funding, quipment) available to
satisfy the resource requirements of these procedures?

e What types of input data are needed?
e Is this data sufficient or should additional data be collected?
e Are any time constraints involved?

SUBPROCESS INPUTS ANO OUTPUTS

Management Input

e A knowledge of highway safety design standards
o A knowledge of warrants for traffic control devices
e A basic understanding of engineering studies

Resource and Equipment Input

o Manpower
v Funding
o Computer capabilities (optional)

Data or Informational Input

A listing of hazardous locations (from Process 2 - “Identify
Hazardous Locations and Elements”)

The, results of analyzed data from appropriate engineering studies
for use in countermeasure development
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PROCEDURES 1-5 - ACCIDENT-BASED STUDIES

DESCRIPTION

Traffic accidents provide the major indication of safety problems at
a location. Accident-based engineering studies are utilized to identify
the safety deficiencies of the location. The five accident-based studies
are [1]:

Procedure 1 - Accident Sumary by Type
Procedure 2 - Accident Sumary by Severity
Procedure 3 - Accident Sumary by Contributing Circumstances
Procedure 4 - Accident Sumary by Environmental Conditions
‘Procedure 5 - Accident Sumary by Time of Day

Accident-based studies involve the development of statistical suma-
ries of the accident data by various characteristics (Table 6) to detect
abnormal accident trends. The accident data required for these sumaries
may be obtained manually from hard copy accident reports or by computer
techniques from computerized accident files. Safety deficiencies are then
identified based on a comparison of the frequency of occurrence of a spe-
cific characteristic to a “standard” frequency. Overrepresentat ions are
identified by a disproportionately high percentage of a certain accident
characteristic when compared to similar locations. An adequate sample of
data at comparable sites is necessary to identify an accurate overrepre-
sentation of accident characteristics.

The statistical summaries of accident data may be developed either
manual ly or by computer techniques, as shown in Table 7. Several statis-
tical packages are available for computer application, including the Sta-
tistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Data Analysis and Report-
ing Techniques (DART), Michigan Dimensional Analysis System (MIDAS), and
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Table 6. Typical accident characteristic categories.

Description Categories

Sumary by Type 1. Left-turrl, head-on
2. Right-angle
3. Rear-end
4. Sideswipe
5. Pedestritin-related
6. Rl~n-off-road
7. Fixed object
8.,Head-on
9. Parked vehicle
10. other

Summary by Severity 1. Fatal
2. Personal Injury

- incapacitating
- nonincapacitating
- possible injury

3. Property Oamage

Summary by Contl-ibuting 1. Oriving under the influence
Circumstances of alcohol or drugs

2. Reckless or careless driving
3. 111, fatigued or inattel~tion
4. Failure to comply with li-

cense restrict ions
5. Obscurred vision
6. Defective equipment

tributing)
7. Lost control due to shilFting

load, wind, or vacuum

Summary by Environmental 1. Weather (clear, cloudy, rain,
Conditions fog, snow)

2. Ambient light (light, dark,
dawn, dusk, street ligh’Ls)

3. Roadway surface (dry wet,
snowy, icy)

Summary by Tim of Day 1. 12:00 midnight - 1:00 AM.
2. 1:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.
3. 2:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M.
4. 3:00 A.M. - 4:00 A.M.

24: 11:00 P.lfi.- 12:00 Midnight

,
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Table 7. Computerized accident summary (SPSS) - example.

CATEGORY LABEL

RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
'`'`'``'```'"""'""Absolute"""""""""""FREti'``''"'''``''"'Flea'" FREO
cODE FREO (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)

Table 8. Computerized cross tabulation (SPSS) - exmple.

.* ****** ● ☛☛✎☛☛✎☛ ☛☛ CROSSTABULAT 1 ON OF * * * * ● * * * “ * ‘
,,..,,,vAR~9,,,,,,A,cc1D,ENT,5EvERITY BY vARO1 1 TWO,,,VEH,I$LE, ACC1,DENT,,,C,O[
* * * * * ● * * * * *’ * * * * * * * *''''4'''*'''.*"'*''"*"''*''''*'''*'''"*'''*'''*""'*"‘*‘*’ *’ * * * * * * * * . * * * . * ““i
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and Organized Set of Integrated Routines for the Investigation of Social
Science Data (OSIRIS IV).

The accident procedur(:s may be combined to provide mre detailed
analyses. Cross-tabulations are often quite useful for representing sta-
tistical analysis of two or mre variables. An example of a cross--tabula-
tion from computer application (SPSS) is given in Table 8. Collision dia-
grams are also used extensively as a graphic representation of the acci-
dent surmrrariesand may incl[ldeal1 of the information covered by the five
accident-based procedures. In addition, these schematic drawings provide
locational information that is not providecl by statistical sumrraries.
Therefore, CO11ision diagrams often yield mre effective information to
the engineer than do statistical sumaries.

The following items ar(;essential to the development of any CO1lision
diagram [2]:

1. Al1 important elements of each accident should be noted, such
as:

e The direction of travel of involved Vehicles and pedestrians
prior to impact (collision)

e Driver and pedestrian intent (i.e., going straight, making
left-turn, stopping, etc.) prior to impact

o Date, day of week, time of day
e Ambient light conditions (daylight, dawn Oipdusk, dark with

street lights, dark without street lights)
o Adverse weather conditions (rain, snow, fog, etc. )
e Adverse pavment cond~tions (wet, icy, etc. )
o Unusual operatior~al conditions (control devices not operating

properly, construction area, etc.)
. Accident severity (fatal, personal injury, property damage

only)

2. Standard symbols should be used to indicate driver or pedestrian
intent, direction (of travel, accident severity, fixed objects,
etc.

3. Non-involved vehicles or pedestrians (no physical contact) con-
tributing to individual accidents may be inc’ludedon the diagram.
However, this may not be applicable in many cases due to the
inconsistencies in the level of reporting of such items.

4. For intersections, al1 intersection-related accidents should be
indicated. Intersect ion-related accidents are al1 accidents in
which the physical characteristics or operating conditions of the
intersection contribute to the accident. These include many of
the accidents on eai:happroach to the intersection within several
hundred feet.

A typical collision diagram is given in Figure 17. .
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Figure 17. ~pical collision
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The use of computerized CO11ision diagrams has been developed in re-
cent years [3] for quick and easy production 01: such Information. Acci-
dent types are plotted on the! proper intersection legs and may be color
coded by severity. Col1ision diagrams may be quickly produced in any
size, depending on the need.

After a particular categlory of an accident characteristic has been
identified as predominant, a list of possible causes or safety deficien-
cies can be developed. For ~!xample, at a signalized intersection, left-
turn, head-on CO11isions comprised 37 percent of al1 accidents, compared
to a citywide average of 20 percent for similar intersections. This
overreuresent ation of left-turn. head-on accidents mav have as ~ossible
causes’

e

●

e
e

L4J:

Restricted sight distance due to the presence of left-turning traf-
fic on the opposite ap~)roach, and improper channelization and geo-
metries
Too short amber phase
Absence of special left-turning phase when needed
Excessive speed on approaches

Further analysis might be nel:essary to determine which of the possible
causes would be most probable!. After the mst probable cause has been
identified, a list of specific countermeasures can be developed.

PROCEDURES 6-14 - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS-BASEO STUOIES

DESCRIPTION

can
Traffic operations-based studies at identified hazardous locations
provide essential information to assist in the selection of the mst
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appropriate safety improvements at each location. The nine traffic opera-
tions-based studies are:

Procedure 6 - Safety Performance Studies
Procedure 7 - Volume Studies
Procedure 8 - Spot Speed Studies
Procedure 9 - Travel Time and Delay Studies
Procedure 10 - Roadway and Intersection Capacity Studies
Procedure 11 - Traffic Conflict Studies
Procedure 12 - Gap Studies
Procedure 13 - Traffic Lane Occupancy Studies
Procedure 14 - Queue Length Studies

The need for any of the above mentioned studies is determined from an
analysis of the list of existing and potential safety deficiencies which
are identified through the accident-based procedures. By identifying the
traffic stream characteristics, a mre specific list of safety problem(s)
can be identified and a mre reliable selection of candidate countermea-
sures may be obtained. The following is a brief description of each of
the traffic operations-based studies.

Safety Performance Studies

A safety performance study is an organized program of field observa-
tion and inspection of highway facilities and traffic to detect deficien-
cies in the operational and environmental conditions at a location. This
study provides a review of a hazardous location or situation under field
conditions and serves to verify or supplement the findings of the acci-
dent-based procedures. Checklists [5] and lists of questions [6] have
been developed for the purposes of performing these studies. An example
question list is given in Table 9.

Volume Studies

Traffic volume studies are conducted to determine the number and
movement of vehicles and/or pedestrians within, through, or at selected
points in an area. Volume data are used as basic input in al1 operations-
based procedures. Its use is as a basic study procedure describing the
exposure (vehicular or pedestrian) at each hazardous location.

Volume counts may include peak hour counts, 24-hour counts, continu-
ous long-term counts, or short-term counts (5 minutes, 15 minutes, etC.).
Volume counts may include only total vehicle movements or may sPecifY
turning mvements (at intersections or driveways). Vehicle classification
counts and pedestrian counts may also be performed within the scope of
volume studies.

Spot Speed Studies

Spot speed studies are used to obtain an indication of the speed of
traffic at one point on a roadway. They serve to estimate the speed dis-
tribution of the traffic stream during the observation period. Spot speed
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Table 9. Typical quesition list for field obser~’ations.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Are the accidents caused bIy physical conditions of the road or adja-
cent property. Can the conditions be eliminated or corrected?

Is a blind corner responsible? Can it be eliminated? If not, can ade-
quate measures be taken to warn the mtorists?

Are the existing signs, signals, and pavement markings doing the job
for which they were intended? Is it possible they are contributin~~ to
accidents rather than preventing them?

Is traffic properly channelIzed to minimize the occurrence of acci-
dents?

Would accidents be prevented by prohibiting any single traffic mve-
ment, such as a minor left-turn mvement?

Can part of the traffic be diverted to other thoroughfares where the
accident potentials are not as great?

Are night accidents far out of proportion to daytime accidents (based
on traffic volume) indicating a need for special nighttime protection,
such as street lighting, signal control or reflectorized signs or
markings?

Do conditions show that ad(iitionaltraffic laws or selective enforce-
ment dre required?.

Is there a need for supplemental studies of traffic mvement, such as
driver observance of existing control devices, or speed studies of ve-
hicles approaching the accident location?

Is parking in the area contributing to accidents? If so, are reduct-
ions in the width of approach lanes, or sight obstructions (causeclby
parking), causing the accidents?

Are there adequate advance warning signs of route changes so that the
proper lanes may be chosen by approaching mtorists wel-l in advance of
the area, thus minimizing the need for lane changing near the acciclent
location.

(Source: FLeference No. 6)
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data are usually necessary when accident sumary information indicates
safety problems that may be caused by high speeds or unusual speed distri-
butions. Spot speed studies may also be conducted upon completion of the
safety performance studies if field observations indicate a possible vehi-
cle speed problem.

Travel Time and Delay Studies

Travel time and delay studies are used to obtain data on the wunt
of time it takes to traverse a specified section of roadway and the
amount, cause, location, duration, and frequency of delays. Travel time
and delay characteristics are indicators of the level of service that is
operating along a faci1ity and can be used as a relative wasure of the
efficiency of the traffic. Information from these studies can also be
used to identify problem locations where safety improvements may be re-
quired to increase mbil ity and provide improved safety conditions.

Travel time and delay studies are useful for obtaining information on
locations where accident patterns relating to congestion-type accidents
exist; i.e., a significant number of rear-end, right-angle, or left-turn
accidents. Intersection delays may be handled in a fashiori similar to the
travel time and delay studies.

Roadway and Intersection Capacity Studies

Highway capacity studies are conducted to measure the ability (sup-
ply) of a highway faci1ity to accommodate or service the existing or pro-
jected traffic volumes (demand). Capacity is defined as the maximum num-
ber of vehicles that can pass over a section of a lane or roadway (or
through an intersection), during a given time period (one hour unless
otherwise specified), under prevai 1ing highway and traffic conditions.
The purpose of conducting a capacity study for traffic engineering safety
projects is to provide a measure of the adequacy and quality of service
being provided by the facility. Highway capacity studies are useful for
obtaining information on locations where accident patterns relating to
congest ion-type accidents exist.

Traffic Conflict Studies

Traffic conf1ict studies can assist in the diagnosis of safety and
operational problems at a highway location, and in the evaluation of the
effect iveness of improvements at a location. These studies are believed
(by many safety engineers) to be useful in determining the accident po-
tential at a site. Defined relationships between conflicts and accidents,
however, have not yet been clearly established. Traffic conflict studies
can be a supplement to routine field inspections of high-accident loca-
tions, or they can be conducted at suspected hazardous sites.

A traffic conflict occurs when a driver takes evasive action, such as
braking or weaving, to avoid a collision. Some conf1ict and event types
include weave conflict, abrupt stops, slow for right-turn conflict, oppos-
ing left-turn conflict, pedestrian conflict, etc.
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Conflicts may be counted based on type and severity. Erratic maneuvers
SUCh as turns frOm wrong lane,, run-off-road , et,c,, may also be courlte~
during the conflict study. The Traffic Conflict Technicjue (TCT) was c)ri-
ginal ly developed by the General Motors Laboratories in 1967 as a systema-
tic method of observing and me?lsuring accident p“~enti al at intersections

[7,8]. Since then, it has been modified and used by various U.S. highway
agencies, particularly in the States of Ohio, Virginia, Kentucky, and
Washington [9, 10,11]. A modified traffic conflicts technique was recerttly
developed in an NCHRP study by lYidwestResearch Institute [12].

Gap Studies

Gap studies measure the time headway or gap between vehicles along a
highway section (or at a point), and to ana”lyze the gap acceptance
characteristics where a minor or alternate traffic stream intersects a
major traffic stream. The need for gap analysis in highway safety studlies
is determined by the locational characteristics and the accident (or
conflict) patterns occurring at the study location.

Traffic Lane Occupancy Studies

A traffic lane occupancy study can provide a measure of the traffic
performance of a highway fac’i1ity as a function of vehicle lengths,
volumes and speeds. The occupancy factor is relatecl to density and
measures the percent of time a point on a rc,adway is occupied b:~ a
vehicle. Lane occupancy is defined as:

Time vehicles are present at a point on a roadway
Lane Occupancy = — —

Total specified time period

8ased on an established relationship between lane occupancy and traffic
volume, the occupancy at various intervals can be determined. Lane occu-
pancy studies ‘are useful for ob’talning information on locations where con-
gestion-type accident patterns exist.

Queue Length Studies

Queue length studies identify the number of vehicles that are stopped
in a traffic lane behind the stop line at an intersection. They can also
be used to determine the vehicular back-up at other locations, such as
lane drop sections, rai Iroad crossings, freeway incident locations, and
other bottleneck Situations. H,>wever,the primary purpose of queue length
studies is to measure the perfolflmanceof an intersection.

Queue lengths are usual ly observed at the beginning of the green
phase, and at the end of the amber phase for signalized intersections. A
compari son of the queue lengths at these two distinct time points is used
to assess the level of traffic flow as a measure of the “expected’{ delay
to the vehicles. Queue length studies are useful in acquiring information
for locations where congestion-related accidentj (particularly rear-end
accidents) occur frequently.
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PROCEDURES 15-20 - ENVIRONMENTAL -BASEO STUDIES

DESCRIPTION

Environmental-based engineering studies include the collection and
analysis of al1 information related to the physical features of the road-
way for specific spots, sections, and elements. The six environmental-
based procedures are:

Procedure 15 - Roadway Inventory Studies
Procedure 16 - Sight Oistance Studies
Procedure 17 - Roadway Serviceability Studies
Procedure 18 - Skid Resistance Studies
Procedure 19 - Highway Lighting Studies
Procedure 20 - Weather-Related Studies

An analysis of the accident data will provide hints as to which environ-
mental studies should be conducted. Another consideration involves the
types of highway features to be inventoried and analyzed. It would be
unnecessary and virtually impossible to collect al1 highway information
for al1 identified hazardous locations. Therefore, it is important to
determine the data items needed for each location. The following is a
brief description of each of the environmental-based procedures.

Roadway Inventory Studies

Roadway inventory studies are
roadway environment at a location.

used to obtain a survey of the physical
Included are such items as:
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Roadway characteristics o Traffic regulations
Roadside characteristics o Traffic control devices
Geometries 9 Speed limits
Street names ~ Visual obstructions
Functional classification e Driveway locations
Parking conditions
Corner radii

. Road surface irregularities
e All pavement markings

Sidewalk locations

These information items are usually included in the condition diagram,
which provides a scaled, pictorial representation of the area, as shown In
Figure 18.

It is recommended that roadway inventor;f studies be conducted for
each specific location under analysis. These studies are not to be con-
fused with the safety performance studies. Safety performance studies are
used to review specific roadway items based on their effect on the safety
and operations of a study location. Roadway inventory studies, (In the
other hand, are used to Obtiiin a direct measurement of the roadway fea-
tures and produce a record oi’the location environment.

Sight Distance Studies

Sight distance studies are conducted to review the sight distance
characteristics at or along a roadway facility to obtain an assessment of
the adequacy of sight distan<:econditions at the location. The purpose of
these studies is to determin(? if sight distance conditions are a causative
factor in accidents at a defined hazardous location. Sight distance stud-
ies are useful for:

e Reviewing “NO PASSING ‘“zones
o Determining traffic control needs at an intersection
o Identifying sight obstructions
o Accident review

Roadway Serviceability Studies—

Roadway serviceabi 1ity studies identify tl?eproperties of the roadway
pavement surface and are typical ly used when a field review of the study
site indicates a highly irregular pavement surface, i.e., potholes, bumps,
etc., which may have an effect on safety at the site. Another indication
that a roadway serviceabi lit,ystudy may be necessary is the occurrence Of
a pattern of traffic accidents in which “vehicle out of control” or “poor
pavement conditions” were noltedas causes or contributing circumstances.

Skid Resistance Studies

Skid resistance studies are conducted to measure the traction proper-
ties between the vehicle ti~”es and the pavement surface. These studies
are useful in identifying z~ny excessive “slipperiness” of the pavement
surface at a site.
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Figure 18. Typical condition diagram.
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The need for performing skid resistance studies is dictated by the
occurrence of a pattern of accidents under “wet-weather” or “wet pavement”
conditions. Skid tests are conducted based on ASTM (American Societ:f of
Testing Materials) standards which develops skicl numbers. These measured
skid numbers are compared to areawide averages or standards. Measured
values lower than the standard indicate inadequate skid resistance.

Highway Lighting Studies

Highway lighting studies are used to assess the adequacy of existing
1ighting faci1ities or the need for new, additional , or improved lighting
facilities. These studies are necessary where a high nighttime accident
rate (percentage) occurs or a possible nighttime accident problem is ob-
served in the field review. Existing lighting conditions are compare,~ to
design standards to determine if lighting facilities should be installed
or improved. Design standards are set forth in the Roadway Lighting
Handbook (U.S. Department of ‘transportation, Federal Higlway dmlnlstra-
tlon, December, 1979) [13].

Weather-Related Studies

Weather-related studies are used to determine the existing or poten-
tial hazardousness of a locaticlnunder certain weather-related conditions,
such as fog or ice. Although these conditions may have an impact on a
site for only a limited perio(i of time, ap~ropri ate countermeasures can
stil 1 be developed to reduce the safety deficiency.
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PROCEDURES 21-24 - SPECIAL PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

There are several engineering studies which may be required in spe-
cial situations and are not classified as either accident-based, traffic
operations-based, or environmental-based. These studies are:

Procedure 21 - School Crossing Studies
Procedure 22 - Railroad Crossing Studies
Procedure 23 - Traffic Control Device Studies
Procedure 24 - Bicycle and Pedestrian Studies

A brief description of each of these special procedures is given in the
following.

School Crossing Studies

The purpose of these studies is to provide optimal safety conditions
for school-age pedestrians within the roadway environment in and around
school areas. These studies must not only evaluate the relative hazard at
the site based on the physical and operational conditions, but must also
account for the student’s level of understanding of the situation. School
crossing pedestrian accidents are relatively rare events. Available pedes-
trian accident data at such locations are usually non-existent or insuffi-
cient for most study purposes. Other forms of data need to be CO11ected
to faci1itate the assessment of school crossing locations. This data may
include pedestri an volumes, pedestrian delay, roadway width,. types of
traffic control devices, etc. [14].
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Railroad Crossing Studies

Railroad crossing studies are used to determine the hazardousness of
an at-grade crossing situation. This hazardousness can be determined
through the CO1lection and aniilysisof inventorj{ and accident data at each
crossing location. The Railroad Crossing Inventory Form, as recommended
by the U.S. DOT is given in Table 10 [15]. All signs, pavement markings
and signals must conform to i;heMUTCD. Hazarcl indices are often deter-
mined, as part of the analysis, through numerical methods. Recently,
several hazard indicies have been developed and tested and evaluated in a
study conducted by the Transportation Systems Center, 11.S. 00T [16].

Railroad crossing studies may be necessitated thrc)ugh accident experi-
ence, the occurrence of a r(:cent fatal accident, citizen complaints, or
continous monitoring.

Traffic Control Oevice Studies

Traffic control device studies are used to determine the effectiven-
ess of existing traffic contlroldevices. Incl~ded unclerthis classifica-
tion of studies are inventories, signal warrant studies, stop-yield sign
studies, and law observance studies. The inventories are conducted to re-
view existing signs, signals, and pavement markings, and evaluate their
quality, standardization, ancl application. The other three studies are
conducted to evaluate the a~)plication and/or compliante of the vi!rious
traffic control devices.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Studies

Bicycle and pedestrian studies are conducted to evaluate the safety
and operational characteristics of bicycle- and pedestrian-related
activities. Bicycle studies may include the following data items:

o Capacity of bicycle facility
o Bicycle speeds
o Bicycle-related accidents
@ Bicycle volumes
e Sight distances
. Use and compliance of traffic control devices

Pedestrian studies may include the following data items:

o Pedestrian volumes
. Pedestrian delay times at crossings
o Pedestrian-related conflicts
o Pedestrian use and compliante of traffic control devices
@ Behavioral information
o Pedestrian-related accidents

The decision to conduct these studies may develop from accident e)(peri-
ence, citizen complaints, or field reviews.
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Table 10. USDOT - ~R crossing inventory form.

W%m..w U.S.DOT– AAR CROSSING INVENTORY FORM

(Source: Reference No. 1.5)
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this subprocess is to develop candidate countermea-
sures for the identified haziirdous locations. Specific candidate counterm-
easures should be developed on the basis of the known deficiencies of the
location. This subprocess should be carried out upon completion of
Process 3, Subprocess 1, “CO.Ilect and Analyze [Iata”.

DESCRIPTION

This subprocess consists of the following three procedures:

Procedure 1 - Accident F)atternTables
Procedure 2 - Fault Tref!Analysis
Procedure 3 - Multi-Disciplinary Investigation Team

For each of these procedures,, candidate accident countermeasures should be
selected careful ly based on a knowledge of the effectiveness of similar
improvements in the past. Rt!sults of past project and program evaluations
(Evaluation Component) are ve!ryimportant inputs to this subprocess. If a
past improvement type has been found to result in favorable safety bene-
fits at similar locations (aridtraffic conditions), then such improv(:ments
would likely be considered a~scandidate improvements. Several candidate
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improvements can be proposed for the same location, since they can al1 be
included in the analyses in the next subprocess (based on expected acci-
dent benefits and project costs).

The following should be identified in the development of candidate
countermeasures [1]:

e All practical improvements, from’ the “do nothing” alternative to
ultimate alternatives, should be identified and considered such
that no feasible alternative is overlooked

e Al1 practical combinations of improvements should be identified
o The potential effect of each alternative improvement shou1d be

defined

The identification of al1 candidate improvements (and their expected
effects on accidents) wil 1 serve as input to Process 3, Subprocess 3,
“Develop Projects”.

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

The degree of complexity of the procedures in this subprocess depends
on the amount of information available and the actual location under
study. For example, a location with 80 percent wet-weather accidents and
poor pavement skid properties should lead directly to a recommendation
that a non-skid pavement overlay be included in the list of candidate
countermeasures. On the other hand, a high-volume, multi-legged intersec-
tion may be a very complex problem and require extensive analyses to
determine the mst appropriate combination of accident countermeasures.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

e How complex is the safety problem at the location?
o What is the objective of the agency’s HSIP in terms of reducing

accidents, severity, etc.?
. Are the available manpower and operating funds sufficient to per-

form these procedures?
s Are the problems being identified correctly?
e Is mre information needed?
. Are there any peculiarities at the location that may cause improve-

ments to produce non-typical results?
e Are orooosed countermeasures consistent with the budgetary con-

straints!

SUBPROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

o A basic understanding of
are effective in reducing

the avai1able safety improvements which
accidents
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Resource and Equipment Input

e Manpower for selection of candidate countermeasures
e Funding

Data or Informational Input

A file of data from en~lineering studies for further analysis OF
hazardous locations (from Process 1, Sub~lrocess1, “Collect and
Analyze Data”)
Evaluation information regarding previous countermeasures of the
same type (from Evaluation Component or previous studies repl~rted
in the literature)

. A listing of candidate accident
hazardous location and element

countermeasures for each identified

SUBPROCX 2

(~

DEVKOP CANDIDA=

COUNTERMWSURES

E 3

PROCEDURE 1- ACCIDENT PA~)ERN
TASW

mwmm 2

mwwuE 3

PROCEDURE 1 - ACCIDENT PATTERN TABLES

DESCRIPTION

Based on accident patte!rns and location types, tables have ken
developed to suggest possible accident countermeasures which are likely to
be mst effective in accident reduction. These accident pattern tables
are used primari 1.Y as an aid in the selection of candidate countermea-
sures. Countermeasure should not be selected without consideration of
supporting data, such as traffic volumes and field observations [1].
Accident pattern tables are developed on the assumptions that [2]:

● Patterns of accident
accidents

e The need for specific

types are associated with probable causes

improvements can be inferred from analysis
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probable causes of accidents

An example of an accident pattern table is shown in Table 11.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for:

e Agencies with traffic or safety engineers having highway safety ex-
perience

e Locations with relatively obvious safety problems for which the se-
lection of appropriate countermeasures can be made with little dif-
ficulty

o Agencies with the objective of reducing the number of accidents at
specific locations

PROCEDURE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - At least one or mre traffic or safety engineers. Ex-
perts in such areas as highway safet.Y,human factors> Police, etc.,
will also be helpful.

e Funding - Funding requirements will range from very little time or
money to relatively large amounts of time and mney, depending on
the number of sites to be studied and the complexity of the analy-
ses.

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

. Provides a method which is inexpensive and easy to use

Oisadvantaqes

o Not complete or conclusive
o Not ~plicable to locations with complex safety problems
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Table 11. Sample accident pattern table.

Rightm~le collisiomat Rtitricted sight distance Remove sight oh”twc!iom

umigmlized intemec- Restrict patiing near comem

tiom Inst.1 I st~ sigm (see MUTCD)
Insta I I warning sigm (see MUTCD)
Imtal l~mprove street lighti~
Reduce speed Iimitonapprmches’

Imta I I ‘signals (see MUTCD)
,–.. –,, ... -,. .,–_. ,___ ,,, ,TPn\
Insmia YI=IU S,ST* {a== ,.,u8-w,
Channelize intemectia

Large total intemction I nstal I signals (see MUTCD)

volume Reroute through traffic

High opprmch speed Reduce speed limit onappraches*
Install mmble ship

w~h!-n~!e Ce!!i, ions a? Poor visiM Ii& of signals Imto I I advanced warning devices (see MUTCD)
sigmlized inteuc- lns~ll 12-in .signal lenses (see MUTCD)

tiom Insta I I overhead siwals
Imtall visom
!ns!=ll beck plates

(C0ntinu4) (Continued)

* Spot~e4stidyskuld & coducted to iustify speed limit reduction.

ACCIDENT PATTERN I PROBABLE CAUSE
I

GENERAL COUNTERMEASURE

F

1 I

[ 4

(Source: Reference No. g)
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PROCEOURE 2- FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION

This analysis utilizes logic in an attemut to trace al1 events and
combinations of events which may result in an’ accident. The events are
analyzed in a reverse sequence, beginning with the collision and working
backwards unti1 al1 relevant events are covered. Probabilities may be
assigned to the likelihood of the occurrence of each event.

Fault trees are similar to.the decision and probability trees used in
business and management [4,5,6], except that the sequence of events is
analyzed in a reverse direction. Fault tree analysis is based on the
assumption that [2]:

o The cause and effect relationships of accidents follow a logical
flow that can be documented.

. A probability may be assigned to each event in the logical flow of
accident causation.

The identification of the possible causes of an accident can then serve to
indicate

The

1.

2.

3.

4.

the most appropriate countermeasures.

steps to fol low in developing fault trees are [2]:

Identify the final occurrence or consequent event (i.e., the
collision).
Identify all possible events immediately preceding the col?i-
sion.
Determine the events as dependent or independent of other
events.
Analyze each event, determining which require further development
of cause (non-basic events) and which do not (basic events).
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5. Identify and anal ze all possible events preceding al1 non-basic
g“events unti1 al1 as’lcevents are covered.

6. (Optional) Assign probabilities to each basic event.
7. (Optional) Calculate the probabilities of subsequent events, add-

ing the probabilities of events leading directly to an “OR” gate
and multiplying the probabilities of events leading directly to
an “AND” gate.

8. (Optional) Determine the influence of candidate countermeasures
by reducing the probabi 1ities of events affected by the counter-
measure and recalcul iiting subsequent events.

Steps 6, 7, and 8 are optional based on the avai1abi1it.yof estimated pro-
babilities for basic events. An example fault tree is given in Figure
19.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for:

o Agencies with a very knowledgeable safety engineer on staff
e Locations with very complex highway safety problems
e Agencies with HSIP objl?ctives to reduce accident frequencies
o Highly unusual accidents or situations.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - At least one or more traffic or safety engineers. Ex-
perts in such areas as highway safety, human factors, PO!ice, etc.,
may also be needed.

o Funding - Relatively moderate to large mounts of time and fllnding
required.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Includes behavioral factors affectina accident experience.
o Effective far analyzing specific a;cidents, such as

dents.

Oisadvantages

e Difficulty in determining prababi 1ities af accLirrence
tical events.

fatal acci-

for the cri-

o The occurrence and sequence of events used in the analysis must be
based on engineering judgement rather than an mare abjective sour-
ces.

o UsuallY requires considerable amaunts a:Fmanpower, time, and fund-
ing to pravide meaningful results.
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(Source: Reference No. 2)
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PROCEDURE 3 - MULTI -OISCIPLINP,RY INVESTIGATION TEAM—

DESCRIPTION

The multi-disciplinary investigation team approach to the development
of candidate countermeasures for hazardous locations is based on the be-
1ief that accidents rarely occur because of any single causal factor.
These factors are usually interactive and it may be desirable to analyze
these factors from not “only the highway or traffic engineering standpclint,
but from others as wel 1. The multi-disciplinary investigation team
attempts to do this by assembling a team of individuals from a variety of
disciplines to analyze and form a consensus opinion on the causal factors
and methods of correcting hazardous locations [7].

In addition to highway and traffic engineers, the multi-disciplinary
team may also include:

o Human factors experts (psychologists, sociologists, etc. )
o Law enforcement officers
. Automotive engineers (mechanical engineers)
o Physicians
● Lay persons

Three criteria must be met for an effective multidisciplinary irlves-
tigation team [7]:

1. The team should be srnal1 enough to be manageable and easily or-
ganized, yet large enough to incorporate al1 desired disci-
plines.

2. The professional disciplines should corer the areas of roaclway,
driver, and vehicle aspects of highway safety to obtain a compre-
hensive analysis of the location.
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3. There should be a variation in the degree of familiarity with the
location.

In addition, it is recommended that the investigations be conducted
individual ly by each team member, with the results combined later to form
the consensus opinion [7].

The investigation team does not restrict its analysis and countermea-
sure development solely to the use of traffic data and accident reports
and summaries. The team conducts extensive, in-depth analyses of al1
causal factors which may have led up to an accident. A typical investiga-
tion of a high-accident intersection would follow these steps:

1. Conduct a briefing session of team members, with the team leader
supplying all pertinent data on the location (volume data, colli-
sion diagrams, condition diagrams).

2. Conduct individual site investigations, driving each approach to
the intersection, noting sight distances, signs, markings, ob-
structions, etc.

3. Determine the predominant accident types, causal factors, and
possible countermeasures.

4. Submit individual reports to the team leader, documenting al1
findings of the investigation.

5. Conduct a meeting of al1 team members to form a consensus opinion
on the predominant accident types, causal factors, and possible
countermeasures for the location.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally ~plicable for:

e Agencies with a team of experts available from a variety of back-
grounds, including a highway safety engineer, psychologist or hu-
man factors expert, police officer, etc.

e Locations with very complex safety problems

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - A team of experts from a variety of disciplines is re-
quired, including highway and traffic engineers, human factors ex-
perts, and 1aw enforcement officers.

e Funding - Requires relatively large amounts of time and money.

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND OISAOVANTAGES

-~$~;s to view hazardous locations from the standpoint of human
1aw enforcement, etc., as wel1 as from the highway and

traffic’ engineering standpoint.
e Provides

Disadvantages
e Requires

extensive, detailed, in-depth analyses.

large amounts of time, effort, and funding.
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PROCESS 3, SUBPRC)CESS 3

DEVEI.OP PROJEICTS

i

PURPOSE——

The purpose of this subprocess is to determine the most desirable
improvement alternatives at a location, using estimates of expected pro-
ject costs and accident benefits for each alternative. This subprocess
should be carried out directly after the development of candidate counter-
measures (Process 3, Subprocess 2 - “Develop Candid:lte Countermeasures ii).

DESCRIPTION

the
This subprocess can be accomplished through the use of one or more of
following procedures:

Procedure 1 - Cost-Effectiveness Method
Procedure 2 - Benefit-To-Cost Ratio Method
Procedure 3 - Rate-Of-Return Method
Procedure 4 - Time-Of-Return Method
Procedure 5 - Net Benefit Method

These procedures involve the economic evaluation of improvement alternat-
ives to develop effective improvt!ment projects frcm the candidate alter..
natives. Al 1 of these methods al‘lowconsideration of the economic feasib-
ility of projects at a particular location.
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While some highway agencies may evaluate candidate countermeasures
based on “engineering judgment” or “intuition”, economic evaluation
methods are preferred. This is because “intuition” is likely to be incor-
rect or based on the way things have been done in the past, without regard
to current state-of-the-art knowledge. Economic analyses may provide
results based on a common unit (dollars) for both benefits and costs, and
provide objective information from which to make important project selec-
tions. Al? benefits and costs for a highway improvement project need not
necessarily be expressed in dollar terms. However, general Iy accepted
procedures have been developed for the quantifications of the major
factors included in most safety projects. Consideration of non-quanti-
fiable factors must be included in arriving at final “project implementa-
tion decisions.

Input into al1 five of the economic analysis procedures consists of
some form of accident benefits and project costs. Be~efits are general Iy
assumed to include benefits to the road user, such as accident savings.
Costs are generally understood to include costs to the highway agency,
such as construction costs and maintenance costs.

Factors which affect the calculation of accident benefits include:

@ Accident costs
e Interest rates
a Project service 1ife
e Accident reduction factors
@ Traffic growth rates

Much care should be taken in establishing values for these items, since
they wi11 have considerable impacts on the determination of the recom-
mended alternative improvements. A discussion of these items is given
below.

Accident Costs

The selection of accident cost values is of major importance in com-
puting the expected accident benefits for the economic analyses. The two
most commonly used sources of accident costs are:

e National Safety Council (NSC)
e National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

NSC costs include wage ‘losses, medical expenses, insurance administrative
costs, and property damage. NHTSA Includes the calculable costs associat-
ed with each fatal ity and injury plus the cost to society (i.e. consump-
tion losses of individuals and society at large caused by losses in pro-
duction and the inability to produce). Recent accident cost values for
the two methods are shown in Table 12 [1,2].
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Table 12
Sample j\ccident Costs

Cost Per Fatal ity, Injury
Source/Accident Severity Or PDO Accident

NSC(1980)/ Fatal $170,000
Nonfatal disabling ir~jury 6,700
Property damage (including

minor injuries) 980

Cost Per Involvement

NHTSA(1975)/ Fatality $287,175
Critical injury 192,240
Severe injury - 1ife

threatening 86,955
Severe injury - not 11ife

threatening 8,085
Moderate injury 4,350
Minor injury 2,190
Average injury 3,185
Propert>,damage only 5a

1

Interest Rates

It is necessary to adopt an interest rate in al1 of the ,procedures
except the rate-of-return method. For the other methods, the selection of
an interest rate may have a significant effect on the economic evaluation
of alternative improvements. Thf; selection of an inappropriate interest
rate could easily result in inappropriate project costs and benefits. In
a time of rapidly fluctuating int(:restrates, it is imperative that a sen-
sitivity analysis be conducted to assess the effects of project feasibil-
ity.

Project Service Life

The service life of an improvement should be taken as equal to the
time period that the improvement can reasonably be expected to affect
accident rates [3]. Both costs and benefits should be calculated for this
time period Therefore, the expected service life should reflect the time
period and ;S not necessarily th~! physical life of the improvement. The
selected service life can have a profound effect on the economic evalua~-
tion of improvement alternatives.

Accident Reduction Factors

Accident reduction
the percent reduction
expected from a particu

factors (AR factors) are numerical estimates
in particular types of accidents which may
ar roadwa,y improvement. Such AR factors should

Clf
be
be
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generated as a result of evaluations from simiIar projects and programs.
Many states generate their own tables of accident reduction factors based
on formal project evaluations and then update those factors as additional
evaluation results become avaiIable. An example of an accident reduction
factor would be a 25% reduction expected in opposing left-turn accidents
due to the installation of a separate left-turn signal phase. Various
lists of accident reduction factors may be found in published and unpub-
1ished documents. One recent publication by the Federal Highway Admini-
stration entitled “Accident Reduction Factors” provides estimates of
potential accident reductions for a wide range of highway safety improve-
ments based on avai1able published and unpublished 1iterature [4].

Traffic Growth Rates

In addition to the above mentioned items, traffic growth rates may
also warrant cons~deration. If a significant growth in traffic is antici-
pated, it may have a substantial effect on project service lives, mainte-
nance costs and the subsequent accident reductions associated with the
improvement.

Besides factors related to accident benefits, several factors must
also be considered in the computation of project costs. These factors
include:

o Initial project costs
0 Salvage value
@ Maintenance costs

A brief discussion of these items is provided below.

Project Costs

The initial cost and maintenance costs of projects are of major
concern in economic analyses. Care should be taken to consider high-cost
as wel 1 as low-cost improvements. The selection of only low-cost improve-
ments does not necessari ly provide the most appropriate improvements. The
costs used should be obtained from the most recent sources available and
should reflect the costs that are most applicable to the immediate geo-
graphic area of the agency.

Salvage Value

The salvage value is defined as the dollar value of a project at the
end of its service 1ife and is therefore dependent on the service life of
the project. For highway safety projects, salvage values are generally
very small, particularly for those with relatively long service lives.
Since this value is usually quite smal1, the difference in the economic
analysis, whether a salvage value is used or not, is often insignificant.
Therefore, a salvage value of zero is considered appropriate for most
highway safety improvement projects [5].
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Maintenance Costs

The change in expected maintenance cost due t.o a highway improvement
is also a cost consideration that should be included in an economic analy-
sis, in many cases. For example!, assume that a traffic signal is proposed
for an intersection which is currently control led by stop signs on the
minor street approaches. There would be an expected increase in mainte-
nance costs at the location (due to servicing signal malfunctions, replac-
ing signal bulbs, etc. ) compared to the small cost of maintaining the two
stop signs. Some types of impro\fements involve little or no consideration
to changes in maintenance costs (i.e., removal “of trees

section).

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDIJRES—

Al 1 the procedures in this subprocess are moderately
be applied using either manual or computer calculations.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

along a highway

complex and can

@ Are avai1able resources (manpower, funds, equipment) sufficient to
satisfy the resource requirements of the procedure(s) selected?

o Is a computer faci1ity avt~i1able to perform these procedures?
@ What are the most appropriate accident costs, interest rates, ser-

vice lives, etc. , for the improvement?
e Have al1 appropriate candidate countermeasures been identified?
@ Does the agency wish to assign dollar values,to human life?

SUBPROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

@ A knowledge of the economic evaluation methods which can be used
for project development

Resource and Equipment Input

@ Manpower for developing projects
e Computer capabilities (Optional)
e Funding

Data or Informational Input

~ A 1isting of candidate accident countermeasures at each hazardol~s
spot location, section, and element (from Process 3, Subprocess 2 -
“Oevelop Candidate Countermeasures” )

o Projec~ costs for each improvement alternative
e Reductions in various accident types which are expected after im-

provements, with factors to convert these reductions to dollar va’l-
ues.
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Relevant information to perform the economic analyses includiny (1)
initial project capital cost, (2) project life, (3) project sa vage
value, (4) interest rates, (5) future maintenance costs, (6) traf-
fic growth rates, etc.

A 1ist of the most appropriate countermeasures for implementation
at each identified hazardous location.

DEWLOP PROJECTS

moC~URE 1-COST.Wm_W

PROCEDURE 1 - COST-EFFECTIVENESS METHOD

DESCRIPTION

This procedure is based upon the computation of a cost for the
achievement of a givefi unit of effect (a given reduction in accidents) .
Some researchers have considered it analogous to the benefit-to-cost ratio
technique, in that it attempts to compute an average cost per unit of be-
nefit, and the project with the least cost to attain a given level of be-
nefit is general ly considered the most cost-effective. The prime differ-
ence between the two methods is that accident savings are not converted to
an equivalent dollar value with the cost-effectiveness analysis.

The following steps should be performed for the cost-effectiveness
technique [6]:

1. Determine the initial cost of design, construction, right-of-way,
and other costs associated with project implementation.

2. Determine the annual operating and maintenance costs for the
project.

3. seleCt units of effectiveness to be used in the analysis. The
desired units of effectiveness may be:
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@ Number of total accidents prevented,

4.

5.
6.

::

9.

10.

6 Number of accidents by type prevented,
o Number of fatalities or fatal accidents prevented,
. Number of personal injuries or persorlal injury accidents l)re-

vented, andlor
o Number of EPDO accidents prevented.

Determine the annual benefit for the project in the selected
units of effectiveness (i.e., total number of accidents pre-
vented).
Estimate the service 1ife.
Estimate the net salvage value.
Assume an interest rate.
Calculate the equivalent uniform annual
worth of costs (PMOC).
Calculate the average annual benefit, B,
effectiveness.
Calculate the cost-effectiveness (C-E)

costs (EuAC) or present

in ,the desired units of

value using one of the
following equations:

@ C-E = EUAC/B

or
~ c-E = Pwoc (CRF~)/6

Where

CRF~ = Capital recovery factor for n years at interest rate i.

A sample C-E worksheet is ~~iven in Figure 20,

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable to agencies which do not wish
to directly assign dollar values to human injuries and fatalities.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - Requires minimal manpower. Technicians or junior engi-’
neers can perform analysis.

o Funding - Relatively Bow cost.
. Equipment - None required. Computer is optional.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

. Does not require assigning a dol 1ar value to losses from injuries
or fatalities.

o Considers the optimization of benefits on a systernwide basis.
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:valuationNo:

‘rejectlJO:

,atefival”ator:

Initial mplementation Cost, 1:. $

!. -n”al Operaking and Maintenance
Costs Before Project Implementation: $

1.mual Qerating and !laintena”ce
Costs &=ter Project lmplementatim: $

;.l~et-n”al merating and maintenance
COSt,,K (3-2): %

,.-..1 Safety Be.efit~ in N-r of
Acciaents PreYented, B:

Accident Wpe A=Eual - Expected = -.”.1 Benefit

Total — —

.

Service Life, n: ~rs.

Salvage Value, T: $

. Interest Rate: ~ ‘0.

. EUAC Calculation:

CR; =

SF; = _

EUAC - I (CR;] + K - T (SF;!

.

10. Annual Benefit:

r (frm 5) .

11. C-E = EUAC/~ =

12. ?~i~ CalculateOn:

~~=

sPd=

PW~= I + K (SPW;)

13. Annual Benefit

n (frm 6) =

s (from 51 -

14. c-E = Pww scR:)/E

T (Pw:)

Y.,.

accidents prevented per yea

Figure 20. Sample Cost-Effectiveness analysis worksheet



Disadvantages

o Results are often difficult to interpret in terms of when an im-
provement is justified.

e

(; $’

mmmuRE ,

3

I)ROCEDURE 2- BmEFIT-TO.COST
Mmo METHOD

mXEOURE 3

mX~URE 4

\
PmmuRE 5 1,

PROCEDURE 2- BENEFIT-TO-COST (B/C) RATIO METHOO

DESCRIPTION

The Benefit/Cost ratio is the monetary accident savings divided by
the improvement cost. Using this method, costs and benefits may be ex-
pressed as either an equivalent annual or present worth value of the pro-
ject. Any project with a benefit-to-cost (B/C) !ratiogreater than 1.01 can
be considered economical ly sour]d.

It is commonly the practif:e of many state and local agencies to rank
projects on the basis of their respective B/C ratio to select the most
viable project. However, it is argued by some economists that this
aPProach is inappropri ate for selecting projects, because of the added
costs of each more sophisticated project. They suggest the use of an
incremental benefit-to-cost ri~tio analysis to select the best project.
This technique is discussed in the next section.

The B/C technique requires the fol lowing steps [6]:

1. Oetermine the initial cost of implementation of the safetv im-
provement being studic!d.

2. Oetermine the net annual operating and maintenance costs.
3. Oetermine the annual safety benefits derived from the project.
4. Assign a dollar valu(! to each safety benefit unit (NSC, NHTSA

or states own costs) .
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Estimate the service l~fe of the project based on patterns of
historic depreciation of simi1ar types of projects or faci 1-
ities.
Estimate the salvage value of the project or improvement after
its primary service life has ended.
Determine the interest rate by taking into account the time value
of money.
Calculate the 8/C ratio using equivalent uniform annual costs
(EUAC) and equivalent uniform annual benefits (EUAB).
Calculate the B/C ratio usina ~resent worth of costs (PWOC) and
present worth o; benefits (PW6B)

.

A sample worksheet for the B/C analysis is given in Figure 21.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable to:

e Highway systems of al1 sizes
@ Agencies which have no objection to placing a dollar value on

losses due to human injuries or fatalities

The benefit-to-cost method may be applied using either manual or computer
techniques.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - Personnel should include engineers experienced in high-
way safety and/or economic analysis.

e Funding - Relatively low cost
e Equipment - None required. Computer is optional.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

. Provides a straight-forward, fami1iar method for
mic evaluations

o Useful for situations where accident severity
measure of effectiveness

Disadvantages

performing econo-

is an important

@ Results are often affected considerably by the accident cost values
(NSC, NHTSA, states’ cost) selected, particularly when fatal acci-
dents are being considered.

. Relies on the placement of a dollar value on a human losses.
o Relies on an assumed interest rate.
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valuation Noz

:Oject No:

itefi.alu.tor:

I“itial Xmplementition Cost, I: $

-“.1 OWrating a“d Maintenance
Costs Before Project ~plmentition: $

i.tiual m-sting and h!ai”tenance
Cost After Project mplmmtatia: $

1.Net tinual Wer.ting and
Maintenance Costs, K [3-2): $

;.-“”al Safety Benefits in N-r
of Acci6ents Prevented:

severity A-, -,xxmc-d = hn”al Benefi

a) F.-1 Accid=ts
(Fatalities]

b] Injury Accidents
[I”jmies)

.] PDO Accidents
(lnwlvmmr)

i. Accident Cost val~es (Some 1:

smerit~ cost

a) Fatal Accident (Faality) $,

b] Injury.Accident llnjUrY) $

c) PDO Accident [tilvmt) $

:. A“n.al Safety Be’nefits in Dollars Saved,,E:

5a) x 6a) =

5bl x 6b) =

.%1 X6C) =

Total = $

1.Semites life n: ps

‘. Salvage value, T: $

I.Interest Rate, i: %= 0..

. “EUACCalculation:

CR~ =

~;=’

EUAC = 1 (CR:) + K - T (~;)

!. Eum Calc.latim:

Eum = F

9. B/C = EUABBUAC =

1. PWX calculation:

Pd =

sP!f: =

Pww = 1 + K (sP~) - T (Pw:l

j. PwOB Calculation:

PtiOB = EISPW:)

6. M/c - PmBfl- =

Figure 21. Sample Benefit-to-Cost analysis worksheet



PROCEOURE 3 - RATE-OF-RETURN METHOD

DESCRIPTION

This technique is based upon the computation of the rate of return on
an investment. The calculated interest rate is considered as the “yield”
of the investment. When a number of alternatives are considered for pos-
sible implementation, the project with the highest yield is considered to
be the, most desirable, subject to its meeting a minimum value (minimum
attractive rate of return).

There are two assumptions upon which this method is based [5]:

. The relative merit of an improvement is measured by the interest
rate that sets its benefits equal to zero.

. The costs and benefits remain constant each year.

The rate of return is calculated from the following equations (which
are set equal to zero) [5]:

I = (B-K)SPW1 -T(PW1) . . . . . . . . . . . ...(A)
n n

or

B-K= CRY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(B)
~n

Where, i = rate of return
B = annual benefit
K = annual cost
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SPW~ = Series present worth factor for n years at interest rate i

T = terminal value

PW~ = Present worth factc,rfor nth year at interest rate i

I = Initial cost

CR; = Capital recovery factor for n years at interest rate i

Equation (B) is used for improvements with no terminal value or a
perpetual service life. Both equations must be used on a “trial and
error” basis. A mathematical algorithm may be formulated for either manu-
al or computer techniques, with the objective of “converging” to the re-
quired solution when specific “l>ounds”of the solution are defined in or-
der to minimize the searching effort.

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generall~/ applicable for:

0 Medium-size highway syst(:ms (100 to 10,000 miles)
o Agencies with no objection to assigning dollar values to human

1ives
. Agencies which desire to compare projects based on their rate of

return on their investment

The rate-of-return method may be applied using either manual or computer
techniques. Computer techniques are recommended.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - May require considerable manpower for manual techniques.
One or more engineers e)tperienced in economic analysis are neces-
sary for either manual or computer application.

@ Funding - Moderate cost.
e Equipment - Computer is desirable.

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO OISAOVANTAGES

Advantages

e Ooes not rely on an assumed interest rate
. Considers the optimization of benefits on a systemwide basis

Oisadvantages

. Must be performed on an iterative, i.e., “trial and error” basis.
This can be very time consuming, particularly for manual methods.

o Somewhat difficult to interpret
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D=OP PRO~CTS

PROCSOURS 4- ME.OF.RETURN

PROCEDURE 4 - TIME-OF-RETURN METHOD

DESCRIPTION

In the Time-of-Return (TOR) method, expected accident reductions are
forecast using data from previous before-and-after accident studies as
with the other economic mthods. A TOR value is computed by divialingthe
estimated cost of the project by the computed annual benefit. Interest
rates, annual maintenance costs, service lives of al1 projects, and sal-
vage values are not considered in this anlaysis. Projects with the lowest
TOR values are considered to be the best. An example of a completed work-
sheet for an intersection improvement is given in Figure 22 using the TOR
method. Detai1s of the accident information by type and expected percent
reduction are given on the form. One analysis sheet should be completed
for each improvement alternative.

The following steps should be carried out in this procedure:

1. Determine the accident types to be affected by the improve-
ment(s).

2. Estimate the reduction in each accident type.
3. Estimate the change in traffic volume (growth) due to the im-

provement(s).
4. Determine the total cost of the improvement(s).
5. Determine the total benefit based on the number of years of data

analyzed.
6. Compute the annual benefit.
7. Compute the time-of -return.
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bt.tie”_ _citynw. County_

~e methodof evaluatf”gaccidentcost,,usedbelow.is givenon page67
of by Jorgemsem’6rePor?of Highway Safety Improvement Criteria, 1966
edition.

Ia thefollowinganalysisthecostsprovidedby theNationalSafety
C....*I are: .1977values

Death -$135,000

R.tiatalI.juq -$5,500

tioPert~Da=se Actident -$800

B -~. (Q~+800.Q)

%

*,..

B - benefit fm dollars

--- 85.3
1,950

f.. .fR.t...(T.o.Q h...d.. __?_ rears“ofdata.

~ FS. B- LI (55Qo=-) ~ + (800)&]

~y=. B. 1.1_[(71,500) + ( 9600 )] - 89,210

..”.1 ~. 44,605 doll.,.

c- Total..,,of project

,0.R. -:- 42 580 - 0.96 yen,.=11.5 MonWs
~

b.ation

Citylm. county

Cone.ol section S1l8

W*..f Impr.veme.. Pavement overlay, Pavement Marki”qs, upgrading

si~als, Driveway Signing, Driveway Recofistructio.,

=m

tirb
A- Includes only tioseaccident. at drivewayswhere improvementsare

p.Op.sed. Includesleft-turnsout of driveways,a“d rear-ends,
sideswipes,a“d mgles caused by right.t“r.n.into orout of tie
&i”eWays.

B- pa~l:p only ties.accidents on We approaches (not driveway -re-

Projectkortizatiom(T.O.R.) 0.96 -

Figure 22. Smple Time of Return worksheet



PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for:

@ Smal1 to medium-sized highway systems (up to 2500 miles) - agencies
with large highway systems often need to consider a wider range of
projects than smaller agencies, and should use a more sophisticated
method.

o Agencies with no objection to the placement of dol lar values on
losses from injuries and fatalities.

@ Agencies desiring to compare projects based on the time in which
project wi11 pay for themselves in terms of accident savings.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Requires a minimum of manpower.
engineers with experience in highway safety
should be on staff.

. Fundinq - Relatively low Cost.

However, one or more
and economic analyses

O Equipm~nt - None rehuired. Computer is optional.

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

o Results directly in the amount of time required for a given
improvement or set of improvements to pay for itself.

@ Can consider the optimization of benefits on a systemwide basis.

Disadvantages

A time measure is often misleading or difficult to interpret. For
example, a time of return of 5 years may be considered very good
for a highway reconstruction project which has a ~-year service
life but not desirable for a pavement striping project with a
service life of less than two years.
Does not normal ly account for interest rates, annual maintenance
costs, service 1ives of al1 projects, or salvage values.
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/c\
DEWOP PROJE~S

PROCEDURE 5 - NET BENEFIT METHOO—

DESCRIPTION

This procedure is based on the premise that the re”lative merit OIFan
improvement is measured by it!j net annual bene!fit[4]. The net annual
benefit of an improvement is defined as:

Net Annual Benefit = (EUAB)-(EUAC)
Where:

EUAB = Equivalent Uniform Annual Benefit
EUAC = Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost

A positive value for Net Annual Benefit indicates a feasible improvement
and the improvement or set of improvements with the lal”gest positive Net
Annual Benefit is considered tclbe the best alternative.

The fol lowing steps shoulcl be used to compute the Net Annual Benefit
[3]:

1. Estimate the initial ,:ost, annual cost, terminal value, and ser-
vice life of each improvement.

2. Estimate the benefits (in dollars) for each improvement.
3. Select an interest rate.
4. Compute the Equivalent. Uniform Annual Benefit, EUAB.

Compute the Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost, EUAC.
:: Calculate the Net Annllal Benefit of each improvement.

This method is used to sc!lect improvements that wi11 insure maximum
total benefits at each location. As an example, suppose a location is
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being considered for improvement. The four alternative improvements for
this site are given in Table 13 along with their corresponding B/C ratios
and net benefit values.

Table 13. Comparison of Net Benefit Method to B/C Ratio

Alternative B/C Net Benefit

1. Sign and Stripe 12.0 10,000
2. Pavement Overlay m,ooo
3. Overlay, Sign and Stripe ::: 25,000
4. Reconstruction 2.0 me.,ooo

Using the Benefit/Cost Ratio methods, Alternative 1, would be select-
ed, while the Net Benefit method would result in the selection of Alterna-
tive 4. The Benefit-to-Cost Ratio will usually allow for the selection of
mostly low-cost alternative improvements which may enhance project selec-
tion on a systemwide basis when safety budgets are “limited. However,
these improvements may not offer the optimum benefits for each individual
location. The Net Benefit method results in the selection of improvement
alternatives that general ly offer the greatest safety benefits at each
location. However, these alternatives are often high-cost improvements
which have serious implications on the number of projects which may be
undertaken on the whole system.

An agency should, therefore, be aware of both the expected net bene-
fits and the benefit-to-cost ratio (or cost-effectiveness, rate-of-return,
etc. ) for each project under consideration. A combination of two or more
economic methods may also be desirable.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for:

. Highway systems of al1 sizes
0 Agencies with no objection to assigning dollar values to human

1ives
. Agencies whose primary objective is to insure selection of the most

aPProPri ate Projects on a location by location basis

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

● Manpower - Requires very little manpower.
engineers with experience in highway safety
are necessary.

. Funding - Relatively low cost.

However, one or more
and economic analysis

. Equipm;nt - None Required. Computer is optional .
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PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADV/\NTAGES

Advantages

. Relative ease of calcula~tion
e Applicable when the selection of one alternative precludes the

selection of another alternative at the same time
e Can consider the optimization of benefits for each individual lc)ca-

tion

Disadvantages

o Requires the placement of a dollar value on losses from injuries
and fatalities.

. Often places a low priority on low cost projects compared to higher
cost projects.
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CHAPTER VIII

PROCESS 4

EST~LISH PROJECT

r PROCESS 4

WTMLISH PROJECT

PRIORImSS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this process is to establish a priority list of the
“countermeasures developed in Process 3, Subprocess 3 (“Oevelop Projects”).
This process should result in the selection of improvements which wil1
result in the optimal safety benefits per dollar spent.

DESCRIPTION

This process includes the following procedures:

Procedure 1 -
Procedure 2 -
Procedure 3 -
Procedure 4 -

Project Development Ranking
Incremental Benefit-to-Cost Ratio
Oynamic Programing
Integer Programing

After countermeasures are developed for each hazardous location,
the next step is to establish priorities for implementing these projects.
Priorities should be based on many considerations such as available fund-
ing levels, project costs, and accident benefits for each countermeasure.
This process should be used to select the final list of countermeasures to
be completed at each location under available funding.
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In most cases, there wi 11 not be enough money available to complete
al1 needed improvements. Ther{!fore, many improvements may not be imple-
mented and a careful analysis is needed to select improvements which wi11
result in optimal safety benefits per dollar spent.

Care should be exercised not to select only very low-cost improve-
ments. These improvements might show very high benefits per dol 1ar spent,
but such low-cost improvements often do not provide for the reduction, in
1arge numbers and severities of accidents over periods of several years.
The engineer should ensure thaitmany of the most hazardous locations are
properly corrected if possible, to help insure that long-term sai~ety
benefits will be provided to the public.

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY AMONG PROCEDURES

A wide range of complexities is involved among the various proce-
dures. Project development ranking is very simple to use and can be done
manual ly, whi le the other three procedures are more complex, with the
dynamic and integer programmirlg methods usual lY requiring the use of a
computer.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

~ What are the magnitudes and types of funds that are avai1able for
project implementation?

s Are computer faci1ities available for this process?

PROCESS INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

. An understanding of the available procedLlresfor establishing pri-
orities

Resource and Equipment Input

@ Manpower - Programmers for using computerized methods
@ Funding - Funds for computer rental, maintaining qualified person-

nel, etc.
@ Equipment - Computer calpabi1ities (Required for Procedures 3 and 4,

and optional for Procedures 1 and 2)

Data or Informational Input

o A 1isting of countermeasures (possibly short-range and long-range)
which should be implemented for each hazardous location (,from
Process 3, Subprocess 3 - “Oevelop Projects”)

o The estimated construction costs of projects
o The estimated changes in annual maintenance costs for each pro-

ject
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e The accident benefits to be der~ved from
@ The economic indicator (B/C ratio, rate

project alternative.
output

each project alternative
of return, etc. ) for each

e A recommended 1ist of safety improvement projects to be imp1emented
at specific locations based on avai1able or expected fundinq
Ievel”s.

moc~ 4

HTABLISH PROJECT PRIORnlSS

PROCEDURE 1
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT RWKING

I

PROCEDURE 1 - PROJECT DEVELOPMENT RANKING

DESCRIPTION

This procedure is a priority ranking based on the output from Subpro-
cess 3 of Process 3 - “Develop Project s.” For example, assume that the
net benefit procedure is used to develop projects for each hazardous loca-
tion. The locations can he ranked in priority order based on the net
benefit. Then, projects can be selected from the priority listing unti1
available funds are depleted. Similar rankings could also be made using
cost-effectiveness, rate-of-return, or other economic measures.

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with:

e At least technician level personnel and junior level engineers
@ Desire for final selection of projects based on project ranking
e Ro access to more sophisticated m@thods (i.e., dynamic programming)

for establishing project priorities.
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RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

o Manpower - Requires minimal manpower. Technicians and engineers to
rank projects based on output from Process 3, Subprocess 3 -
“Develop Projects. ”

e Funding - Very low cost
e Equipment - None. Computer is optional

PROCEOURE ADVANTAGES ANO DISADi’ANTAGES

Advantages

o Provides a simple, eas~f to use method of establishing priorities
for implementing safety projects.

o Does not require computf!r faci1ities.

Disadvantages

o Not effective for estal]lishing priorities for a list of projects
with numerous alternatives at each location

@ Is not particularly adal]tableto revisions in the priority listing

I PROCSSS 4
EST~USH PROJECT PRIORmSS

I PROCEDURE 2
m(:~~ B~EF~/COST MmO i

PROCEDURE 2- INCREMENTAL BENEFIT-TO-COST RATIO METHOD

DESCRIPTION

This method can be used to select projecits based on whether (extra
increments of expenditure are justified for a pa~rticular location. It can
also be used to simultaneousl!f determine the optimal level of expenditure
at multiple locations each having more than one possible alternative. The
method assumes that the relative merit of a plroject is measured b~f its
increased benefits (compared to the next lower-priced alternative) divided
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by its increase in cost (compared to the next lower-priced alternative).

This may be stated:
“’cij = ~

Where: IB/Ci. = Incremental B/C ratio between projects i and j
i-Bi, j - The benefits derived from projects i and j

Ci,Cj = The costs associated with projects i and j

The basic input required for using the incremental benefit-to-cost ratio
is similar to that of the simple B/C ratio method.

The steps for using the incremental benefit-to-cost ratio method are
[1]:

1. Determine the benefits, costs and the benefit-to-cost ratio for
each improvement.

2. List the improvements with a B/C ratio greater than one in order
of increasing cost.

3. Calcul ate the incremental B/C ratio of the second lowest-cost im-
provement compared to the first.

4. Continue, in order of increasing costs, to calculate the incre-
mental B/C ratio for each improvement compared to the next lower
cost improvement.

5. Stop when the incremental B/C ratio is less than 1.0.

PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with:

o At least one engineer experienced in highway safety and economic
analysis

e Computer capabi 1ities, particularly for a large number of projects
under consideration

. Desire to select projects based on the additional benefits which
can be gained for a given incremental cost increase

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

. Manpower - Technicians and engineers to develop a priority listing
of improvements based on incremental benefit-to-cost ratios. Pro-
grammer may be necessary for computerized analyses.

. Funding - May require money for computer program development and
application

. Equipment - Computer is highly recommended.
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PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

o Reduces the impact of very low cost projects
. Enhances consideration of additional improvements which are jl~sti-

fied based on their expected additional klenefits

Disadvantages

. Manual calculations may require consider?(ble time and manpower
o Can be quite complex to use, particularly without the aid of a

computer

PROC~S 4

SSTN3USH PROJECT PR1ORIT3ES

[ PROCWURE 1 I

[ PROCEDUm 2 I

I PROCEDURE 3
DYm~C PROGWMING I

[ mmmuRE 4 1

PROCEDURE 3 - DYNAMIC PROGRAMPIING—

DESCRIPTION

Dynamic programming is em optimization technique which transforms a
multistage decision problem into a series of one-stage decision problems.
The term Dynamic Programming was first used b;! Bellman [1] to represent
the mathematical theory of a multi-stage decision process. It is used to
allocate money to obtain the maximum possible benefits under a fixed budg-
et. The three possible levels of dynamic programming are [2]:

o Single-stage (used to evaluate a single project with several
alternatives)

o Multi-stage (involves selection among several projects with several
alternatives each)

o Multi-stage with a time factor (used where several alternatives are
considered and various time periods are involved)
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Basic input into the dynamic programming model consist of:

o Initial costs, operating costs and maintenance costs for each
project alternative

. Accident benefits for each project alternative

. Budget available for improvements

To i1lustrate dynamic programming, an example of eight projects is
shown in Table 14. The cost estimates and expected benefits are given for
each project, ordered by benefit-to-cost ratio. Assume a budget of
$400,000, and using the benefit-to-cost analysis, Projects A,B,C,D, and E
would be selected in that order. The cost of these five projects totals
$250,000, which leaves $150,000 yet to be spent. Since Project F costs
$~0,000, it is skipped and Project G is selected. The $400,000 spent by
this method yields total benefits of $4,440,000.

Using dynamic programming, Projects A,B, and C are also chosen. These
projects total $~0,000, leaving $200,000 to spend. Considering all possi-
bilities, it can be seen that by choosing Project F instead of O,E, and G,
greater benefits can be obtained from the remaining $~0,000. Therefore,
using dynamic programming, the projects selected are A,B,C, and F. The
total benefit then is $4,900,000, which is $460,000 more than would result
from selection of projects by the benefit-to-cost method.

In some instances, the same projects wi11 be selected whether dynamic
programming or some other method is used. Depending on the number of pro-
jects under consideration, the use of dynamic programming may result in
the selection of projects which yield greater benefits than other proce-
dures. In the above example, the optimal selection of projects was fairly
obvious without using a computer. However, many more projects usually are
involved than shown in this example, and the manual selection of the
optimum 1isting of projects becomes infeasible. Analysis with the aid of
a computer is then necessary. The dynamic programming concept has already
been applied to highway safety programs in Kentucky and Alabama, and is
expected to also be uti1ized in other states in the near future [2,3].

PROCEOURE APPLICABILITY

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with:

. Experienced safety engineers and computer programmers on staff
@ Available computer facilities
● A need to obtain quick revisions of project listings for any modi-

fications (budgets”,cost revisions, etc.)
e A desire to select the optimal listing of projects for any given

budget by considering all combinations of projects
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Table 14. Dynamic progr;~ming vs. B/C ratio examDle

Project

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

Benefit

S 800,000

1,600,000

1,300,000

200,000

240,000

1,200,000

300,000

80,000

cost

$ 20,000

80,000

100,000

20,000

30,000

200,000

150,000

80,000

?lenefit/Cost
Rat io.—

40

20

13

10

8

6

2

1

EEE ~



RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - Technicians and engineers to develop the dynamic pro-
gramming model for the system. Programmer to implement the model
on computer

e Funding - Requires funds for application of computer program
e Equipment - Computer capabi1ities

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

@ Responsive to changes in budget, inflation rates, cost of mater i-
als, etc.

@ Useful in the analysis of several different alternatives
o Allows for the selection of an optimal plan, and therefore guar-

antees the best economic investment (within practical limits)

Disadvantages

e Complex, requiring computer capabi 1ities

PRoc~ 4
=TWUSH PROJECT PR1OR1TIES

PROCEDURE 4 - INTEGER PROGRAMMING

DESCRIPTION

Programming problems in general deal with the use or allocation of
scarce resources in a manner such that costs are minimized or profits are
maximized. An Integer Programming problem is characterized by the follow-
ing conditions [4]:

. The relationship between
variables is linear and is

the dependent variable and independent
referred to as the objective function
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e Al1 decision variables of the problem are non-negative
@ Some or al1 of the decision variables are restricted to integer

values
e The decision variables are subject to various constraints which can

be expressed as a set of linear equations or inequalities.

In short, an integer programming problem is a linear programming problem
in which some or all of the decision variables are restricted to integer
values.

Integerprogrammingis a va?uable operations research tool and has
potential ~n highway system applications. Considerable theoretical re-
search has been conducted in the past, but 1imited progress has been made
in the computation of large-scale integer programs for highway safety use.
The solution of the integer programming problem usually requires the use
of a computer, particularly for large-scale problems. The standard form
of the integer programming problem is [4]:

Maximize X. = $ CjXj
j=l

,Subject to ; aijXj ~ bi i=l,2, ....m
j=l

Integer Xj ~ O j=l,2, ....n

where:
X. = Benefits resulting from lives saved or costs reduced

Xj = Decision variables

Cj = Cost coefficient ($ per unit of variab”le X)

aij = Structural coefficients

bi = Resource constraints (i.e. the amount of money, time or equip-
ment available

In the standard form shown above, the objective is to maximize the
profit (Xo) which is a linear combination of a number of decision varia-
bles (Xj). The objective function is subject to the following condi-
tions:

e There is a limited amount of resources available (hi)
o The decision variable (Project alternative Xj) must be O (not

selected) or a positive integer (totally selected)
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PROCEDURE APPLICABILITY

. Experienced safety engineers and computer programmers who are know-
ledgeable in the use of linear programming

e Computer facilities available
e A need to obtain quick revisions of project listings for any modi-

fications
@ A desire to select the optimal listing of projects for any given

budget by considering all possible combinations of projects

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

@ Manpower - Engineers to formul ate the integer programming problem.
Programmer to implement the formulation on the computer system.

e Equipment - computer faci 1ities
o Funding - Money to develop and/or apply the computer program

PROCEDURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

@ Accounts for the various restraints upon the independent factors,
i.e., budget restraints, material costs, etc.

e Has capabilities for quick updates and revisions of prioritized
listing

o Will result in the optimal selection of projects (within limits)

Disadvantages

. Complex - requires computer solutlon techniques and personnel with
experience in solving linear programming problems

. Limited progress has been made in the solution of large-scale high-
way safety problems using linear programming
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IMPLEMENTATION

COMPONENT
HSIP

4 ~~G COMWNW I Y

H
IMPLEMENTATION

COMPONENT

PURPOSE

The purpose of the Implementation Component is to design, schedule,
construct, and make necessary final adjustments to the highway safety
improvements which were selected in the Planning Component.

DESCRIPTION

The Implementation Component consists of one process, according to
FHPM 8-2-3, which is designated as Process 1 - “Schedule and Implement
Safety Improvement Projects. ” The Implementation Component is situated
between the Planning and Evaluation components of the HSIP. Projects are
selected for implementation in the Planning Component based on the availa-
ble funds and estimated accident reduction. After projects are implement-
ed, they should be evaluated to determine their effectiveness. Results of
the project evaluations can be used to improve the future plarming and
implementation practices of a highway agency.

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Managerial Inputs

Guidance of personnel and/or contractors throughout the construc-
tion of projects
A knowledge and understanding of design standards, construction
practices, and scheduling techniques
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Resource Input

e Funds - Money to complete the improvement projects
~ Manpower - Agency or contractor personnel to schedule, design, con-

struct, and review the improvements
o Equipment - Equipment for implementing projects

Data or Informational Input

e A 1ist of projects to implement along with cost information for
each

u
@ Implemented highway safety projects
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CHAPTER IX

PROCESS 1

SCHEDULE AND IMPLEMEN
SME~ IMPROVEMENT

PROJECTS

I PROCESS 1

I SCHEDULE AND IMPWMENT SN~

IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

PURPOSE

The purpose of th~s process is to conduct the necessary subprocess of
project implementation in the most efficient possible manner.

DESCRIPTION

Safety improvements may be completed by contractors or by agency work
forces. Large projects are usually performed by contract, while minor and
low-cost projects are usually performed by the agency whenever possible.
Some improvements are relativ@ly simple and require little design work
such as pavement striping, installation of signs and signals, removal of
roadside obstacles, etc. Considerable design and “study may be required
for such projects as intersection design, grade separation, channeliza:
tion, and complex signal systems. The extent of the required design work
should be defined, and appropriate methods should be identified within the
agency or from outside sources for performing the required tasks.

The three subprocesses under this process are:

Subprocess 1 - Schedule Projects
Subprocess 2 - Design and Construct Project
Subprocess 3 - Conduct Operational Review
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 1

SCHEDULE PROJECTS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this subprocess is to plan and schedule
provement projects to insure the most efficient use of time

DESCRIPTION

the safety im-
and resources.

Project scheduling must be undertaken after accident countermeasures
are developed and selected. This involves determining when each improve-
ment should be started and completed under real-world constraints. For
example, weather conditions are a constraint to paving activities and
pavement striping, since temperatures must be high enough to permit proper
drying conditions.

Funding availabi1ity is another constraint since enough money is sel-
dom available to complete al1 needed improvements by an agency. Manpower
constraints are also important in project scheduling and completion.
Existing traffic conditions also pose a major constraint to highway im-
provements. For example, on high-volume urban streets, major projects
involving lane closures are often conducted at night or during off-peak
times to prevent massive traffic congestion.
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There are five basic steps in project scheduling which include the
following [1]:

1. Estimate costs, required time, and other resources for the pro-
ject’s work activities.

2. Determine the time duration of each phase, lead times between
each phase, and the priority of each project, arranging the pro-
ject phases on a time scale so as to efficiently use the funds as
they become available.

3. Estimate manpower requirements, summarize them for specific time
periods, and project the future manpower situation.

4. Summarize other resources (materials, equipment, facilities) and
evaluate appropri ate solutions as necessary.

5. Balante the types of construction whenever practical .

To properly schedule a project or a group of projects, several proce-
dures are available.
include:

Procedure 1 -
Procedure 2 -
Procedure 3 -
Procedure 4 -

Four of the scheduling procedures currently in use

Gantt Charts (bar charts)
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
Critical Path Method (CPM)
Multiproject Scheduling System (MPSS)

RANGE OF COMPLEXITY

The degree of complexity of these procedures depends upon the size of
the project or the number of activities involved. Projects (or Programs)
with a large number of activities with several restraints wi 11 require
considerable expertise and most 1ikely computer application (for the PERT,
CPM, and MPSS techniques).

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

. Are accurate estimates available for the manpower, cost and equip-
ment requirements of each project?

e How accurate are the estimated time requirements for each project?
o How wi11 the weather affect the schedule?
. What Dro.iects are critical in terms of completion dates?
o Which p~ojects should be completed by agency forces, and which

should be let to contract?

INPUTS ANO OUTPUT

Management Input

. An estimate of the physical,
constraints which may affect

monetary, weather, time, and other
scheduling
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Resource and Equipment Input

e Project funding
e Manpower to plan the implementation scheduling

Data or Informational Input

e A recommended 1ist of safety improvement projects to be completed
at specific locations, based on available funding

“e The estimated completion time for each task of each project
e A priority list of projects in order of importance

e A time schedule for implementation of al1 recommended safety
improvement projects

PROCEOURE 1 - GANTT CHARTS

DESCRIPTION

A Gantt Chart (bar chart) provides a visual picture of the project
activities with the corresponding time periods for each activity. The
format of a Gantt Chart wil1 depend primarily on the nature of other
documents used by the highway agency. Some agencies use such manual
graphical aids as their sole scheduling device, while others (with greater
volumes of work) use computer assisted scheduling techniques. An example
of a Gantt Chart is given in Figure 23 [1].

APPLICABILITY

Gantt Charts are generally adaptable
projects are classified into three or four
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ROADWAY WIDENING PROJECT - GANTT CHART

P
m
w

i
ACTIVITY Weeks

DESCRIPTION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Clear Row

Locate Survey Stakes

Roadway Grading

Deliver Materials

Lay Roadway Subbase

Subbase Compaction

Subbase Leveling

Prepare Surface
for Overlay

=Y Rosdway Pavement

Install Pvmt. Markings

Regrade Shoulders

Clean Up

Site Inspection

Figure 23. Example of a Gantt Chart.



RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Requires at least one qualified person to develop the charts.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

o Can be used in multiproject scheduling
e Easy to prepare and understand
o Can be adapted to detailed schedules

Disadvantages

e Not practical for complex projects where careful control is needed
of critical activities

e Ooes not show interrelationships between activities
e Does not indicate “critical” activities (or the critical path of

activities]

R
mmmnE ,

PROCEDURE 2
PRffiM EVALUAmON AND

WIEW TECHNIQUE

Mmmw 3

P-UE ,

PROCEDURE 2 - PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE (PERT)

DESCRIPTION

PERT is a network diagrammatic technique used for scheduling and
controlling many activities throughout a project. It generally consists
of activity blocks which are connected by activity arrows. The activity
blocks represent events in the sequence of a logical plan. They indicate
work completed to a specific event. The activity arrows centsin.numbers
corresponding to the expected completion time. An example of a PERT chart
is given in Figure 24 [1]. For each activity of a project, input includes
an estimate of the:
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e Optimistic time estimate
e Most likely time estimate
e Pessimistic time estimate

APPLICABILITY

e Is most applicable for projects where a range of time estimates is
preferred for each event

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e A’ computer program is an optional way to produce PERT charts if
desired, particularly for complex projects

e Manual methods require manpower resources

ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Allows for developing schedules in terms of optimistic, most like-
ly, and pessimistic time

Disadvantages

e May be more complex to utilize than other methods

PROCEDURE 3 - CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CPM)

DESCRIPTION

The CPM is also a network diagraming technique. It assumes that
time estimates are readily obtainable from past experience and that the
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network is a progression of activities arranged in logical paths to the
ending node. Given a network with times assigned for each task, it is
possible to calculate all beginning and ending dates, the slack time
available to activities not on the critical path, and the ending date of
the entire project. A sample of a CPM chart is given in Figure 25 [1].

With CPM, the emphasis is placed on the completion of activities
between nodes in contrast to PERT, which is concerned with reaching the
events. The numbers at the nodes can be used to identify the activities
taking place between the nodal points. The beginning node of an activity
is known as the “i” node, and the end node is called the “j” node. Esti-
mated times for each activity are made by the people responsible for per-
forming the specific activity.

APPLICABILITY

e To mst types of highway projects where past experience is availa-
ble to estimate the duration of activities

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

e Manpower - personnel to manual ly develop CPM diagram, or computer
programer to obtain CPM output on computer

e Equipment - Computer or desk calculator

ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Applicable to mst types of highway projects
● Easily applied using the computer
● Works wel 1 for very complex projects

Ois.adv,antages

e May not be fully effective to give a clear picture of the effect on
the project by intermediate changes or activity revisions

e When and how to apply personal judgement by project managers may
not always be clear
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PROCEDURE 4- MULTIPROJECT SCHEDULING SYSTEMS (MPSS)

DESCRIPTION

Multi project scheduling provides the necessary information to control
a group of projects by a highway agency. MPSS includes resource balancing
and is a formal method of scheduling and monitoring the status of highway
preconstruction and construction activities. One of the primary purposes
of MPSS is to achieve optimum utilization of all available financial and
manpower resources. It combines the methodology of CPM and the simplicity
of Gantt Charts. It can also handle the problem of a sudden lack of a
particular resource (money or manpower) by shifting resources where they
are needed the most.

To operate effectively, multiproject scheduling requires the input of
planned projects within the next 5 to 10 years. Also, the estimated cost
of each project phase must be reasonably matched with expected benefits in
the appropriate future time period. As project priorities change, the
work program must be updated. Management support is a prerequisite for
success of the operation of the system [1].

APPLICABILITY

. A group of projects within a highwa

. Individual projects which are comp”
vities

. For control 1ing an agency’s tots”
time

agency
3X or consist of numerous acti-

resources over a long period

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

q Computer faci 1ities and programmers to handle routine monitoring,
rescheduling, and revising of multiple projects
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

e Allows for the scheduling of resources for a highway agency over a
5 to 10 year period

e Well-suited for scheduling numerous projects
o Allows for detecting future scarcities in certain types of re-

sources, so appropriate management actions can be taken

Disadvantages

o It is more complex than other scheduling methods
g The use of a computer is needed in most cases
. To operate effectively, it requires a work program which includes

al1 projects to be constructed within the next 5 to 10 years
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 2

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT
PROJECTS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this subprocess is
safety ~ro.iectswhich were selected in
the s;hedule developed in

DESCRIPTION

Project design
safety improvement.
ards. Some projects

and
Al1
will

reconstruction projects.

Subprocess 1

construction
improvements

to design and construct al1 highway
the P1anning Component according to
(Schedule Projects).

involves performing the selected
should meet current desian stand-

in~olve major costs for design, such a; highway
Many safety improvement projects, however,

require a minimal amount of actual design work. Examples of such projects
include:

0 Pavement striping projects
o Highway signing
o Traffic signal modification and installation
o Removal of roadside obstacles
e Installation of flashing beacons

The construction of a highway safety project can be carried out by
local (city, county, etc. ) or state forces, or by private contract. The



manpower availabi1ity and project costs play an important role in the de-
cision of how a project should be constructed. Project design and con-
struction should be started as soon as possible for mst projects, since a
delay of a few months could result in considerable cost increases of both
labor and materials, particularly for large-scale construction projects.
Unnecessary delays in projects could also allow for traffic accidents,
injuries and deaths which may have been prevented if the countermeasures
were completed in a mre timely manner.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

. Ooes the project design conform to accepted standards and to the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Oevices (MUTCO)?

e Which projects should be completed by agency personnel, and which
should be conducted by contract?

o Is sufficient personnel available to properly mnitor al1 projects
simultaneously?

e Which projects involve the acquisition of additional right-of-way?
e Which projects wil1 involve Environmental Impact Statements (EIS‘s)

and Public Hearings?
e What .is the status of agency supplies and equipment which wil1 be
neededto constructsome of the projects, which might include:

- Sign truck
- Striping machines, paint, glass beads, etc.
- Graders and other heavy equipment
- Supply of appropriate signs and posts
- Traffic signals and electrical equipment
- Guardrail sections and posts
- Light poles and luminaries
- Paving equipment, asphalt, etc.

INPUT ANO OUTPUT

Management Input

o The guidance of projects through completion

Resource and Equipment Input

e Equipment for completing improvements
e Materials to be used for completing improvements
e Funding for project design and construction

Data or Informational Input

e A time schedule for implementation of al1 recommended safety im-
provement projects

M
e The completed highway safety improvement projects
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 3

CONDUCT OPERATIONAL REVIEW

PURPOSE

The purpose of an operational review is to inspect a location shortly
after a safety improvement has been made to determine whether the improve-
ment is working up to expectations. Modifications are then made as re-
quired.

DESCRIPTION

An operational review involves the informal observation and possible
adjustments in a highway improvement to help insure the smooth and safe
flow of vehicles through the location after an improvement is completed.
Operational reviews can also be made in stages as a project progresses to
help correct possible construction problems at the earliest point in the
project.

One example of operational review would be field observations shortly
after the installation of a new traffic signal at an intersection. A
slightmodification in the signal timing may be needed due to excess backup
on one particular approach. This may be a result of recent shifts in traf-
fic volumes which were unexpected.

For each highway improvement, the manager must determine what types of
considerations to use before conducting an operational review. For exam-
ple, the following considerations might be ,used when reviewing two specific
improvements:
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I

Re-design of horizontal curve

Possible Review Considerations

e Is vehicle backup excessive on any
approach?

e Are many vehicles running the red sig-
nal phase?

e Can the sianal be seen fram necessary
vantage points?

● Does the signal timing handle traffic
flow in all directions?

. Does water drain properly from curve
during rainy conditions?

e Do many vehicles,run onto shoulder as
they negotiate the curve?

o Does the new curve conform to design
standards within allawable limits?

While such a list of considerations should be developed before each
operational review, there may be ather problems detected by the review
team during the actual field inspection which should be nated and cor-
rected.

Specific guidelines have been established by FHWA for conducting
operational reviews. One FHWA publication in 1973 discusses operational
reviews in terms af an organized and continuing program of field observa-
tions and inspections of highway facilities and traffic [1]. A later
report by FHWA in 1979 updates the guidelines for safety reviews in terms
of [2].

@ Office review activities
@ Field review activities

A report format is recommended which summarizes information for each
campleted highway project, as given in Figure 26. Individual project
reparts should reflect observations with respect to standards and
palicies, as well as the intended final product [2].

It is also recommended that the review team should include the
fol lowing types of personnel:

. Traffic Engineer from the Central Office DOT

e Design Chief or representative from the appropriate district.

. FHWA Division Safety Program Engineer

e State or division oerson knowledgeable abaut the AASHTO Barrier
Guide

A representative
provide valuable
teristics of the

from the local office of the highway patrol can also
information with regard to the operational charac-
highway facility under review [2].
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RE?ORT FORMAT

Part I - Pr”iect HistOr~

Froject Description:

FAP No. Facility TyPe/,No. Lanes
POute Posted Speed
Location Length

Dates:
PS&E Approval
COlnpleted
Opened to Tr=ffic

Widths:
Lanes Median

Shoulders Clear Zone.

Safety Upgrading Work Completed TO Date:

General Statement Describing Terrain

Accident Data:

Before I After
b,ADT
Total Accidents (No ./Rate) I
Fatal Accidents’ (No ./Rate)
Injury Accidents (No ./Rate) !
Skid Number (Oesirable)
Dates Evaluat@d I

Part II - Proiect Review

This section should contain review team ohservatio”s a“d
recommendations, as well as, Oi vision O+ fice and State highway
agency response and proposed actions for each major finding
covered in tile revieu guidelines.

Figure 26. RecommendedReport Format for
Review.

Operational

(Source: Reference No. 2)
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Part 111 - General Comments

This section should contain any general project-related

observations or comments the review team, Division or State,
wish to include in the report.

Members of Review Team: Dat@

State

Figure .26.Recommended Report Format for Operational
Review (Continued).

(Source: Reference No. 2)
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Specific
FHWA in terms

e Part A
e Part B
e Part C
e Part D
e Part E
o Part F
e Part G
~ Part H
e Part I
e Part J

guidelines for operational
of ten major categories, or

reviews have been described by
parts, as follows:

Accident Data
Pavement Surface
Traffic Barriers
Roadway Discontinuities
Bridges
Roadside Obstacles
Sianina
Pa;eme~t Marking and Delineation
Pedestrians and Bicycles
Maintenance

The following “information is provided which includes many of the
important conside~ations for conducting an operational review as taken
from the “Highway Safety Review Guidelines’”, published by FHWA in 1979
,[2].

GUIDELINES

~a_r_t A - Accident D-

The review teac!ts primary abjective in the area a+ data

collection and analysis is to assess how accident reports and

experiences are being used by design and traf-~ic engineers,
at>d fnaintenance pcrsorlnel to evaluate the performance of

highi]ay systelns and their appurtenances. The review team

should report the following:

0

0

0

a

Describe any advantages or shartcamings of the accident

reporting and analysis systcm. Which raadway classes are

included in the database?

Is data available ta evaluate the performance of specific

types of safety improvefi,cnts? If sa, are evaluations being
conducted, and results caordinatsd with design, traffic,

and maintenance personnel to effect change in design and
fitaintenance policy?

Is data +or a particular project readily retrievable in a

useful farmat -- by number, accident rate, severity,

accident type, and location? Wave collisian diagrams been

prepared?

Is the accident data used to prioritize high hazard

Iacations? If so. describe the pracess and estimate the

time for tort.ective action.
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Part B - Pavement S“r+ace

Tl:e paved portion of any highway facility provides the usable

widths of lanes and shau Iders, the traction needed for
maneuvers on both wet and dry paven]ents, and the structural

stability to accommodate traffic. Full pavement and s}>oulder
l~idths have been very safety-cost effective in reducing
accident rates and should be consistently maintained

throughout the roadway cross-section including bridge

structures. k!hile roadway eleme[]ts such as alignment, grade,
supereleuation, and drainage affect accident frequency, a skid

resistance pavement is the key factor providing the traction

essential for reducing wet weather accidents. During the
office revieu, the team should report the following:

0

0

0

0

0

Has the State developed a skid resistance inventory for aIl
roads? 1+ so, is this inforlnation used to ,identify
locations uith a high frequency of b!et ~!eather accidents?

What method(s) does the State ws@ to provide surface

texture on asphalt and concrete pavements? How are
pavement edge dropoffs avoided on overlay projects? What
,height of drop-off does the State consider unsafe?

When resurfacing, does the State carry th@ skid resistance
coarse across bridge decks? If not, are bridge decks
retextured? Are pavement design performance records

related to skid resistance?

Does the State pern]it the use of studded tires? If so, has
their use been evaluated with respect to pavement
performance and service life? If the State has banned

studded tires, have they analyzed their total winter

accidents to determine impacts on safety?

Does the State use rumble striDs? If so, to what extent
and has their effectiveness been evaluated?

During the field review, the team should report the following:

0

0

0

Are consistent lane and shoulder widths provided? Is the
pavement smooth riding?

Is the surface texture uniform, or are variations observed

on roadway sections, intersections, gore. areas, and bridge

decks?

Are pavement edges tapered during resurfacing projects, or

do pavement dropoffs (low shoulders) exist?
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o Does the pavement show signs of wear or distress --

bleeding, polishing, rutting, ravening, pot holes,
pending, etc.?

o Do maintenance practices such as longitudinal patching
cause differential traction?

Part C - Traffic Barriers

To improve highway safety, emphasis has iko be placed on the

elimination of hazardous roadside conditions. Providing

warranted traffic barriers -– guardrail, impact attenuatOr~

New Jersey median barrier -- and upgrading existing barriers

is one of the most cost effective methods of eliminating

hazardous conditions. For fixed objects and hazards along the

roadway. the following rules have generally been applied:

1. Removal is the first alternative considered.

2. If it is not possible to eliminat6 or’relocate, make the
hazard yielding or collapsible.

3. Shield the traffic from non-remOvable or non-breakauay
hazards only if the, traffic barrier creates less of a

hazard than object it is to shield.

Using barriers where needed is only part of the solution:
selection of the appropriate system and proper location,

installation, and maintenance are also critical to its
per+0rnlanc2. During the office review, the team should report
the following:

0 Has the State adopted AASHTO’S “Guide fOr Selecting>
Locating, and Oesigning Traffic Barriers” (GSLDTB)? If

not, k~hich guides or standards are being used, have they

been zpproved by FtlO!A, and do they reflect current
technology with respect to deflection criteria, post

spacing, height, end treatments, end post connections,

etc.? Identify any significant deviations from the GSLDTB.

Ooes the State’s standards include performance criteria?

0 )Ihat criteria or priorities are used for selection of sites

for barrier treatment? Are the high,hazard locations
periodically identified; and then field reviet[ed during the

design stage? Is actual accident experience used to
identify those hazards uhich, if protected, yield the
highest potential for reducing accident severity?
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0 What is the State’s maint@na”ce policy and practice with
respect to priority of timely replacement or damaged

barrier systems? Are tian!aged syst@]ns replaced ~’in-kind~; or
upgraded? Is cable tension adjusted periodically? Do
maintenance personnel report problem locations to design
for alterrlate so~utions? Does the State let contracts for

maintenance of guardrail?

0 What is the Statefs policy for safety upgrading projects?

Are barrier systems raised uhen resurfacing is required?
Is guardrail replacement on up~rading projects limited to

ternlinal sections? Are rail delirieators used to improve

night visibility, and aid in snou-nlaintenanc e operations?.

During the fi@ld review, the team should report the following:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Do any unprotected hazards exist? C~n they be eliminated,
or made yielding? Ar@ traffic barriers uarranted, or tio
the>, present a more severe hazard? Hassuf+icient barrier
length been provided to satisfactorily shield t}~e hazard

from impact? Are all nearby secondary hazards shi@lded as
well?

Are traffic barri@rs b@ing installed per plan? Identify
any deviations observed -- post spacing, block-outs,

height, anchOrage, etc.

Can the barriers perform as intended? Are sufficient
deflection space an? development length provided to
withstand impact? Do adjacent curbs, grades, pavement
dropoffs, or snow/ice buildup compromise the effectiveness

o+ the system?

Ar@ guardrail end sections turned back and buri@d in cut
slopes uhere possible? Are short gaps left bet~een
adjacent sections Qf rail? Are clear zones behind BCT
tern]ilnal sections provided?

Are bridge end post connections susceptible to pocketing or

snagging a vehicle? Ha5 bridge rail bee!l upgraded to
current standards? Ar@ bridge piers adequately shielded?

Has maintenance repaired damaged barrier systems in a

timely manner especially at critical locations? Woti long
be+ore damaged sections observed will be repaired? Are
barrier systemls being repaired per original desigIl?

Does the sequence of construction e“ents permit substandard
installation o+ guardrail? For example. if guardrail is

p.~=ced before base and pavement, inadequate guardrail
height may result.
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Part D - ROadwav Discontinuitie~

For the purpose of this review, roadway discontinuities
include intersections, interchanges, merge and gore areas,

short radius curves, construction zones, and abrupt

transitions from new sections of highway to old. These
sections must be carefully designed so that th@ driver,

especially the unfamiliar motorist; has time to adjust to
reduced standards or changed conditions thereby avoiding “last

second” hazardous maneuvers. Appropriate signin,g and
delineation, as well as a skid resistant surface and forgiving

roadside. must be provided and maintained in th@5e Criticai

areas. Often times, discontinuities an nOn-Interstate
roaduays receive little attention -– even though traffic
volumes and posted speeds are simil,iar to those of Interstate
routes. Where these conditions exist and improvements are “not

economically feasible, the 0bvi0u5 alternative is tO Post a

Ioider and potentially safer speed, and enforce it. During the

office review. the team should report the follouing:

0 Does design policy emphasize route consistency and uniform

treatment of interchanges, intersections, merge at>d gOre
areas, clear roadside,, etc.?

0 Are accident experience/maintenance records used to

identify high hazard roadway discontinuities?

0 What are the factors for determining posted speeds? Is
enforcement in construction zones for example, coordinated
uith the Police?

0 Kave formal policies for crossroad construction and
maintenance responsibilities l>een established? Are
intersections and grade separations upgraded as part of a
safety project?

0 What standards are used for upgrading toll roads?

During the field review, the team =hOu~d repOrt the f0110uin9:

0 Are roadl~ay discontinuities designed to current standards?
Are adequate signing, delineation, tral15iti0n length, sight

distance, “and clear roadside recovery area provided and

Inaintained especially in critical sections?

0 Is design consistency practiced at interchanges, at grade
intersections, lane drops) etc.? Are unexpected
discontinuities compensated by additional signing,

delineation, and clear roadside?
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0

0

0

0

Conlment on the degree o+ access control and any
encroachments. Are railroad crossit>g, driveways, and
at-grade intersections signed appropriately? Are
crossroads upgraded to current standards?

Is the posted speed consiste;)t with existing hazards aild
roadside ge~n!etrics? Is this speed enforced? Does the

posted speed reflect bicycle and pedestrian activity?

Are gores traversable, and free of curbs and other fixed
objects? Are signing and delineation adequately
ntaintained? Are advisory ramp speed signs visible and do
they provide adequate warning?

Are smooth transitions to construction zones and to old “

sections of highway u!th reduced standards provided? Are
traf+ic control devices adequately maintained?

Part E - Bridqes

Bridges pose a significant threat to errant vehicles because
of their restricted roadside recovery areas and because some

bridge widths are narrower than their approach lanes and

shoulders. Mhen it is not economically feasible to widen a
narrow structure, adequate signing, striping and approach
barriers should be provided and maintained until a more,
permanent inlprovenlent can be mad@. During the office review,
the team should report the follouing:

o

0

0

0

Are accident experience, ADT, and sight distance used to
prioritize bridge widening or replacement candidates? What
other criteria does the State use for project selection?

!dhat is the State’s policy for narrow bridge treatment when
l~idenirlg is “ot economically feasible?

During upgrading projects, are bridge ar~d approach rails

upgraded to current standards? Are protruding curbs
eliminated? !dflat is the State’s median barrier policy to
prevent vehicle encroachment betueetl parallel structures
(elephant traps)?

Does the State allo!~ construction projects to terminate at

or near a beginning of a bridge? If so, what transition

treatment is used?
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During tile field review, tl~e team 5h0uld rePOrt tile ‘OllOwing:

0 Is bridge and approach rail installed per-pIa!~? Identify

any deviations from current standards. Does the approach

rail have the potential to pock@t or snag on vehicle

ilopact? Are barrier systems adequately nlaintail>ed?

0 Are sufficient signing and striping pl.ovided and
maintained? Are Object/}lazard markers used on all bridges

with protruding curbs or less than full width shoulders?

0 Is sufficient nledian guardrail provided to prevent vehicle
@ncroacllment between parallel structures?

0 Are overlays continuous over bridge decl(s and approach
slabs?

Part F - Roadside Obstacles

Roadsides must be negotiable and grading should be such that a
recovery area is available to the driv@r. The. recovery area

must be clear of fixed objects: those that must remain should

be made yielding, or shielded. Desirably, additional clear

dis’iances should be obtair~ed where feasible at other critical
locations (outside of a tight curve, toe Of a steep SIOPe) e~en

though the fixed objsct may very b]ell be situated outside the

minimum clear distance required. During the office review,
the team should report the follouing:

0

0

0

0

Has the State adopted the 30-ft. clear zone as an absolute

standard. or is the State’s policy sensitive to providing
additional clear distance at critical locations and where

it can be accommodated? Is the’policy flexible enough so
that formidable hazards just beyond established clear zone

limits are made forgiving?

Has the State adopted formal policies concerning the width

of clearing for trees and the diameter of small trees that

can remain unshielded?

Does th2 State’s maintenance policy provide for the removal

o+ large trees close to the travel led way, pruning uher~
sight dist=nce or sign visibility is critical, and for the

clearing of seedlings?

Does policy provide that rock cuts be shielded b]ith a
protective barrier or does State policy pernlit adequate
excavation for a clear recovery area?
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0

0

0

0

0

Does the State

mailboKes? Do

way?

Does the State

have uniform standards for the placement of,

the standards include a proximity to travelled

have permit procedures for drive~jays? Are
driveway sideslopes made tra”er~able?

Does policy indicate that Flat slopes be provided and
drainage inlets, ditches, etc. be Ivade traversable? What

is the State’s policy concerning headwall ‘location and
heigi:t?

What is the State’s policy on light

provided St critical locations such

intersections? Do light poles have

Does the State coordinate with the

“g? Is lighting, only
as gore areas or

breakaway qualities?

ppropriate agencies and
fornalize policy on the location of utility poles, shielding of

railroad ciossi;g si,gnals, etc.?

During the fieId review, the team should report the following:

0

0

0

0

Has a clear/forgiving roadside recovery area been provided?
Have all unnecessary roadside obstacles been eliminated?
Does the proximity of existing fixed objects -- trees,
utility poles, rock outcrops, curbs, mailboxes, headualls,’

etc. -- compromise safety effectiveness? Are obstacles

that remain delineated?

Are the formal policies determined in the office revieu

being practiced? Is a lack of clear roadside uniformity

euident? Identify any deviations from policy or standards.

Are drainage grates, ditch slopes, and headwalls

traversable? Are existing curbs especially in gore areas
necessary for drainage, or can they be eliminated?

can rock cut faces ill narrow medians, and isolated o“tcrop~
or boulders be eliminated? If r~ot, are. they shielded? Is
pavement edgeline striping adequately maintained” adjacent

to rock cuts? Are cut areas free of fallen rock?

Since signing constitutes a majOr pOrtiOn Of rOad~ide
obstacles and because of its other safety concerns such as

message clarity, it warrants the separate discussion presented

in the follouing section.



Part G - Siqninq

Traffic control devices represent
hardware itelns placed along our h
certainly a necessary part o+ the

the largest group of

ghuay systems. They are
desi’gn process for safety

and efficiency of operations. Signs must not only communicate

effectively, but they should be located to present the least
possible hazard to the motorist, Durit~g the office review,

the team should report the following:

0 Has the State adopted the HUTCD? Have they supplemented

the !IUTCD with State standards? Have these st3ndards been

approved by FHi:A?

o hlhat is the State’s policy tijith respect to traffic contrOl
davices with” breakaway features and their distance from
edge of travel lane? Nhat is their interpretation of the

clear zone as related to sign suppo;ts?

0 Does the State keep records of the safety performance of
their sign hardware? Are sign posts overdesigned for sign

panel size?

0 Do the plan sheets and signing guides include performance

standards and criteria for various sign, supports?

0 Do standard plans for breakaway features address proper

installation techniques 50 perfornlance iS nOt sacrificed?

Are maintenance forces made auare of tl~e techniques and

perforntance features of the breakaway supports?

0 Evaluate State standards relativ@ to drilling and slotting

policy for timber posts. Is maintenance kept informed of

this Folicy?

0 During the widening or upgrading of arterials, does the

State also upgrade signing on intersecting crossroads? If
not, uho does the upgradiilg and is it monitored by the

State?

0 Are dirty signs cleaned as” warranted?

During the site review. the team should report the following:

0 Evaluate sign illumination, reflectivity, placement,
visibility, adequacy, and maintenance.

0 Do driver cues in the form of signs provide enough advance

information for nonloca~ drivers to safely negotiate their
intended route.
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0 Review installations to see i,f signs are ~~a~~d Outside the
recovery zone a“d are breakauay. Can signs be relocated

onto nearby structures or to non-critical areas?

0 ,Revieu breakaway sign features for proper installation
including panel heights, l]in~e points, buried slip bases,

overweight ~ootings, etc. Are timber posts drilled or
notched to meet breakaway criteria?

0 Do sigils that are vulnerable to traffic i“ ~)ore khan ~“e

direction have a multidirectio”a] breakauay +eat”re?

0 Reviel~ intersecting crossroads for adequate sight di~ta”ce

and advance uarning.

o 99 advisory speed signs on ‘ramps, curves, etc. provide

enough advance warning? Are th@ signs blocked by light

poles and other signs etc.? Are they visible at night?

o Are signs i“ conformance uith the HUTCD Mith resPect to

size, height, reflectivity, location etc.?

Part H - Pavement Plarkinq and Delineation

The driver receives visual cues from the pauenlent “and edge of
roadway that assist him in the driving task. The fact that
over half of the national, fatal itiy toll occurs during hour’s o?

darknesss points out the need for good roadway delineation.
Both day and night reviems are necessary to observe the

adequacy of lane and pavemerlt edg@ delineation. During the

o+fice revieu, the teanl should report the following:

0

0

0

0

0

Are the pavement markings and delineation policies in

conformance uith the MUTCD?

Ilhat is the Statek policy concerning the striping of no
passing zones?

)!hat is the Staters policy concerning unnecessary pavement
marking eradication? Uhat is tl)e State’s policy concer!~ing

maintenance of roadside delineation?

klhat is the StateFs policy concerning restriking of lane

lines. edge lines, and gores? Are night reviews and wear

rates considered in developing restriking schedules?

Nhat is the State”s nolicy relative to installation of

delineators on the I~ter~tate? Are raised pavement
markers used?

During the field review the team should report the follouing:

0 Are pavement markings and delineation appropriate for th@

particular location or do they cause driver con+usion?
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o b.re lane lines, edgelines, and delineators adequately

maintained and in conformance with the blUTCD?

o Are sufficient visual cues provided in critical areas such
as tight curves, narrot~ bridges, g0re5~ transitions) etc.?

0 Al-e pavement markings and delineation effective at night?
Have n!isleading and old markings in construction zones been

eradicated?

Part I - Pedestrians and Bicvcles

Pedestrian and bicycle safety is a serious nati,onal and 10CS1
problem. Each year about 10.000 pedestrians and 1,100

bicyclists are struck and killed by vehicles. Tile problem is

especially serious in urban areas. Good highway design must
accomnlodate both the pedestrian and bicyclist, and uhere
~!arranted, provide refuge and separation fro!n vehicular

traffic. Care must also be tak@n to insure that highway
features do not prove to be hazardous obstacles to pedestr
traffic. During the of*ice review, the team should r@port
follouillg:

0 Revieu the States policy uith respect to the accomntodat

an

the

on

of pedestrians and” bicycles on new and upgrading projects.

Are pedestrians and bicycles a consideration during desiyn
and construction of the project?

0 Are pedestrian accidents analyzed separately? Does the
State have warrants for pedestrian accommodations?

0 Is there a statewide policy on side~alk construction and a
requirement to evaluate pedestrian mouemel>ts in urban

areas?

0 Do State laws or policy prohibit or restrict tile

construction of sidewalks, wheelchair ramps, or bikeway
facilities?

0 Is pedestrian accident data readily a~~ailable and is it
being used to establish needs for pedestrian accon]modation?

0 Are sidewalks and wheelchair ramps provided in school
zones?

During the site revieu. the review team should report the
following:

0 Evaluate projects to see if sidewalks. wheelchair ramps.
and bike lanes have been provided in Ihigh use areas? Are

sideualks continuous and clear of obstructions? Are curb
cuts provided?
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o ?evie[~grade separations, and acc@ss ramps to urban streets
to see if there are provisions for pedestrians. Have
crossualk markings been pro”ided?

o Have pedestrian/ha”dicaP fac~lit~e~ bee” pro”id~d?

0 Are bike la,,es sig!,ed a“d striped properly? Obserue bike
lane treatment at intersections.

Part J - P:aintenance

Maintenance personnel must be informed and trained On the

safety ch~racteristics and maintenance priorities of various
road~!ay 21ements. Although all road~ay feature~ deser”e
timely routine maintenance, certail> elements require special
attentior] because of their placement, location, design, or

volume of traffic. Maintenance perso””el must be

kno!~ledgeable of how certain designs perform to enl}anc@ safety
and reduce accident experience and severity. In addition to
the maintenance activities previously discussed, the review

team should report the following:

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

Does the State have a maintenance program that establishes
maintenance priorities? Does the State maintain an
adequate replacement inventory for replacement of damaged
hardware, signs. etc.?

Are signs, and otl~er traffic control devices maintained
adequately at potentially hazardous locations such as

nsrrcu bridges, transitions, construction zones,

intersections, etc.?

Have .breakaway signs been repaired with the correct

replacement parts? Will they operate as Orignially
it~tended?

Do unnecessary signs such as add-on signs compromise
breakaway performance?

Are pavement marking and delineation adequately maintained?

Do trees, shrubs, etc. obscure traffic signs?

Have proper adjustments and repairs been made at locations

bjith BCT?
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MANAGERIAL C~CERNS

o Are operational reviews being conducted for al1 highway safety im-
provements?

e During the operational reviews, are the investigators aware of the
appropriate kinds of considerations?

o Are the operational reviews being perfOrmed concurrently with pro-
ject construction and promptly after an improvement is made to in-
sure that necessary adjustments are made as soon as possible?

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

o A knowledge of the intended results of each improvement

Resource and Equipment Input

o Funding
s Manpower to conduct the Operational Review
o Materials

Data or Informational Input

e The completed highway safety improvement projects (from Subprocess
2 - “Oesign and Construct Projects”)

w
o The completed highway safety improvement projects with ~propriate

operational adjustments
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EVALUATION COMPONENT

F
7

EVALUATION

COMPONENT
J

is to assess the value of
and programs which result

PURPOSE

The purpose of the Evaluation Component
ongoing and completed highway safety projects
from the Planning and Implementation Components.

DESCRIPTION

The Evaluation Component consists of one Process, “Determine the
Effect of Highway Safety Improvements” as specified in FHPM 8-2-3, and
follows the Implement ation Component of the HSIP. The ultimate goal of
evaluation is to improve the agency’s ability to make future decisions
within all components of the HSIP. These decisions can be facilitat.ed by
conducting formal evaluations ,of ongoing and completed highway safety pro-
jects and programs. The results of these formal evaluations serve as input
to every component of the HSIP.

Evaluation involves obtaining and analyzing quantitative information
on the benefits and costs of implemented highway safety improvements. The
utilization of estimated benefits and costs reduces the agency’s dependence
on engineering judgement and helps in selecting future projects with the
highest probability for success. This al10WS for the better allocation of
scarce safety funds and minimizes expenditures for projects hich are mar-
ginal or ineffective.
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INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Managerial Inputs

e Guidance of technical personnel in conducting reliable evaluation
studies

e A knowledge and understanding of the proper planning and performance
of project and program evaluations

o A knowledge and understanding of the reliability of data necessary
to conduct the evaluations

Resource Inputs

o Funds - Money to perform project and program evaluations
e Manpower - Agency personnel to plan and conduct evaluation studies
. Equipment - Standard traffic engineering equipment, including radar

meters, volume counters, and tally boards may be needed. Computer
facilities may be used to facilitate data analysis.

Data or Informational Input

o A 1ist of implemented safety improvement projects and programs
e “Before” and “After” accident data (for Accident-Based Evaluations)
e Before and after operational and drik~er behavior data (for Non-Acci-

dent Based Evaluation)

Work Output

o Evaluated highway safety projects and programs

@ Data for future planning and implementation activities,
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CHAPTER X

PROCESS 1

DETERMINE THE EFFECT
OF HIGHWAY SAFETY

IMPROVEMENTS

EVWUATSON CO~NENT

PROCES 1

DETSRMINE THE EFFECT OF

HIGHWAY SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

I
PURPOSE

The purpose of this process is to perform the appropriate evaluations
(subprocesses) needed to assess the value of implemented highway safety
improvement projects and programs.

DESCRIPTION

There are two types of evaluation which may be conducted in the HSIP:
Effectiveness Evaluation and Administrative Evaluation. Either type of
evaluation may be performed for safety projects or programs. A project is
one or more corrective measure that has been implemented .at a location to
correct a hazardous or potential lY hazardous condition. A program is
broader in scope and may consist of many projects or project groups imple-
mented throughout an area to correct a common highway safety problem.
Effectiveness Evaluation consists of:

Accident-Based Project Evaluation
Non-Accident-Based Project Evaluation

: Program Evaluation
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Accident-Based Project Evaluation measures the effectiveness of an
improvement project by observed changes in the number, rate, and severity
of traffic accidents resulting from project implementation. Non-Accident-
Based Project Evaluation measures the intermediate effectiveness of a com-
pleted improvement project by observed changes in non-accident safety
measures. Program Effectiveness measures the effectiveness of an improve-
ment program by observed changes in accident number, rate, and severity
resulting from program implementation.

Administrative Evaluation is used to supplement the Effectiveness
Evaluation. It provides guidelines for determining the mounts of manpow-
er, time, money, and material used, the differences between planneal and
actual resource expenditures and the productivity of implementing highway
safety projects and programs.

The four subprocess included under this process are:

Subprocess 1 - Perform Non-Accident-Based Project Evaluation
Subprocess 2 - Perform Accident-Based Project Evaluation
Subprocess 3 - Perform Program Evaluation
Subprocess 4 - Perform Administrative Evaluation
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 1

PERFORM ACCIDENT-BASED

EVALUATION

WMUAnON CO-NM

\

ACCIDENT- BASED)0~y=EVALUATION

The objective of Accident-Based Project Evaluation is to assess the
value of a completed highway

Description

Accident-Based Project
functions:

safety project.

Evaluation consists of the following seven

FUNCTION A - Develop Evaluation Plan
FUNCTION B - Collect and Reduce Data
FUNCTION C - Compare Measures of Effectiveness (MOE’s)
FUNCTION D - Perform Statistical Tests
FUNCTION E - Perform Economic Analysis
FUNCTION F - Prepare Evaluation
FUNCTION G - Develop and Update

FUNCTION A - Develop Evaluation Plan

The plan addresses such issues as

e Projects for evaluation

Documental ion
Effectiveness Data Base

the selection of:
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‘ ‘roiectpurpo:es. Eva uatlon objectives and measures of effectiveness (MOE’s)
e Experimental plans
e Oata requirements

Project Select ion

The fol lowing factors should be considered when selecting projects for
evaluation:

. Evaluation should be performed for those types of projects which
have the highest probabi 1ity of being implemented in the future.

e Accident-Based Evaluation requires collection of accident data for
two- to three-year periods before and after project implemental ion.
Monthly and seasonal variations can bias the traffic and accident
characteristics of a project site if the study period is less than 2
years.

e The avaiIabi1ity, completeness, and accuracy of accident and traffic
exposure data is essential for conducting an effectiveness evalua-
tion.

e During project selection, projects should be Chosen where there are
a sufficiently large number of accidents to allow statistical analy-
sis.

. The purpose of the project should also be clearly recognized when
conducting any effectiveness evaluation.

When the before number of accidents is too smal1 to allow the project
to be evaluated using Accident-Based Evaluation, the project may be com-
bined with other similar projects to increase the size of the before acci-
dent frequency. Highway safety project files for projects implemented
within the last five years should be reviewed. After grouping al1 highway
safety projects into similar categories, the evaluator has three options:

~ Individual Project Evaluation - Evaluate a project of particular
1nterest or randomly select a sinale Dro.iect.

@ Aggregate Project Evaluation - W-hen‘th~ accident sample sizes are
too smal1 for individual project evaluations, aggregate projects:
where the number of projects is large enough to permit an evaluation
of the entire category, representative projects can be selected
using a statistical sampling technique. l-he selected projects can
then be aaareaated and/or evaluated as a sinale Dro.iect.

e Program ~~ve~opment For Evaluation - Selec{ cornpl;ted projects to
form a program for evaluation.

Project Purpose

The purpose of a project is defined
sure(s) was selected for implementation.
are:

as the reason that the countermea-
The most common project purposes
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@ To
e To
e To
e To

Figure 27

reduce traffic accidents
reduce the severity of traffic accidents
reduce hazard potential
improve traffic performance (secondary purpose)

i1lustrates a format for listing project purposes.

Objectives

Five fundamental evaluation objectives should be
evaluation study. These objectives are to determine
project on:

selected for every
the effect of the

e
@
e
e
e

MOE ‘S

Total accidents
Fatal accidents
Personal Injury Accidents
Property Damage Accidents
Additional specific objectives related to the purpose of the project

Measures of Effectiveness (MOE’s) should be stated for each objective
to provide quantifiable units of measurements. MOE’s may be expressed in
terms of frequency, rates, proportions, or ratios. If traffic volume or
exposure data are available for the project site, the evaluator may select
a rate-related MOE for each objective. Exposure units are expressed in
terms of either the number of vehicles or the number of vehicle-mi Ies of
travel , depending on the type of project. The objectives, along with the
MOE’S of the evaluation, should be recorded as shown in Figure 28, and
included in an evaluation study file.

Experimental Plan

The experimental U1an should be the strongest possible exper~mental
design
ity of
safety

*
@
s
0

that”is consistent with the nature of the-project and the avai1abi1-
data. Four plans have been selected for use in evaluating highway
projects:

Before and After Study With Control Sites
Before and After Study
Comparative Paral Iel Study
Before, Ouring and After Study

A description of each of these experimental PIans follows:

A. Before-After Study With Control Sites

This plan compares the percent change in the MOE at the project site
(test site) with the percent change in the ME at similar sites without the
improvement (control sites) for the same before and after time periods.
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PROJECT PURPOSE LISTING

Evaluation No. A-l

Date/Evaluator 21231771WP Checksd bY “zgi~”m

Project No. P-1

Proleti Description and Location(s) ‘=ph=e 6“W- ** ‘“ A

L
I

I I

I 1
1

Fiqure 27. Smple project purpose listing.
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OBJECTIVE AND MOE LISKfNG

Evaluation No. ‘-‘

DatelEvaluator Zf z3f 771m Checkedby 2fztlr71m

Evaiuatlonobjective Meacure ofEffectiveness (MOE)

Do~eminothe etfwt of Percent chan~ in:

*e projmt0“:
(tundame.lall

lchwk o;el
Rate— or Frm”enw —
(tu.dame. till

1. Toml Accide”u 1. TOWI Ac.identi MV

2 Fatal Accide”m 2. Fatal Accidenu/MV

3. Ini.y Accide.~ 3. #njuw AccidenU/ Mw

4. PDO Accide.U 4. PDO Accidenul MV

(projecl p.rpow) [proim P.rwml

5. ~uhe Ac&& 5. m-~ Ac&&fMv

Figure 28. Sample objectives and MOE listing.
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This study is considered a strong plan for highway safety project evalua-
tion when “good” control sites can be identified. The use of control sites
allows the evaluator to control for the influence d other variables on the
study results. A schematic drawing describing the Before-After Study With
Control Sites is shown in Figures 29 and 30.

B. Before-After Study

This plan is commonly used in the evaluation of highway safety pro-
jects, if control sites are not available. This approach is based on data
collected at two points in time; before and after project implementation
(see Figu~~~ev3: and 32). This plan is considered to be a rather weak
design. , in certain cases the shortcomings of the design may be
minimized.

c. Comparative Parallel Study

This plan is similar to Before-After Study With Control Sites with the
the exception that MOE’s are not required prior to project implementation;
~.e. , the evaluation period specified is after project implementation.
This plan is less desirable than Before-After Study With Control Sites and
in some cases, less desirable than Before-After Study (see Figure 33).

D. Before, Ouring and After Study

This is similar to the Before-After Study with the modification that
measurements are taken at three points in time. This plan is applicable
for temporary projects which are to be discontinued or eliminated after a
period of time (see Figure 34).

Experimental plans should be selected on the basis of their ability to
maximize internal validity and be applied uhder prevailing practical limi-
tations. The flow diagram shown in Figure 35 illustrates the experimental
plan selection process when practical limitat~ons are to be considered.

The selection of the experimental plan aids in the identification and
collection of data and guides the evaluator to the appropriate data analy-
sis and comparison activities.

Data Requirements

Evaluation data needs depend on the following criteria:

. Objectives and MOE’S of the evaluation
e Anticipated impacts from the environment surrounding the project

site
e Project costs, including implementation, operation, and maintenance

costs
. Anticipated impacts (other than the objectives) on the environment

resulting from the project
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Figure 29. Before and after study with control sites.
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Figure 30. Before and after study with control sites
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Figure ~1. Before and after study.
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Figure 32. Before and after study
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Figure 33. Comparative parallel study.
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Figure 34. Before, during and after study.
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Is Before Data

Available or No

Can It Be Estimated

Satisfactorily?

Is Project
Yesof a Temporary

Nature (i.e., Construction)?

!s Control

of Independent

Variables Critical?

Can Control

Sites

Be Identified?

Yes

Use Before and After

(Plan A)

* Combine with Plan A if control sites
are desirable and available.

Figure 35. Experimental plan selection.
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QePending on. the .Plan.used, data sets must be CO1lected at various
Iocatlons and points In time. The number of data sets required for the
selected experimental plan should be estimated for the purpose of develop-
ing a detailed data collection scheme. Another considerat~on in establish-
ing the magnitude of data needs is related to sample size requirements.

The experimental plans outlined above are based on the assumption that
the number of accidents used in the analysis accurately reflects the number
of accidents for the entire before or after analysis period. Previous
studies have indicated that a three-year accident history is a sufficient
approximation to the long term average for safety analysis. It is recom-
mended that a three-year before and a three-year after period be selected
for a final Accident-Based Project Evaluation.

There are two factors to consider when selecting the length of the
analysis period.

e

o

Periods should be selected for which there is no significant change
in geometric, traffic or traffic control conditions at the site
(except for the countermeasures) during the entire before and after
study

It is desirable to evaluate the effectiveness of a project as soon
as possible to determine whether additional countermeasures are
warranted at the site.

FUNCTION B - Collect and Reduce Data

The evaluator should collect al1 data necessary for an evaluation

study, including:

e Data necessary for selection of control sites
e Before data (accident, volume, and other)
e Data during implementation period
e Accident and other data a,fterproject completion

The control sites should exhibit accident patterns similar to those of
the project site. Since the accident frequency and severity can be simi1ar
at two or more different sites due to chance, variables such as hor~zontal
and vertical alignment, number of lanes traffic volume, etc. , should be
sim{lar. In addition to these considerations, the evaluator should identi-
fy key variables which must be controlled in the evaluation. A rather cri-
tical factor to consider in the data CO1 lection process is the delineation
of boundaries for the project site (and control site(s) if applicable) .
Al 1 before data must be CO1lected and reduced to a usable form for subse-
quent analysis. After the project countermeasures have been Implemented,
the evaluator must establ ish a data base of the impacted conditions after
traffic has adjusted to the changed conditions.
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FUNCTIONC - CompareMOE’s

This function involves determining the effect of the project on the
selected MOE’s.

MOE data summary tables should be developed using the data compi led in
FUNCTION B. The MOE Data Comparison Worksheet shown in Figure 36 may be
used to tabulate accident and exposure data used in developing the MOE’s.
Figures 37 to 40 i1lustrate the sample formats to be used fOr tabulatin9
MOE’s for different experimental plans. The evaluator should calculate the
expected values and percent changes of the MOE’s and record them on the
worksheet.

FUNCTION D - Perform Statistical Tests

The evaluator must test the statistical significance of the effective-
ness of the safety project to better understand whether the changes (if
any) observed in the MOE are attributable to the safety project or due to
some other factors unrelated to the project. To perform statistical tests,
a test statistic and a confidence level must be selected. The choice of a
confidence level should depend on project costs, i.e., a confidence level
of 95% or more should be used for large, expensive projects.

The Poisson Test is appropriate for project evaluation to determine
whether a sign~ficant change in the MOE’s has occ~lrred. Poisson curves are
given in Figure 41 for use in determining whether a change in accident
experience is statistically significant.

FUNCTION E - Perform Economic Analysis

Economic analysis provides an additional perspective of the effective-
ness of the completed safety project. The fo1Iowing methods are appro-
priate for use in the evaluation of completed highway safety projects.

@ Benefit/Cost Ratio Method - The ratio of the benefits accrued from
accident andlor severity reduction to costs needed to implement the
countermeasures.

@ Cost Effectiveness Metl~od - The cost to the agency of preventing a
single accident or accident type.

FUNCTION F - Prepare Evaluation Documentation

The evaluator now must draw conclusions regarding the overal 1 effect-
iveness and worth of the project and review the aPProPriateness of al~
activities of the evaluation study whicl~ lead to the final conclusions.
The evaluation activities and results should be thoroughly discussed and
documented in the study report. The documentation should include a concise
and comprehensive coverage of al1 evaluation study activities and results,
and should follow a standardized format.
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MOE DATA COMPARISON WORKSHE~
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I

Figure 36. MOE data comparison worksheet.
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MOE DATA COMPARISON WORKSHE~

Evaluation, No.
DatelEveluetor Checked’ by —

*parimantel Plerr

control PrOjOct Ex#ectad
After

Before After Before After Percent
Rate— Red”ctle”

(eCF, (AcF) [BPF] ~APF) Fr:q.ti
l%)

MOE Date Summary

,.,
~ ,,,, ,

Figure 37. Illustration of MOE data ~zomparison worksheet
for before and after control sites study plan.

MOEDATACOMPARISON WORKSHE=
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Before After ‘;:;e_ &::::n

(BPF, lApF~ F,:q._ (%)
MOE Date Summary

?j;,;’.
M- .,, ,”,,, .

Figure 38. Illustration of MOE data comparison worksheet
for before and after study’plan.
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MOE OATA COMPARISON WORKWE~

Evaluation No.
Date/Evaluator Chackad by
Experimental Plan

-------
After

After Percent
Rate_ ~e~”ction

I(ACF) -I (APF) Fr~a._
(%)MOE Data Summarv

1 I I I I

Fi~re 39. Illustration of MOE data comparison worksheet
for comparative parallel study plan.
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Figure 40. Illustration of ?{OEdata comparison worksheet.
for before, during and after study plan.
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FUNCTION G - Develop and Update Effectiveness of Data Base

An effectiveness data base is an accumulation of sound project evalua-
tion results which are directly usable as input to project selection (Pro-
cess 3, Subprocess 2) and project development (Process 3, Subprocess 3)
within the Planning Component. The data base should contain information on
the accident reducing capabi 1ities of a project in terms of average acci-
dent rate reduction. This information is a requirement for use in economic
analysis of proposed projects. The data base must be continually updated
with new effectiveness evaluation information as it becomes avai1able.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

● What projects should be selected for effectiveness evaluation?
o What is the manpower required for the evaluation?
@ Are adequate funds available?

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

o A knowledge and understanding of Accident-Based Project Evaluation
techniques

Resource and Equipment Input

● Manpower
e Funding

Data or Information Input

e Total project cost
e For the analysis period:

- Numbers of years of accident data
- Total number of accidents
- Number of fatal accidents and fatalities
- Number of injury accidents and injuries
- Number of PDO accidents and involvements
- Number of vehicles for spot or intersection locations, and

vehicle-mi les of travel for roadway section locations.
o Maintenance files, photologs or historic project files or field

reconnaissance for conducting inventory of existing roadway and
environmental features.

output

o MOE data summary tables which explain the effect of the project on
the change Of selected MOE’S and their statistical significance.

e An assessment of the cost-effectiveness of the project
● Updated data base
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 2

PERFORM NON-ACCIDENT-BASED

EVALUATION

oSUBPROCESS 2

0 0~R~&w+=PERFORM

NON.ACC1OEW-BASED 3

EVALUATION osun
my-

PURPOSE

The objective of the Non-Accident-Based Evaluation is to provide
guidelines for determining the intermedi ate effectiveness of a completed
highway safety project based on changes in non-accident MOE’s.

DESCRIPTION

Non-Accident-Based Evaluation refers to the method of evaluation using
non-accident measures expressed in terms other than the rate or frequency
of accidents or accident severities. Examples of non-accident measures
are:

e Traffic conflicts
o Auto-Pedestrian conflicts
o Vehicle speeds
o Traffic control violations
: ~~g~ic vehicle maneuvers

Non-accident measures are used in much the same way as accident measures in
Accident-Based Project Evaluation.
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Although the use of Non-Acc~dent-Based Project Evaluation is suggested
as a means evaluating ermea1ac. proJect lveness, It not
intended for use in place of ultimate safety measures (accident and acci-
dent severity reductions) due to the lack of a proven relationship be
~ween accident and non-accident measures.

The fol lowing two basic differences exist between Accident- and Non-
Accident-Based Evaluat~on.

1. When conducting a Non-Accident-Eased Project Evaluation, an evalu-
ator addresses the chain of events which leads to observed or
potential accident experience, rather than addressing the purpose
of the project in terms of how it wi11 affect accident experience
at the project site (as related to Accident-Based Project Evalua-
tion).

The chain of events addresses:

o Major Causal Factors
e Major Contributory Factors
e Safety Prob 1ems

2. Evaluation Timing - This subprocess requires that the evaluation
plan be developed during the Planning Component of the HSIP (be-
fore project implementation) so that before evaluation data can be
obtained.

As in Accident-Based Project Evaluation there are seven functions in
Non-Accident-Based Project ‘Evaluation, each containing a
which lead an evaluator through the activities and
activities of a properly designed evaluation study.

The seven functions which comprise Non-Accident-Based

series of steps
decision-making

Evaluation are:

FUNCTION A - Develop Evaluation P1an
FUNCTION B - Collect and Reduce Non-Accident Data
FUNCTION C - Compare Non-Accident Measures of Effectiveness (MOE’s)
FUNCTION D - Perform Statistical Tests
FUNCTION E - Prepare Economic Analysis
FUNCTION F - Prepare Evaluation Documentation
FUNCTION G - Develop and Update Effectiveness Data Base.

Projects which are well-suited to Non-Accident-Based Evaluation
include:

. Projects implemented to reduce accident potential
e Projects involving staged countermeasure implementation
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Non-Accident-Based Evaluation can be used to prov”ide information on:

e Project impact on traffic performance
g Project effectiveness, when a quick indication is desired
e The presence of factors which affect “aftel””accident experience
e The relationship between accident and non-accident measures

FUNCTION A - Develop Evaluation Plan

AS in Accident-Based Project Evaluation, five stePs are required in
this function:

. Select projects for evaluation
o Determine project purpose
o Select intermediate evaluation objectives and MOE’s
o Select experimental plan
. Oetermine data requirements

Intermediate evaluation objectives and MOE’s are expressed in terms of
non-accident measures.

Four experimental plans, described in Accident-Based Project Evalua-
tion (Subprocess 1), are appropriate for use in this subprocess:

Before and after study with randomized control sites
Before and after study
Comparative parallel study
Before, during and after study

Data requirements for obtaining non-accident measures are developed
from traffic engineering studies. Information on these studies are con-
tained in many traffic engineering texts and references, such as:

@ Highway Safety Engineering Studies (FHWA training course)
e Traffic Engineering, Theory and Practice (by Louis J. Pignataro)
e Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies (Institute of Transportation

Engineers)
e Traffic and Transportation Engineering Handbook (Institute of

Transportation Engineers)

Examples of traffic engineering studies which can be performed to ob-
tain non-accident measures include:

@ Spot speed studies
o Travel time and delay studies
o Intersection delay studies
e Traffic conflict studies
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Sample size requirements for these and other studies are calculated
using sampling techniques which yield the required minimum sample size at a
specified level of confidence.

FUNCTION B - Collect and Reduce Data

Non-Accident-Based Project Evaluation requires relatively more field
data COIlection than Accident-Based Project Evaluation. This is due to the
various engineering studies that must be performed to obtain non-accident
measures.

The steps involved in this function are:

0 Select control sites (if applicable)
e Collect and reduce non-accident data
. Collect and reduce project cost data

FUNCTION C - Compare Non-Accident MOE’s

The methods for computing changes in accident-based MOE’s, described
in FUNCTION C of Accident-Based Project Evaluation, are appropriate for use
in this subprocess.

Non-Accident MOE data can be summarized in prepared tables (MOE Data
Comparison Worksheets) similar to those for Accident-Based Project Evalua-
tion. These tables can be modified to simplify calculations of percent
changes in non-accident MOE’s for a given experimental study plan.

As in Accident-Based Project Evaluation, the percent change in nonac-
cident MOE’s involve two computations:

. Compute the expected values of the non-accident MOE’s if the project
had not been implemented.

. Compute the percent change between the expected and after non-acci-
dent MOE’S.

The methods for determining the expected values may differ for each experi-
mental PIan.

FUNCTION D - Perform Tests of Significance

In this function, statistical tests are selected and performed to
determine the effectiveness of the non-accident MOE’s, as described for
accident-based procedures.

Several test statistics are appropriate for use in Non-Accident-Based
Project Evaluation, including:
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Chi-Square Test

This technique is used to test whether two discrete variables are
independent of each other. The variables may be nominal or ordinal.
Al 1 experimental plans are appropriate for testing by Chi-Square.

t-Test

The t-Test is used to test
ferences in the mean values of
continuous and an assumption of
There

e

e

are two types of t-Test:

Paired t-Test -
After
Student’s t-Test

compared

the statistical significance of dif-
two sets of MOE’s when the data are
normality in the data can be made.

at same location, i.e., Before and

compared at different locations, i.e., Pro-
ject and Control

Z-Test of Proportion

This test is applicable for continous data which are expressed as
proportions. The analysis question addressed by this test is whether
the proportion of occurrences in one group is significantly different
from the proportion in a second group.

F-Test

This test is applicable for testing the significance of differ-
ences in the variance of two populations.

Results of these statistical tests give an indication of whether chan-
ges in MOE’s are attributable to chance or are consequences of external
factors (the project).

FUNCTION E - Perform Economic Analysis

An economic analysis is conducted in order to obtain information on
whether a project is justified in terms of dol lars spent. Only one type of
economic analysis method (Cost-Effectiveness technique) is recommended for
this subprocess. Results of the Cost-Effectiveness technique indicate the
approximate agency cost for each single non-accident measure eliminated.
For example, a cost-effectiveness analysis may yield an agency Cost Of
$30.00 for every MPH reducep for vehicles approaching a warning beacon in
advance of a railroad crossing.

FUNCTION F - Evaluation Documentation

This function involves organizing and reviewing all non-accident eval-
uation activities. Evaluation decisions, assumptions and procedures are
reviewed to determine their appropriateness. From this review, a decision
on the reliability of evaluation results can be made.
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All evaluation results (changes in non-accident MOE’S) that are deter-
mined to be reliable (changes in MOE’s which were affected by the project
OnlY) are entered into an intermediate Effectiveness Oata Base (se~-
TION G). A product of this function is a final evaluation report. This
report is a concise description of the non-accident evaluation activities.

In the documentation, it may be necessary to include information rela-
tive to the non-accident measures uti1ized, to insure the proper interpre-
tation of the evaluation results.

FUNCTION G - Develop and Update Intermediate Effectiveness Data Base

Changes in non-accident MOE’s tiich were found to be reliable (per
evaluation review, see FUNCTION F), are entered into a table format. The
format consists of various project types and their associated changes in
the percent non-accident MOE. Percent reductions entered into this table
are not restricted to the positive effects of a project (i.e., decreases in
non-accident MOE’s), but include negative effects (i.e., increases in non-
accident MOE’s) .

The Intermediate Effectiveness Data Base has two primary uses:

o It provides feedback information useful in plarming and implement-
ing future projects for which Non-Accident-Based Evaluation may be
performed.

e It provides information on the relationship between accident and
non-accident measures when Accident-Based Project Evaluation are
performed after sufficient accident data are available.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

e

e
e

e
e

INPUTS

What projects should be selected for Non-Accident-Based Project
Evaluation?
What are the manpower requirements?
What is the degree of sophistication of engineering studies needed
for the evaluation?
What dearee of man~ower exDertise or trainina is reauired?
Are ade~uate

AND OUPUTS

Management Input

funds”availabie?

o A knowledge and understanding of Non-Accident-Based Project Evalua-
tion

Resource and Equipment Input

o Manpower
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o Funding
o Equipment required for engineering studies

Data or Information Input

o Total cost
. For the analysis period(s):

Size of non-accident measure sample
Types of non-accident measures to be evaluated

● Percent change in non-accident MOE’s
e Economic assessment of project
o Intermediate effectiveness data base
o Final report
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 3

PERFORM PROGRAM EVALUATION

os@ ‘uBpRoc”s3
PERFORM PROGRAM

EVALUATION

o~~uw,
PURPOSE

The purpose of this subprocess is to provide guidelines for assessing
the value of a completed or ongoing highway safety program.

DESCRIPTION

The program evaluation subprocess also consists of seven functions.
Each function contains a series of systematic steps which lead the evalu-
ator through the activities and decision-making processes of a properly
designed evaluation study. The seven functions are:

FUNCTION A - Develop Evaluation Plan
FUNCTION B - Collect and Reduce Data
FUNCTION C - Compare ~asures of Effectiveness (MOE’s)
FUNCTION D - Perform Tests of Significance
FUNCTION E - Perform Econom~c Analysis
FUNCTION F - Prepare Evaluation Document ation
FUNCTION G - Develop and Update Effectiveness Data Base
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FUNCTION A - Develop Evaluation Plan

During P1an development, the evaluator is required to think through
the entire evaluation process and establish a plan to be followed during
the actual evaluation. Prior plarming in advance of program implementation
makes it possible to select and utilize a more reliable experimental plan.
Also, data collection activities may be planned in advance of actual data
CO1 lection.

Program Goal

The first activity in program evaluation is to determine the highway
safety goal to be evaluated. The oal must be stated in a brief but con-

1cise statement in accordance with t e following criteria:

e The program scope
o The objective of program activities
e The location type
. The geographic program area

If the stated program goal includes several types of projects imple-
mented at different locations, it is advisable to stratify the projects
into program subsets with similar project and location characteristics.

A fundamental step in effectiveness evaluation is the formal selection
of evaluation objectives and MOE’s (Measures of Effectiveness).

brief statement describing the desired

Objective

An evaluation objective is a
outcome of the evaluation study. Regardless of the safety ‘goals of the
program, four fundamental evaluation objectives should be selected for
every program. These objectives are to determine the effect of the program
on:

o Total accidents
o Fatal accidents
e Personnel injury accidents
e Property damage accidents
o Other objectives related to the goals of the program

One or more MOE’s must be assigned to each evaluation objective to
transform the objective into a measurable unit which provides evidence of
the effectiveness of the program. These measures may be related to:

e Accident frequency
. Severity
e Rate
0 Proportion or percentage
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The evaluation objectives and their related MOE’s should be recorded
in an objective and MOE 1isting (mentioned previously in Accident-Based
Project Evaluation). MOE’s should also be assigned to economic evaluation
objectives.

Experimental P1an

The evaluator must select the experimental PIan for comparing the
MOE’s selected for each program subset. There are several factors which ,
may threaten the validity of the evaluation study and must be recognized
and overcome, including:

o Changes due to factors other than the program.
. Changes in the values of the MOE’s over time. Decreases in accident

rate may be a result of the program or it may be that the decrease
is an extens~on of a long-term decreasing trend in total accident
rates at the program sites.

o Regression to the mean - a tendency of a response variable such as
accidents to fluctuate about the true mean value.

o Random data fluctuation.

(These factors should also be considered when selecting experimental
plans in Accident- and Non-Accident-Based Project Evaluation. )

The threats to the validity of the evaluation study can be minimized
through the use of experimental plans which uti1ize control sites. The
fol lowing experimental plans are variations of the four pl,ans mentioned
previously in Accident- and Non-Accident-Based Project Evaluation.

Oata Needs

Evaluation data needs must reflect the evaluation MOE’S and the type
of experimental P1an selected for the evaluation. If one of the evaluation
objectives is to determine the economic aspects of the program, cost data
must be CO1lected. The data needs for each subset are recorded in the
appropriate form (Figure 42). The next step consists of organizing the
decisions made in the development plan and the rationale for these deci-
sions along with the listing of objectives, MOE ‘s, selected experimental
plans and data needs.

FUNCTION B - Collect and Reduce Data

This function involves the CO1lection and reduction of the data
required for a project evaluation. Accident and volume data are used most
often as the evaluation criterion on which program effectiveness and con-
trol group selection is based. Inconsistent, biased, erroneous or incom-
plete accident report information present a significant problem to the
evaluator. Again, the exposure data must be taken during the same period
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Figure 42. Data requirements listing.
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that the accident data are required. The use of existing volume data
creates a problem in defining accident rates for such MOE’s as wet-weather
accident rates and night or day accident rates.

The evaluator may be faced with either selecting control groups for a
completed program or randomly assigning program treatments to a portion of
a group of sites which warrant improvements.

The first activity in control site selection is to collect data relat-
ed to key variables at al1 program sites and candidate control sites. Data
should be reviewed and control sites which are not comparable with the
program group should be eliminated. Next, the evaluator should obtain and
critical ly review accident and exposure data for control sites and program
sites and eliminate the control sites which are not comparable with the
program group MOE’s. The remaining control sites constitute the control
group for the evaluation. The evaluator should select a random sampling
technique to select control sites. Accident and exposure data should then
be used to develop the MOE’s for the evaluation study.

FUNCTION C - Compare MOE’s

This function involves preparation of the MOE summary tables and
calculation of percent changes in the MOE’s. MOE data for each program
subset should be tabulated on the appropriate summary table (shown pre-
viously in Accident-Based Project Evaluation) using accident and exposure
data COIlected and recorded for individual projects in each subset in
FUNCTION B. MOE’s for the before and after periods for the program and
control groups are computed for each program subset. Next, the expected
value of the MOE is determined and compared with the annual MOE value and a
percent difference is calculated for each program subset.

FUNCTION D - Perform Tests of Significance

The evaluator should review the selected evaluation objectives, MOE’s
and experimental plan and determine the types of data to be evaluated. The
next step involves listing the hypothesis to be statistical ly tested for
each evaluation objective and select the appropriate statistical test based
on objectives, the MOE’S, experimental plan, and types of statements
?isted. The following are the various statistical techniques that may be
appropriate for program evaluation:

0 Poisson Test
@ Chi-Square Test
O t-Test
O Z-Test
~ F-Test
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FUNCTION E - Perform Economic Analysis

The evaluator should determine the need for economic analysis by
assessing whether statistical ly significant changes occurred in the MOE’s.
The economic analysis technique should be selected on the basis of the
acceptability of assigning dollar values to accident outcomes, availability
of cost data and type of MOE. The next step is to perform the economic
analysis using a Benefit/Cost technique or Cost-Effectiveness technique as
applicable.

FUNCTION F - Prepare Evaluation Documentation

The evaluator must organize the results of FUNCTIONS C, D & E for each
subset and examine the effectiveness of the program in the following way:

@ From FUNCTION C, identify whether each sub>et reduced the safety
deficiencies for which it was intended

e From FUNCTION D. identifv whether each subset resulted in a statis-
tically signifi~ant chan~e in the MOE’S

e From FUNCTION E, identify whether each subs@t resulted in benefits
which are considered acceptable when compared to program costs.

The evaluator should next determine the effectiveness of each subset
and appropriateness of all evaluation activities, and the activities asso-
ciated with plarming and implementation. Any observed deficiencies should
be corrected, if possible, and any non-correctable problems encountered
should be recorded. The next step is to identify evaluation results for
incorporation into the effectiveness data base, and to write, review and
distribute the final evaluation study report.

FUNCTION G - Develop and Update Effectiveness Data Base

A data base of accident reduction factors should be developed for
projects to provide plarming personnel with a useful tool for improving
their abi1ity to estimate expected benefits for projects and programs.
Evaluation data for individual Dro.iects within a Droqram or Droqram subset
are required as input to the data-base in the
factors and associated expected ranges.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

@ What number of Dersons are available for

form ‘of acciden~ reduction

conducting evaluations?
o What are the problems with accident data availabi?~ty?
e What should be the timing for evaluation plan development; pre-

implementation or post-implementation?

INPUTS ANO OUTPUTS

Managerial Inputs

@ A knowledge and understanding of program evaluation techniques.
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Resource and Equipment Input

e Manpower
e Time
e Funding

Data or Information Input

o Data CO1lected for the selection of control groups
e Exposure data conducted for control sites and program sites
e Cost data from project files

o Effectiveness of program
o “Data Sumary Tables” for each program subset. Percent change in

the MOE’s for each program subset can be calculated from the ta-
bles.

o Effectiveness Data Base
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PROCESS 1, SUBPROCESS 4

PERFORM ADMINISTWTIVE
EVALUATION

m
PURPOSE

The purpose of this subprocess is to assess implementation activities
and to produce feedback information to al1 HSIP components. This type of
evaluation is a fundamental part of the Evaluation Component of the HSIP.
It is a supplement to but not a substitute for an Effectiveness Evalua-
tion.

DISCUSSION

Administrative Evaluation is the assessment of project or program
implementation activities exploring three basic issues:

o Actual resource expenditures
o Planned versus actual resource requirements
. Productivity of implementation activities

In the Evaluation Component, Administrative Evaluation provides cost
informat ion for economic analyses which accompany Effect ivenss Evaluation.
Administrative Evaluation also insures that the Effectiveness Evaluation is
being performed on the project or program as it was actuallY implemented
and not as it was planned.
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Admi~~~~rative Evaluation is recommended for al1 projects and pro-
grams. , Mmlnistratlve Evaluation is recommended to be conducted
during projectlprogram implementation. Administrative Evaluation may be
performed at various levels of detai 1, depending on the amount and type of
information desired. High-cost projects or programs which involve a number
of implementation activities may warrant a detailed level of evaluation.
The least detailed level involves evaluating implementation scheduling,
deSig~, construction and operational review, without regard to specific
activities. The Administrative Evaluation subprocess consists of eight
steps:

1. Select evaluation subjects
2. Review project (program) detai Is

Identify administrative issues
:: Obtain available data sources

Prepare administrative data summary tables
:: Evaluate administrative issues
7. Prepare and distribute the evaluation report
8. Develop and update data base

STEP #1 - Select Evaluation Subjects

This step involves selecting completed or future projects and programs
for evaluation.

STEP #2 - Review Project (Program) Details

The purpose of the review and information gathering process is to
obtain necessary inDut to prepare a written description of the project or
projects to be- evajuated. ~he description of the project(s) should be
concise and convey a clear description of the retrieval of
tive Evaluation results data for similar types of projects.

the”Administra-

administrative

STEP #3 - Identify Administrative Issues

This step presents guidelines for determining the
issues to be evaluated. In this step, the evaluator must specify the man-
POWer Categories, the activities, the mi Iestones, and the material to be
evaluated in each implementation element. The level of detai 1 may vary for
each implementation element. When the level of administrative evaluation
detai 1 has been established, a form such as that shown in Figure 43 should
be used to record specific implementation issues to be evaluated. The
fol lowing guidelines may be helpful when completing the form.

~ Manpower categories should reflect only the major types of manpower
involvement required to perform the activities within each implemen-
tation element

O Only major activities should be listed
e As a minimum, time scheduling includes the

duration of each implementation element
start date, end date, and
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~HINISmATIVE ISSUESLISTING

J J

Figure 43. Administrative issues listing.
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@ Construction materials should include
placed in the field, i.e., guardrails,

The fol lowing questions are recommended
be answered for each implementation element.

A. Actual Resource Expenditures

the specific materials being
signs and supports, etc.

as the minimum which need to

@ For each major manpower category, what was the actual level of
effort (number of days, hours, etc. ) expended?

@ What was the actual cost for performing major activities within the
~mplementation element?

@ What was the actual start date, end date, and d~ratiOn of each
element and its major activities?

B. Actual Versus Planned Resource Requirements

@ How did the planned manpower categories (job clgssificat~ons) com-
pare with actual categories?

@ How did the planneallevels of effort for each manpower category com-
pare with the actual level of effort?

s How did the estimated cost compare with the actual costs?
@ HOW did the scheduled start date, end date, and duration compare

with actual events and durations?
@ What was the productivity of output produced per unit of manpower

expended?
@ What was the productivity of output produced per unit of cost in-

curred?
@ What was the productivity of output produced per un~t of time ex-

pended?

When developing the administrative questions, the evaluator should
coordinate with those ind~viduals who are most likely to US6 the results of
the evaluation.

STEP #4 - Obta~n Available Data

Data on planneal implementation resource expenditures and actual re-
source expenditures may be obta~ned from several sources including the ones
detailed under “Data or Informational Input”. The data sources should be
thoroughly reviewed and, if required, additional data and information
sources must be identified to meet the evaluation needs.

STEP #5 - Prepare Administrative Data Summary Tables

This step involves organizing the evaluation data in a format which
allows the eva~uator to efficiently conduct the evaluation. Manpower,
cost, time, material and other resource information obtained in STEP #4
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should be summarized in a table similar to that shown in Figure 44. Four
summary tables should be prepared for each project to be evaluated; one
each for scheduling, design, construction and operational review. The
manpower categories, activities, mi lestones, and materials llsted in the
Detailed Administrative Issues listing (developed in STEP #3) should be
transferred to the appropriate summary table.

STEP #6 - Evaluate Administrative Issues

Answers to the questions on actual resource expenditures may be taken
directly from the summary table. Issues on pTanned versus the actual re-
source expenditures may be addressed by comPutin9 the Percent differences
between PIanneal and actual quantities and costs. Issues relsting to the
productivity may be obtained by computing ratios between project output
measures and input measures.

STEP #7 - Prepare and Distribute the Evaluation Report

A brief written report on the evaluation results should be prepared”
and copies of the reports should be distributed to the appropriate person-
nel .

STEP #8 - Develop and Update Data Base

An administrative evaluation report provides information on a specific
project or program which is usable in future plarming and implementation
decisions.

MANAGERIAL CONCERNS

What is the manpower required for the method?
What is the amount of time reauired to complete spec
ties?
What is the quantity of materi als required?
What are the cost of manpower and materials?

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Management Input

e A knowledge
niques

fic activi-

and understanding of administrative evaluation tech-

Resource and Equipment Input

e Manpower
o Time
e Materials
o Funding
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coM MENTS

Figure 44. Administrative data summary table.
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Data or Informational Input

o Data on P1anneal implementation resource expenditures:
- Construction schedules
- Milestone and CPM charts
- Bid quotations
- Plan, Specification and Estimates (PS and E) documents
- Project fi1es

. Data on actual resource expenditures:
- Invoices
- Inspection reports
- Progress reports
- Data maintained as a funding requiremel?t
- As-built drawings
- Project fiIes

output

@ “Summary Tables” which provide a ful1 description of the actual re-
source and plannealresource expenditure and information on implemen-
tation productivity

o Ministrative Data Base
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CHAPTER XI

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

MSHTO - American Association of State Highway and Transportation Offi-
-1s.

ACCIOENT - Any unplannealevent that results in injury, property damage, or
loss.

ACCIOENT-BASED EVALUATION - The assessment of a Highway Safety Project or
p~ogram in terms of the extent to which the number and severity of ac-
cidents are reduced.

ACCIOENT CAUSALITY CHAIN - The chain of events (major causal factor - ma-
jor contributor factor - safety problem) which lead to accident experi-
ence or accident potential .

ACCIOENT POTENTIAL - An impending accident situation characterized by an
unsafe roadway condition.

ACCIDENT RATE - The number of accidents which occur during a specified

period of time, divided by a measure of the degree of vehicular expo-
sure over the same period.

ACCIOENT REOUCTION FACTORS - Values of percent accident reduction derived
from the observed accident reduction on one or several highway safety
projects.

ACCIOENT REPORT - A written report containing data concerning an individu-
al accident including time, place, location description, property dam-
age, injuries, violations, and possible cause. Such reports are sub-
mitted either by the investigating officer or the involved motorists.

ACCIOENT SEVERITY - A measure of the seriousness or violence of an acci-
dent or all accidents at a highway location. Accident severity may be
expressed in terms of the number of fatalities, injuries, or property
damage accidents or involvements which occur during a specified period
of time.

ACCURACY - The degree of freedom from error by which a measurement is
taken or an operation performed. For example, if a measurement is
stated as 1.02 ~ 0.05, accuracy is plus or minus five hundredths.

ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION - The assessment of project or program implemen-
tation activities exploring such issues as resource expenditures,
planned versus actual resource expenditures, and productivity.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES - Areas of interest related to project/program im-
plementation, which are subject to administrative evaluation. These
issues are: 1) Manpower Categories, .2

1
Activities, 3) Time Schedule, 4)

Materials, 5) Productivity, and 6 other specific administrative
issues.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - A statistical technique that tests for significant
d inferences in the dispersion character sties between two or more data
sets.

ASTM - American Society of Testing Materi als.

AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC (AADT) - The total
the number of days in the year.

BENEFIT-COST RATIO - The economic value of the
injuries, and property damage divided by the
ducing measure.

yearly volume divided by

reduction in fatalities,
cost of the accident re-

CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION - Distribution of test statistics used to test the
nul1 hypothesis of “independence” for the two classifications of a two-
way table. Also has many other statistical applications.

COLLECTOR STREET - Provides for traffic movement between major arterials
and local streets, with direct access to abutting property.

COLLISION DIAGRAM - A schematic drawing that shows the direction of
travel, prior to contact, of the vehicles and/or pedestrians whose pre-
sence contributed to the CO11ision.

CONDITION DIAGRAM - A scaled drawing of the important physical conditions
of a highway spot or section. It is used to relate the accident pat-
terns on a CO1lision diagram to the roadway and operational event at
the hazardous location.

CONTINUOUS DATA - Possible data values that can take on an infinite number
of values within a defined range.

CONTROL OF ACCESS - The condition where the right of owners or occupants
of abutting land or other persons to access, 1ight, air, or view in
connection with a highway is fully or partial lY controlled by public
authority. Ful1 control of access means that authority to control ac-
cess is exer~ed to give preference to through traffic by providing
access connections with selected public roads only and by prohibiting
crossings at grade or direct private driveway connection. Partial
control of access means that the authority to control access is expect-
ed to give preference to through traffic to a degree that, in addition
to access connections with selected public roads, there may be some
crossings at grade and some private driveway connections.
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coNj;;:hsITE(s, - A site or group of sites with similar characteristics
are not exposed to the same countermeasure as the project site,

used to aid in determining if the results achieved by the treatment
group are a consequence of the countermeasure rather than the result of
some outside influence.

COORDINATE REFERENCING SYSTEMS - Methods for accurately locating individu-
al accidents by grid coordinates.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS - A form of economic evaluation in which input is
measured in terms of dol1ar costs and output. is measured in terms of
economic benefit of a project as compared to the incurred cost of the
project.

COST-EFFECTIVE ANALYSIS - A comparison study between the cost of an im-
provement (initial plus upkeep) and the benefits it provides. The
1atter may be derived from accidents “reduced, travel time reduce, or
increased volume of usage, and translated into equivalent dolIars
saved.

CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CPM) - A network diagraming technique in tiich it
is assumed that time estimates are readily obtainable from past experi-
ence and the network is a progression of activities arranged in logical
paths to the ending node.

COUNTERMEASURE - A specific activity intended to improve one or mre as-
pects of the traffic safety or contribute to the solution of a specific
accident problem.

DATA BASE - The document CO1lection or file of CO1lected data tiich serves
as the basis of an information retrieval system.

DATA COLLECTION - The process of accumulating statistical information re-
1atlng to the empirical effects of a highway safety project.

DATA SET - A set of data pertaining to a single set or a single data col-
~on period.

DATA TABULATION
table so that

DIVIDED HIGHWAY
traffic.

- The process of displaying experimental results in a
the information can more readily be interpreted.

- A highway with separated roadways for two directional

“DO NOTHING “ ALTERNATIVE - An alternative tiich refers to the existing
state of the system.

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING - A mathematical theory of a multi-stage decision pro-
cess used to allocate money to obtain the maximum possible benefits un-
der a fixed budget.
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EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION - A statistical and economic assessment of the
extent to which a highway safety project or program achieves reduction
in the number and severity of accidents (accident-based evaluation ), or
the intermediate impact of a project on observed traffic operations and
road user behavior (ncn-accident based evaluation).

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES - Indications of the extent to tiich program objec-
tives are being attained.

EIS - Environmental Impact Statements.—

ENGINEERING - Pertaining to highway and traffic engineering, includes de-
sign, construction, maintenance, and traffic engineering and other
branches having to do with the physical highway plan.

ENVIRONMENTAL BASED STUDIES - A study that involves CO11ection and analy-
sis of all information related to the physical features of the roadway
for specific spots, sections, and elements.

EPDO - Equivalent Property Damage Only (Accidents). A measure Of accident
=xperience based on attaching weights to accident severity categories

as multiples of property damage only accidents.

ERRATIC NANEUVER - An unusual action by a road user which could lead to a
traffic accident.

EVALUATION - A comparison process that measures an item of activity
against certain predetermined standards or criteria. A judgement of
value or worth.

EVALUATION COMPONENT (HSIP) - The third of three HSIP components. This
comDonent consists of one Drocess and four sub~rocesses which involves
the’ determinate on of the effect of Highway Safety Improvements through
the appropriate use of 1) non-accident based project evaluation, 2)
accident based project evaluation, 3) program evaluation, and 4) ad-
ministrative evaluation.

EVALUATION OBJECTIVE - A brief statement describing the desired outcome of
an evaluation study.

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN - A method of evaluation involving alternate techniques
which will allow for a determination of project impact. The experi-
mental plan selection criteria depends on project characteristics and
data availability.

EXPOSURE - The quantity of vehicles, vehicle miles of travel or other
volume and/or time related factor tiich measures the degree of vehicu-
lar exposure to a particular situation.
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EXPRESSWAY - A divided arterial highway for through traffic with ful1 or
partla T control of access and generally with grade separations at major
intersections.

F-DISTRIBUTION (F-TEST) - Distribution of test statistic used to compare
variances from two normal populations. (See ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE).

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS - A technique which utilizes logic in an attempt to
trace all events and combinations of events which may result in an
acc<dent.

FHPM - Fed@ral-Aid Highway Program Manual .

FREEWAY - An expressway with ful 1 control of access.

FREQUENCY - Number of observations falling in a cell or classification
category.

FREQUENCY METHOD - A technique that identifies and ranks hazardous loca-
tiOflS on the basis Of number of acc~de~~s.

FREQUENCY RATE METHOD - A technique normal Iy applied by first selecting a
large sample of high accident locations based on frequency method
fol lowed by ranking based on accident rate.

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION - Division of a transportation network into
classes, or systems, according to the nature of the service they are to
provide.

FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES - Four evaluation objectives which should always be
included in Accident-based evaluation. These objectives are to deter-
mine the effect of the project/program on; I) total accidents, Z) fatal
accidents, 3) injury accidents, and 4) property damage accidents.

GAP STUDY - A study conducted to measure the time headway or GAP between
vehicles along a highway section (or at a point), and to analyze the

Gap acceptance characteristics where a minor or alternate traffic
stream intersects a major traffic stream.

GRADIENT - Ratio of vertical to horizontal lengths.

HAZARD - Cond~tions which exist on the highway system
to future accident occurrences.

which are conducive

HAZARD INDEX METHOD - A technique which mploys a formula to develop a
rating index for each suspect site. Factors used in the formula are;
number of accidents per year, accident rate, sign distance, etc.

HAZARDOUS LOCATION - Highway spots, intersections or sections experiencing
abnormal ly high accident occurrences or potential .
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HAZARDOUS ROADWAY FEATURES INVENTORY NETHOD - A technique of selecting
sites with a potential for hlgh accident severity or numbers ~n the
basis of identification of hazardous roadway features: Narrow Bridges,
Steep Roadside Slopes, etc.

HIGH COST PROJECT - Major highway safety projects tiich I“equfrea signifi-
cant initial cost outlay. Examples include lane additions, bridge re-
PIacements, roadway alignment changes, construct ng highway grade sepa-
rations, etc.

HIGHWAY LOCATION REFERENCE METHOD - The technique used for the identifica-
tion of linear position of a specific point or segment of a highway
either in the field or in the office with respect to a known point.

HIGHWAY LOCATION REFERENCE SYSTEM - The total set of procedures for deter-
mining and retaining a record of specific points along a highway. The
system includes the 1ocation reference method(s) together with the pro-
cedures for storing, maintaining, and retrie\/ing location information
about points and segments on the highway.

HIGHWAY SAFETY GOAL - Expected safety improvements resulting from a high-
way safety program.

HIGHWAY SAFETY PROJECT - One or more remedial countermeasures instituted
to improve specific safety deficiencies on the highway or its envi-
rons.

HIGHWAY SAFETY TREATMENT - A single remedial countermeasure instituted to
improve the overal1 safety environment of the highway system.

HISTOGRAM - Graphical method for describi n9 a set of data.

HIGHWAY, STREET, OR ROAD - A general term denoting a public way for pur-
poses of vehicular travel , including the entire area within the right-
of-way.

HSIP - Highway Safety Improvement Program, defined in FHPM 8-2-3.

HYDROPLANING - A condition Mere one or more tires of a moving vehicle are
separated from the pavement by a film of water; usuallY due .to a combi-
nation of depth of water, pavement surface texture, vehlcle speed,
tread pattern, tire pressure, and other factors.

IMPLEMENTING COMPONENT (HSIP~ - The second of three components. This com-
ponent consists of one process and three subprocesses ‘hich involve; 1)
the scheduling, 2) the design and construction, and 3 ) the operational
review of project(s).
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE - A listing of the events needed to complete a
partlcu Iar proJect activity. The listing is arranged in a chronologi-
cal sequence according to the time for initiating each event and with
an estimated time of completion.

INTEGER PROGRAMMING - A 1inear programing problem in which some or al1 of
the decision variables are restricted to integer values. Programing
problems in general deal with the use or allocation of scarce resources
in a manner such that costs are minimized or profits are maximized.

INTERCHANGE - A system of interconnecting roadways in conjunction with one
or mre grade separations, providing for the mvement of traffic ~-
tween two or mre roadways on different levels.

INTERMEDIATE OBJECTIVES - Expected short term improvements in the causal
and contrlbutory factors of a non-accident based project evaluation.

INTERSECTION - The general area where two or ~re highways join or cross,
wlthln which are included in the roadway and roadside facilities for
traffic movements in that area.

INVENTORIES - Lists of items or occurrences such as roadway and roadside
features, accidents, high accident locations, etc.

ITE - Institute of Transportation Engineers.—

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE - Refers to the outcome of specific statitistical
test of hypothesis.

LINK - A highway segment between two nodes.

LINK AND NODE REFERENCE SYSTEMS - Method for accurately locating individu-
al accidents by longitudinal distance down the highway from a referenc-
ed node.

LOCAL STREET OR LOCAL ROAD - A street or road primarily for access to re-
sidential, business, or other abutting property.

LOCATION - The name given to a specific point on a highway for which an
identification of its linear position with respect to a known point is
desired. A 1ocat ion may be where an accident occurred, where a roadway
characteristic (such as surface width) changes, where an operational
characteristic (such as traffic volume) changes significantly or where
some maintenance activity started or ended.

LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN - A 10- to 20-year plan that has specific
goals, is system- and maJor-project oriented? and includes the highest
priority projects and a funding projection indicating that funds will
probably be available for the plan’s completion.
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LORAN-C-BASED METHOD - An electronic, long range navigation system that
allows determination of a position an~here in the coverage area.

LOW COST PROJECT - Highway safety projects which require low or moderate
lnltlal cost outlays. Exmples include pavement edgelining, traffic
sig,naltiming modifications, traffic sign installation, roadway deline-
ator installations, etc.

MAJOR CAUSAL FACTOR - Specific hazardous elements associated with the
highway, environment or vehicle, or actions associated with the road
user which describe why an actual or potential accident problem
exists.

MAJOR CONTRIBUTORY FACTOR - Elements or activities which lead to or in-
crease the probabi 1ity of a failure in the road user, the vehicle or
the environment.

MAJOR STREET OR MAJOR HIGHWAY - An arterial highway with intersections at
grade and direct access to abutting property and on which geometric
design and traffic control measures are used to expedite the safe move-
ment of through traffic.

MEAN - Average of a set of measurements. The symbol ~ is used to denote
the mean of a sample.

MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE) - A measurable unit or set of units assign-
ed to each evaluation objective. The data collected in the units of
the MOE wi11 allow for a determination of the degree of achievement for
that objective.

MECHANICAL VOLUME COUNTER - A mechanical device used for volume data col-
lection when data are to be CO1lected over long periods of time.

MEDIAN - The portion of a divided highway separating the travel led ways
for traffic in opposite directions.

MILEPOINT - The name given to the numerical value of middle measurement
when a set is ordered according to numerical value.

MILEPOINT METHOD - The technique used to represent the distance from a
point to any location.

MILEPOST - A physical entity, ordinari lY a sign, placed beside a highway
and containing a number that indicates the mi leage to that point from
some zero point on the highway.

MONITORING - The process of checking and actual progress, and comparing it
with the scheduled progress.
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MULTI-DISCIPLINARY INVESTIGATION TEAM - A group of two or mre analytical
personnel with at least one representative from the engineering and
enforcement agencies and, if desired, representatives from other agen-
cies assigned to advise and assist in the analyses of crash occurrences
and in recommendations and evaluations of corrective measures.

MULTI-PROJECT SCHEDULING SYSTEMS (MPSS~ - A technique which provides the
~ group of projects by a highway

agency. MPSS includes resource balanting and is a formal method of
scheduling and monitoring the status of highway preconstruction and
construct on activities.

MUTCD - Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

NCHRP - National Cooperative Highway Research Program: an objective
national highway research program supported by participating member
states and the Federal Highway Administration.

NEED - A deficiency Mich should be corrected in the interests of public
7a fety.

NET BENEFIT - A measure of cost-effectiveness, gross benefit minus im-
provement cost.

NHTSA - National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

NODE - An intersection of two major streets.

NON-ACCIDENT-BASED PROJECT EVALUATION - An assessment
effect of a project on observed changes in traffic
user behavior.

of the intermediate
operations and road

NON-ACCIDENT MEASURE - A measurable unit of safety which is logically
related to accident measures such as traffic performance and operation
(travel time, delay and speeds) and road user behavior (traffic control
violations and erratic maneuvers).

NON-PARAMETRIC METHOD - A statistical significance test where data points
show marked departures from normality. Examples of non-parametric test
are; 1) Wilcoxen rank sum test, and 2) Mann-Whitney U-Test.

NORWL DISTRIBUTION - Bell-shaped probability distribution. The curve
possesses a specific mathematical formula. Distribution of Z-
statistic is used as a test statistic.

NSC - National Safety Council.—

NULL HYPOTHESIS - The hypothesis, tested in
there is no difference between the before
ence.

statistical analysis, that
and after accident experi-
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OBJECTIVE - The specific accident or severity measures which are to be
evaluated by the evaluation study. There are two types of objectives;
1) fundamental objectives refer to those measures which must be
evaluated in all studies. They are total accidents, fatal accidents,
personal injury accidents and property damage only accidents, 2)
objectives relating to project purposes. These objectives may include
one or more of the purposes of the project. (See PURPOSE).

PARAMETRIC METHOD - Statistical significance tests which assume normality
of the parent distribution.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES - Indications of the extent to which programs are
being performed in accordance with standards.

PERMANENT COUNT STATIONS - Stat ions that refer to the 1ong term monitoring
of traffic data at specific locations of interest either by manual or
mechanical surveys.

PHOTOLOGGING - A technique that involves taking photographs of the high-
ways and its environment from a roving vehicle at equal increments of
distance.

PLANNING COMPONENT (HSIP) - The first of the three HSIP components. This
component conslsts of four processes (and associated subprocesses)
which involve; 1) identifying hazardous locations and elements, Z) con-
ducting engineering studies, 3) developing candidate countermeasures,
4) developing projects based on the candidate countermeasures, and 5 )
prioritizing the developed safety improvement projects.

POISSON DISTRIBUTION - A distribution which often appears in observed
events which are very improbable compared to al1 possible events, but
which occur occasional lY since so many trials occur, e.g., traffic
deaths, industrial accidents, and radioactive emissions. The mean and
variance of the poisson distribution are equal..

POLICY PLANNING - A conscious process leading to
policy decisions that, in turn, should lead to
defined set of goals and objectives.

POPULATION - The total set of items defined by a
items.

a set of coordinated
the achievement of a

characteristic of the

PRE-PROJECT (OR BASELINE] DATA - Data collected or maintained prior to
project implementation for use in describing conditions before an im-
provement.

PRIORITIZING - The overall process of producing a rank order of priority
projects and project sections, using technical and non-technical, quan-
tifiable and non-quantifiable factors as the criteria for ranking.
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PRIORITV RATING - A complex rating for evaluating or comparing projects.

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION - Representation of the theoretical frequency
dlstr~butlon for a random variable.

PROGRAM - A group of projects (not necessarily similar in type or loca-
= implemented to ~hieve a common highway safety goal of reducing

the number and severity of accidents and decreasing the potential for
accidents on al1 roads.

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE (PERT) - A network diagrammatic
technique used for schedullng and control 1ing many activities through-
out a project.

PROGRAMMING - The matching of available projects with available funds to
accomplish the goals of a given period.

PROGRA~EO PROJECTS - A highway safety project, formally planneal for im-
plementation at some point * time. Projects contained in the Annual
Work Program (AWP) are programmed projects.

PROGRAM/PROJECT BENEFITS - A measure of the positive effect of a highway
safety program or project given in terms of accident measure reduc-
tion.

PROJECT - One or more countermeasures’”designed to reduce identified safety
deficiencies at a highway location. For example, pavement deslicking
may be selected as a single countermeasure to reduce wet-weather acci-
dents at a site, and is termed as a project.

PROJECT IMPACT - Project effectiveness in achieving the evaluation
objectives; also any unexpected consequences of the project such as
public reaction.

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT - A formal statement of the perceived need
for implementing a particular highway safety project. This statement
is general Iy submitted to state funding agencies as a request for pro-
ject funding. me statement generally provides a quantitative justifi-
cation in terms of the existing adverse conditions (accidents) as well
as the expected benefits to be derived from the ,project.

PURPOSE - The reason for which the highway safety project was implemented.
~purpose refers to the reduction or elimination of a specific high-

way safety deficiency such as a type of accident, a severity c1ass, a
hazard potential indicator and/or a traffic performance variable.

QUEUE LENGTH STUDIES - A study that identifies the number of vehicles that
are stopped in a traffic lane behind the stop line at an intersection.

RANGE OF A SET OF MEASUREMENTS - Difference between the 1argest and smal-
1est members of he set.

RATE-OF-RETURN METHOD - A form of economic evaluation based upon the com-
putation of the interest rate at which the net present annual worth of
the project minus the improvement cost is equal to zero.
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RATE QUALITY CONTROL METHOD - A technique of utilizing a statistical test
to determine Mether the accident rate at a particular location is sig-
nificantly higher than a predetermined average rate for Iocations of
similar characteristics.

REFERENCE POINT - A fixed, identifiable feature, such as an intersection,
railroad crossing, or bridge, from which a location can be measured or
referenced.

REFERENCE POINT NETHOD - The technique used to identify a specific point
or segment of highway for use in accident reporting.

REFERENCE POST - A physical entity, ordinarily a sign, placed beside a
hlghway and containing a number that does not reflect a mi1epoint, but
is an identification number for the point of location of the post. The
identification number is associated with the actual milepoint of the
1ocation in office records.

REPORTING THRESHOLD - The extent of personal injury or vehicle damage at
or above which al1 accidents are reported.

RIGHT-OF-WAY - A general term denoting land, property, or interest there-
in, usually in a strip, acquired for or devoted to transportation pur-
poses.

ROADSIDE - A general term denoting the area adjoining the outer edge of
the roadway. Extensive areas between the roadways of a divialedhighway
may also be considered roadside.

ROADSIDE CONTROL - The public regulation of the roadside to improve high-
way safety, expedite the free flow of traffic, safeguard present and
future highway investment, conserve abutting property values, or pre-
serve the attractiveness of the 1andscape.

ROADWAY (9eneral ) - The portion of a highway, including shoulders, for
vehicular use. A divided highway has two or more roadways. (In con-
struction specifications, the portion of a highway within limits of
construction).

ROUGHNESS INDEX - A number which provides a measure of roughness developed
from he study of highly irregular pavement surface.

SAFETY PROBLEM (NON-ACCIDENT BASED EVALUATION ) - Specific types of acci-
dents or potential accidents tiich result from the existence of a caus-
al and/or contributory factor.

SALVAGE VALUE - Estimated residual worth of program or project components
at the end of their expected service 1ives.
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SAMPLE - A subgroup of the population. A finite portion of a population
or universe.

SERVICE LIFE - The period of time, in years, in Mich the components of a
program or project can be expected to actively affect accident exper-
ience.

SEVERITY “INDEX - A number computed from applying weighting factors to in-
jury and fatality accidents based on their severity.

SHOULDER - The portion of the roadway continuous with the travelled way
for accommodateon of stopped vehic1es for emergency use, and for
lateral support of base and surface courses.

SKID NUMBER - The coefficient of friction times 100 (IOOX) of a tire S1id-
ing on wet pavement tien tested at 40 mph with a two tieel skid trailer
Or equivalent device following the procedures outlined in ASTM
E274-65T.

SPOT WPS - Maps often used by police and other public agencies to provide
a quick visual picture of accident concentrations identified through
“spot” marks or pins on a street map.

STANDARD - One of the 18 Highway Safety Programs Standards promulgated by
the Department of Transportation to implement the Highway Safety Act of
1973, 23 USC 402.

STANDARC DEVIATION - ,Measure of data variation. Square root of the var-
iance. represents the population standard deviation. S represents
the sample standard deviation.

SUpplemental (BI-LEVEL) REPORTING - A prescribed minimum amount of infor-
mation, that would CO1lected on every reportable accident and a supple-
mental report that would include additional data concerning items of
special interest. The supplemental data are usually collected on a
sample basis.

SYSTEMS PLANNING - A process under Mich transportation networks and cor-
ridors are defined in a “bottom-up” aPproach, starting from forecasts
of population and economic growth and continuing through estimates of
person and goods movement to a physical description of the systems re-
quired to meet the real or implied needs.

TEST OF PROPORTIONS - A statistical technique based on a contingency table
to test the hypothesis that two proportions are or are not equal. The
Z-Statistic calculated in this test is compared to a tabulated X2.
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THROUGH STREET OR THROUGH HIGHWAY - Every highway or portion thereof on
Which vehiCU1ar traffic is given preferentiill right-of-way, and at the
entrances to which vehicular traffic from intersect ng highways is re-
quired by 1aw to yield right-of-way to vehicles on such through highway
in obedience to either a stop sign or yield sign.

TIME-OF-RETURN (TOR) METHOD - A form of economic evaluation in wh~ch ex-
pected accident reductions are forecast using data from previous be-
fore-and-after accident studies and a TOR value is computed by dividing
the estimated cost of the project by the computed annual benefit. Pro-
jects with the 1owest TOR values are considered to be the best.

TRAFFIC CONFLICT - A traffic event involving two or more road users, in
which one user performs some atypical or unusual action, such as a
change in direction or speed, that places another user in jeopardy of a
COIIision unless an evasive maneuver is undertaken.

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE - A sign, signal, marking, or other device p~aced’
on or adjacent to a street or highway by authority of a public body or
official having jurisdiction to regulate, warn, or guide traffic.

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING MEASURES - Engineering procedures for controlling or
regulating the movement, direction, speed, right-of-way, and parking of
vehicular traffic and, where applicable, pedestrian traffic on streets
and highways. This includes such elements as one-way streets, turn
controls, reversible lanes, crosswalks, etc.

TRAFFIC LANE OCCUPANCY STUDIES - Studies that provide a measure of the
traffic performance of a highway gaci1ity as a function of vehicles
lengths, volumes, and speed.

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS-BASED STUDIES - Studies which provide essential infor-
mation to assist in the selection of the most appropriate safety im-
provements at identified hazardous locations.

T-TEST (STUDENT’S t) - A statistical technique for testing the Null
Hypothesis, i.e., that the mean scores from two groups do not differ in
a statistica?ly significant way. Applicable to the test of the hypoth-
esis that a random sample of observations is from a normal population
with the mean and variance unspecified. This test should be used when
the sample size is less than 30.

ULTIWTE SAFETY OBJECTIVES - A significant reduction in the number and
severity of accidents.

VARIANCE - Measure of data variation. T2 represents population variance
s~ represents sample variance.
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VIDEOLOGGING - A technique that involves taking video tape pictures of
highways and its environment as a substitute for photologging.

VOLUME - The number of vehicles passing a given point during a specified
-i od of time.

WARRANTS - The minimum conditions which would justify the establishment of
a particular traffic control regulation or device, usually including
such items as traffic volumes, geometries, traffic character sties,
accident experience, etc.

Z-STATISTIC - Standardized normal random variable that is frequently used
as a test statistic.
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